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ABSTRACT
This research explores the county-level lynching 
record of four Deep South states —  Alabama, Georgia, 
Louisiana, and Mississippi —  to discover the spatial 
and temporal distribution of lynching within the region 
and its relationship to social and economic conditions. 
The period of 1882 to 1910 is selected because lynching 
reached its highest levels in those decades.
Demographic and economic variables from the United 
States censuses characterize Deep South counties as 
urban or rural and rich or poor. The physiography and 
historical attributes of counties are also considered. 
The research objective is to improve understanding of 
lynching in the postbellum Deep South through 
geographic analysis. The research methods determine:
1) counties where lynching was endemic and explores the 
causes; 2) the relationships between demographic, 
economic, physical and historical characteristics of 
counties with high rates of lynching; 3) if and when 
legal execution was substituted for lynching; and 4) 
that the random and episodic nature of lynching 
resulted from social disruption and imitative behavior 
rather than from demographic and economic causes.
xiii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation examines the county-level 
geography of lynching events of blacks in four Deep 
South states between 1882 and 1910. Lynching is 
defined as the extra-legal lethal punishment of an 
offender accused of an actual or supposed crime or 
offense, which is carried out by a group of at least 
three usually anonymous people who experience no legal 
or social sanctioning for their actions. Most 
postbellum lynchings received public tolerance or 
approval and many newspaper accounts concluded that the 
lynching victim met death at the hands of persons 
unknown. The temporal aspect of lynching is analyzed 
by following its changing geography at the turn of the 
century.
From 1891 to 1910 2,450 people were lynched in the 
United States and its territories (Figure I.l). 
Seventy-eight percent of them were black. Lynchers in 
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana and Mississippi killed 926 
people in 725 known lynching events (about 29 percent 
of the United States' total number of victims) between 
1891 and 1910.
1
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Figure I.l. Lynchings in the United States, 1891-1910, 
Source: NAACP, Thirty Years of Lynching in the United
States. 1889-1918. 1919.
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Of this number 684 events (94 percent of Deep South 
lynching events) involved the mob murder of 856 blacks 
National data for comparison with the Deep South are 
not available for the nine years from 1882 to 1890.
The addition, however, of the Deep South's lynching 
data from 1882 to 1890 raises the total number of 
victims there by 283 to 1,243 and the total number of 
events by 241 to 997 (Table I.l).
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Table I.l. Black Lynching Victims and Events in Four

















Blacks 283 498 358 1139 241 390 294 925
Whites 34 58 12 104 31 31 10 72
Total 317 556 370 1243 272 421 304 997
Source: E. M. Beck, Stewart Tolnay, and James Massey,
Lynching in the American South Project, 
Department of Sociology, University of 
Georgia, 1991.
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The lynchings of black men (and a few women and 
children) were seen not only as punishment for criminal 
and social offenses, but as the means to regain and 
retain the economic and social superiority that whites 
had known before the Civil War. However, lynching was 
not universally practiced in the postbellum Deep South. 
Between 1882 and 1890, 219 Deep South counties (59 
percent of the 372 counties considered) had no recorded 
lynching events of blacks; between 1891 and 1900, the 
figure was 131 counties (35 percent); and from 1901 to 
1910, the number of counties without lynching events 
was 208 (56 percent). From 1882 to 1910, 94 Deep South 
counties (25 percent) lynched no blacks and 82 counties 
(22 percent) had only one event (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2. Number of Deep South Counties and Number 
of Black Lynching Events, 1882-1910.
Source: Beck et al. 1991.
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This research analyzes lynching as an agent of 
social control and identifies and classifies areas 
within the Deep South with varying rates of extra-legal 
punishment, reflecting the perceived necessity for 
white social control of the black population. Because 
state and county populations and their black 
proportions varied, a more meaningful analysis is 
achieved with per capita lynching rates rather than the 
absolute number of victims. Moreover, this research 
uses lynching events rather than victims because a 
lynching event with multiple victims served the same 
purpose as one with a single victim: the universally
understood message was that criminal or social 
transgressions would not be tolerated and that any 
offender could expect death at the hands of a mob when 
they decided to act.1 Table 1.2 lists state 
populations and black victims per 10,000 capita for 
three periods and Figure 1.3 compares the lynching 
histories of the four states from 1882 to 1910.
1. In comparison, legal executions of more than one 
condemned person at a time were rare. They also 
received less publicity, and thus, did not convey the 
warning message of a lynching. Legal execution and its 
relationship to lynching is considered in Chapter IV.
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Table 1.2. Per Capita Lynching Events With Black
Victims in Four Deep South States, 1882 to 1910.
1882-1890
STATE Population* Number Per capita**
Alabama 1,263 41 3.2
Georgia 1,546 59 3.8
Louisiana 952 42 4.4
Mississippi 1,130 99 8.8
Total 4,891 241 4.9
1891-1900
STATE Population* Number Per capita**
Alabama 1,829 85 4.6
Georgia 2,216 94 4.2
Louisiana 1,382 87 6.2
Mississippi 1,551 124 8.0
Total 6,978 390 5.8
1901-1910
STATE Population* Number Per capita**
Alabama 2,138 53 2.5
Georgia 2,609 79 3.0
Louisiana 1,656 62 3.7
Mississippi 1,797 100 5.5
Total 8,200 294 3.4
* Population in thousands
** lynching events of blacks per 100,000 people 
Sources: Beck et al. 1991; and the United States
Censuses of 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1910.















Figure 1.3. Five-Year Moving Average of Black Lynching 
Events in Four Deep South States, 1882 to 1910.
Source: Beck et al. 1991.
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LYNCHING AND OFFENSES
The protection of white women from black rapists 
was the common justification for lynching. Of the 925 
lynching events of blacks between 1882 and 1910 for 
which offenses are known, forty percent (n = 375) were 
lynched for rape or attempted rape. Twenty-nine 
percent (n = 270) of black lynching events were the 
results of alleged murders. Other offenses, such as 
assault, robbery, arson, burglary, larceny, forgery, 
informing, testifying against a white, political 
causes, threats, and mistaken identity resulted in 
thirty-two percent (n = 300) of the lynching events of 
blacks between 1882 and 1910. Table 1.3 lists the 
variation in lynchings and offenses by race and state 
in three periods from 1882 to 1910 and Figure 1.4 shows 
the relationship of black lynching events and offenses 
for each state in three periods. In each state except 
Louisiana between 1891 and 1900 and Mississippi between 
1901 and 1910, lynchings for rape and attempted rape 
account for the greatest number of blacks lynched.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Table 1.3. Lynching Events Resulting From Rapes,
Murders, or Other Offenses in Four Deep South States,
1882-1910.
1882 - 1890 
STATE RAPE MURDER OTHER TOTAL
B W B W B W B W
Alabama 20 0 14 4 7 0 41 4
Georgia 42 0 8 3 11 2 61 5
Louisiana 11 0 11 6 19 4 41 10
Mississippi 40 4 36 3 20 7 96 14
TOTAL 113 4 69 20 57 13 239 33
1891 - 1900 
STATE RAPE MURDER OTHER TOTAL
B W B W B W B W
Alabama 36 0 19 2 56 4 111 6
Georgia 51 1 27 5 17 1 95 7
Louisiana 20 1 25 8 38 7 83 16
Mississippi 45 1 36 1 41 1 122 3
TOTAL 152 3 107 16 152 13 411 32
1901 - 1910
STATE RAPE MURDER OTHER TOTAL
B W B W B W B W
Alabama 25 0 17 0 12 0 54 0
Georgia 33 1 19 1 26 1 78 3
Louisiana 22 0 21 3 19 3 62 6
Mississippi 30 0 37 1 34 1 101 2
TOTAL 110 1 94 5 91 5 295 11
Source: Beck et al. 1991.











Figure 1.4. Black Lynching Events in Four Deep South 
States by Offense, 1882-1910.
Source: Beck et al. 1991.
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VIOLENCE AND RACE
Two aspects of the American South stand out among 
its many characteristics —  a reputation for violence 
in many forms and a social division based upon race. 
Race is the salient issue in the history of the 
American South. The phenomenon of lynching in the 
postbellum Deep South was the epitome of violence 
designed to reclaim and maintain white supremacy. 
Although it may have originated as a frontier 
expediency and was often claimed to be justified as the 
deterrent to sexual advances by black men toward white 
women, lynching in fact served as a warning to all 
southern blacks and meddlesome outsiders that any legal 
or social transgression could and would be answered 
with the swift and violent death of the offender.
The violent side of the South has been studied by 
many scholars.2 Dueling, public hangings, rough-and- 
tumble wrestling with eye-gouging, cock-fighting, bear- 
baiting, the whipping and torture of slaves, harsh
2. Among the classic studies of Southern violence are: 
Edward L. Ayers Vengeance and Justice: Crime and
Punishment in the Nineteenth Century South. 1984; 
Richard M. Brown Strain of Violence. 1975; Wilbur Cash 
The Mind of the South. 1941: William T. Couch The
Culture of the South. 1935; John Dollard Caste and 
Class in a Southern Town. 1937; Clement Eaton "Mob 
Violence in the Old South," 1942; George Rable But 
There Was No Peace: The Role of Violence in the 
Politics of Reconstruction. 1984; John Shelton Reed 
"To Live - and Die - in Dixie: A Contribution to the 
Study of Southern Violence," 1971; and Bertram Wyatt- 
Brown Honor and Violence in the Old South. 1986;
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suppression of real and imagined slave revolts, 
nightriders, among other forms of violence, were 
realities in the antebellum South. Although legal, in 
many cases slavery was made possible only by force, and 
a readiness to resort to violence was an important part 
of the southern white male's code of honor and ideal 
sense of character.
After the Civil War, violence continued as a fact 
of life in the South. While violence occurred in all 
social strata and within both racial groups, white 
violence toward blacks increased during the 1890s when 
the first generation of blacks born in freedom came of 
age. Its most extreme manifestation was the practice 
of lynching, which endured as a distinctively southern 
phenomenon for more than fifty years. The National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), founded in 1909 in alarm over the number of 
blacks lynched in the South since 1889, helped to bring 
national attention to the racial carnage. The lynching 
era did not end until 1959, when Mack Charles Parker 
became the nation's last lynching victim (in its 
strictest definition) outside Poplarville,
Mississippi.3
3. Howard Smead, Howard Blood Justice: The Lynching 
of Mack Charles Parker. 1986.
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One of the causes of southern postbellum racial 
violence was the destruction of the South's social and 
economic base resulting from the American Civil War. 
While northern states recovered quickly and prospered 
due to technological advances associated with the war 
effort, the South struggled to rebuild its physical and 
social foundations. Military occupation during 
Reconstruction was accompanied by southern whites' 
resentment and resistance. The Freedman's Bureau 
failed to bring all but a few blacks into the economic 
mainstream. In some places, the Deep South moved from 
its antebellum rural agrarian character to a condition 
in which poverty and educational levels of whites as 
well as blacks were analogous to those of a modern 
Third World country. Mississippi, once the richest 
state in the nation as a measure of wealth per white 
capita, became the poorest in the postbellum period. 
During Reconstruction, the Federal occupation enforced 
the blacks' voting rights and, in many cases, denied 
political rights to ex-confederates. After 1877, when 
the last of the Federal troops were withdrawn, white 
southerners began the process, known as Redemption, of 
denying political and economic power to blacks through 
any means at their disposal.
Fear of the potential black political power and 
economic progress, clearly demonstrated during
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Reconstruction and revived by the threat of Populism, 
which initially sought to ally lower-class whites with 
blacks, was only part of the white South's attitude 
toward blacks. Competition for limited resources, 
absentee ownership of land and increasing landlessness, 
resistance to looming change vis-a-vis industrial and 
agricultural mechanization, and political inertia and 
corruption were all aspects of the troubled race 
relations of the times. Dominant whites used, or 
supported the use by others, extra-legal means when 
legal sanctions against blacks appeared to be weak or 
when the black male/white female sexual taboo was, or 
appeared to have been, violated.
About fifteen years after the end of 
Reconstruction, Jim Crow laws assured legal 
segregation, and blacks were made as powerless as 
possible through disenfranchisement, proscription, and 
the threat of violence.4 In 1896 the Supreme Court 
ruled in Plessv v. Ferguson that "separate but equal" 
facilities for blacks and whites were constitutional, 
and Jim Crow laws held sway throughout the South, 
unchallenged until the 1954 Supreme Court Decision in 
Brown v. the Board of Education.
4. Mary Frances Berry "Repression of Blacks in the 
South 1890-1945: Enforcing the System of Segregation" in The 
Aae of Segregation; Race Relations in the South. 1890-1945. 
Robert Haws, ed., pp. 29-44.
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The Screven County, Georgia chapter of the 
Southern Alliance of White Farmers proclaimed in 1889 
that no land could be leased to blacks; instead 
Negroes should work for white farmers.5 Anti-negro 
laws were adopted in several southern states and 
elsewhere in the 1890s.
In 1891, the Alliance legislature in Georgia 
passed a Jim Crow law for railroads, revived the use of 
the whipping post, and provided that white and black 
prisoners could not be chained together. The Colored 
Alliance of Georgia protested, but to no avail.6
In Mississippi in 1890, the Southern Alliance 
became the driving force in calling a constitutional 
convention that disenfranchised blacks by means of a 
poll tax and a literacy test.7
In Leflore County, Mississippi in 1889, a Colored 
Alliance organizer, Oliver Cromwell, made numerous bold 
speeches in an attempt to stop black farmers from
5. William F. Holems "The Demise of the Colored 
Farmers' Alliance," Journal of Southern History
XLI(2,1975):187-200; Savannah Tribune. 12/7/1880; New 
York Aae. 1/4/90.
6. Clarence A. Bacote "The Negro in Georgia Politics, 
1880-1908," Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1955, 
pp. 159-63.
7. James S. Ferguson "Agrarianism in Mississippi, 
1871-1900: A Study in Nonconformity," Ph.D. diss.,
University of North Carolina, 1953, pp. 448-78.
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dealing with local white merchants. Blacks were urged 
to conduct business with a Colored Alliance store in 
Durant, Mississippi, thirty miles south of Leflore 
County. These displays of personal independence on 
Cromwell's part, and his avowed desire to help other 
blacks become economically independent, alarmed whites. 
A warning to leave Leflore County brought the Colored 
Alliance to his defense. Word that local whites were 
organizing and arming themselves in August of 1889 
caused Governor Robert Lowry to send the National Guard 
to Leflore County. They did not remain long and when 
they withdrew, a group of about 200 whites hanged and 
shot 20 blacks in two days, subduing the other blacks. 
(This was followed by the collapse of the Durant 
store).8 These were considered by the NAACP to have 
been murders and were not included in the lynching 
data.
The following contemporary letters illustrate the 
black predicament as it was perceived by blacks and by 
whites. A.E. Perkins of Smithdale, Mississippi wrote 
to Governor John M. Stone in 1892. His letter 
described blacks' feelings regarding white threats and
8. Atlanta Constitution 9/4/1889, and 9/5/1889;
Holmes, 1975, p. 194.
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violence against them in Amite County. Spelling and 
punctuation appear as they were written.
Gov. Stone, Honered Sir.
When in the course of human events, it 
becomes a great move of injustice through the 
country; it should always be the duty of the 
colleagues to exhaust their power, especially in 
case of public excitement. Now, we, as colered 
citizens, do appeal to you in behalf of 
ourselves, and all the people. We shall let 
facts be known to you in the following. There 
been trough out this country a general 
disturbance, among colered people; they jolted 
and jarred from center to circumference, at night 
he is warned and threatened that he leave a 
certain place, by certain times, they have 
ordered our citizens to leave this Jews land, and 
in doing so, they or citizens that have almost 
paid for their places to leave them, they also 
order our citizens who have set homes to ocupy no 
land or laborers whatever, they have disturbed 
citizens by giving them imeadate orders of 
removal, they also tell them where to go and 
where not to go. They disturbed collered people 
in general, they have threatened the public peace 
and pleasure. They claim they only bother them 
that ocupy Dutchmans land, but this is deniable. 
They have claimed the collered citizens should be 
eradicated, save immunity alone, we have been 
declared against all clemency. We have been 
predestined by a general Declaration, we have 
also in part been proscribed by the white people 
of these adjoining counties. Now, we, as 
collered citizens do apply to you for advice and 
protection, hoping to have an imeadiate reply 
from you, as the community is on extremes for 
your word and advice.9
Mr. Perkins' letter describes the problem from the 
black viewpoint —  a general disturbance within the black 
community of Amite County, Mississippi, brought about by
9. John M. Stone papers, October 18, 1892, RG 27. 
volume 178, Mississippi State Archives, Jackson, 
Mississippi.
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white threats to black personal safety and economic 
security, with the implied goal of the eradication of 
blacks in Amite County. The appeal to Governor Stone 
underscores the fear and alarm within the black community. 
There is ample evidence that Amite County was net an 
isolated case.
The following letter from Alice Thrasher of New 
Orleans to her husband Arthur in 1896 demonstrates a 
particular white perspective on the race issue and alludes 
to the more general racial climate of the Deep South:
There has been nothing done with 'Hobo 
Jacks'' murderers yet. Their trial does not come 
off until December. It is hard to tell what will 
be done with them the evidence being 
circumstantial. But Jefferson Parish of which 
Gretna is the County Seat seems to have a great 
antipathy toward the nigger in general and are 
daily shooting and lynching them: without
apparent cause: so it would be supposed that
they would not let a auiltv one escape. The 
longer I live here, the more I dread and fear the 
Nigger. They have no regard for their own lives 
and seem to have no feeling. Consequently if 
they have some fancied wrong to avenge, the first 
thing they think of is to kill. It is always a 
razor or knife or a revolver, last week a negro 
boy was brought to New Orleans for safe-keeping.
He had killed a whole family of five with a 
hatchet and a gun, leaving a girl of 15 years of 
age— as one knew why. She was mortally wounded, 
but is recovering so there is plenty of evidence 
against him. Yet the authorities think there 
must be somebody else behind it, for he was a 
favored boy— one that worked for the man and 
slept in the house. And for that reason the 
sheriff brought him here to await developments.
For had the neighbors got him they intended 
burning him at the stake."10
10. Arthur P. Thrasher Correspondence, 1896. Louisiana 
Collection, Hill Memorial Library, LSU, #2247.
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Mrs. Thrasher's letter is an example of white 
apprehension regarding blacks and the threat of 
violence for any accused black transgression. The 
safety of the 'favored boy', who worked for the family, 
but who was considered to be a malevolent accomplice to 
despicable deeds, was by no means assured. The threat 
of the stake was very real. The control of the black 
population, alternately perceived as naughty children 
and evil predators, was the top priority of many whites 
in the postbellum Deep South.
However, lynching was not universally practiced 
within the Deep South. Many counties had no known 
lynchings during the period of record keeping, which 
began in 1882 and continued until 1935. Lynching was 
not a purely white response to serious black offenses 
and social transgressions. There are forty-five cases 
among those considered here in which the lynch mobs 
were believed or known to have been all black or 
integrated. Furthermore, there are at least two cases 
where black mobs lynched white victims. Therefore, 
lynching was not just the best way for whites to keep 
blacks under control. It was a southern cultural 
phenomenon that was practiced and passed on from 
generation to generation and group to group.
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Given that blacks as well as whites lynched, the 
common wisdom about lynching must be revised. The 
notion of the "solid South" with respect to the 
treatment of blacks is questioned in this dissertation 
by examining the geographic pattern of lynching in the 
context of social and economic characteristics of the 
four states, eleven physiographic and economic sub- 
regions, and four regions that were identified using 
Ward's Cluster Analysis based on similar social and 
economic characteristics.
In addition, two criteria for levels of lynching 
activity are developed. The first is a mathematically 
derived lynching rate. Counties with 2.51 or more 
lynchings per 10,000 people are considered to have high 
lynching rates. The second is the total number of 
events between 1882 and 1910. Counties with five or 
more lynching events, of which at least one occurs in 
each decade, are considered to be lynch-prone. The 
characteristics of forty-three lynch-prone counties are 
compared to 329 non-lynch-prone counties.
I questioned whether lynching was tied to 
particular places using the following hypotheses.
1. Counties with high lynching rates are more
common in certain physiographic and economic 
sub-regions, such as the Delta and Black 
Belts.
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2. Counties with high lynching rates were largely
black, poor and rural in character.
3. Counties with large white Baptists
concentrations had high lynching rates.
4. High lynching rates are related to historical
racial turmoil such as slave rebellions and 
Reconstruction terrorism.
5. Lynch-prone counties were socially and
economically different from non-lynch-prone 
counties.
6. Counties with high lynching rates had low
rates of legal execution and incarceration.
7. Counties with high lynching rates displayed
imitative behavior of an adjacent county's 
lynching behavior.
8. Lynching levels did not vary among four
distinct types of counties generated through 
cluster analysis using social and economic 
characteristics derived from census data and 
other sources.
These questions will be addressed with a variety 
of qualitative and quantitative techniques, which are 
described in detail in Chapters III and IV. The 
characteristics of the Deep South and its eleven sub- 
regions are detailed on the following pages.
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THE AMERICAN 80CTH AND THE DEEP SOUTH
The American South is generally considered to 
include the states of the Confederacy: Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas. 
Culturally, the border states of Delaware, Maryland, 
West Virginia, Kentucky, the southern portions of 
Missouri, Illinois and Indiana, and the eastern portion 
of Oklahoma may be included in the American South.
The Deep South is here considered to be Alabama, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina —  
states of lower latitude and elevation (northern 
Alabama and Georgia excepted) and largely devoted to 
cotton or other staple crop cultivation in the 
antebellum and postbellum periods. South Carolina is 
excluded from this study because its per 10,000 capita 
lynching rate was well below that of the others. 
Northern Florida and eastern Texas might well have been 
included but were not because of research and funding 
constraints.
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi are 
examined as one region, as individual entities, and as 
disaggregated sub-regions. One can argue that parts of 
each state are not characteristically "Deep South." 
However, all sub-regions within each of the four states
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have a lynching history. Sub-regions (such as the 
Mountains and Piedmont of Georgia and Alabama) and 
numerous counties throughout the four states show, in the 
final analysis, only minimal adherence to the legendary 
Deep South culture of the violent social control of blacks 
in the form of lynching.
Demographic characteristics and trends of the four 
states were similar during the two decades of the 
analysis. Black population proportions and population 
densities are useful indices of racial tension and 
competition for land and other resources. These variables 
differed little from state to state, although in all four 
states the temporal trend was a slight decrease in the 
black proportion of the population and an increase in the 
overall population density. Table 1.4 summarizes these 
variables through time.
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Table 1.4. Percent Black and Population Density Averages
for Four Deep South States, 1390 to 1910.*
AL GA LA MS
Black % 1890 44.8 46.8 50.0 57.6
Black % 1910 42.5 45.1 43.1 56.2
Population 
Density 1890 29.5 31.3 24.6 27.8
Population 
Density 1910 41.7 44.4 36.5 38.8
Sources: United States Censuses of 1890 and 1910.
♦Population density is people per square 
mile.
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ELEVEN SUB-RESIONS OF THE DEEP SOUTH
Sub-regions that vary physiographically and 
economically have been identified. They are the: 
Piedmont; Mountains and Valleys; Sand Hills; Coastal 
Prairies, Marshes and Swamps; Prairies of Louisiana; 
Mississippi River Bluffs; Mississippi River Alluvial 
Plain, locally referred to as the Delta in northern 
Louisiana and Mississippi; Mixed-Forested Uplands; 
Black Belts; Hilly Coastal Plain; and Level Coastal 
Plain (Figure 1.5). Several counties include two, and 
in a few cases three, sub-regions.

















10 HILLY COASTAL PLAIN
11 LEVEL COASTAL PLAIN & PINE BARRENS
Figure 1.5. Eleven Sub-Regions of Four Deep South 
States.
Sources: Nelson and Zillgit, 1969; Hilliard, 1984;
Ransom and Sutch, 1977.
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The sub-regions of the Deep South were derived 
from four main sources: A Forest Atlas of the South:
Sam Bowers Hilliard's Atlas of Antebellum Agriculture: 
Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch's One Kind of Freedom: 
The Economic Consequences of Slavery; and Erwin 
Raisz's classic map Landforms of the United States.
The maps in the Forest Atlas of the South 
identified physiographic regions based on soil and 
forest associations, which were matched with historical 
geographer Hilliard's maps of southern climatic, soil 
and antebellum agricultural regions. These were used 
to generalize the complex maps of postbellum regions 
sharing "common agricultural, demographic, economic, 
physiographic, and historical characteristics" prepared 
by economic historians Ransom and Sutch. Ransom and 
Sutch aggregated 993 counties of the eleven former 
Confederate states into sixty-three regions to 
establish the boundaries of the former "Cotton South" 
for their evaluation of economic reorganization 
following emancipation. Their cotton and non-cotton 
producing areas were among those used in this study. 
Raisz's map was employed to provide the placement of 
cultural features, such as towns and cities, and 
physical features, such as rivers.11
11. Thomas C. Nelson and Walter M. Zillgitt, eds. A 
Forest Atlas of the South. 1969, pp. 3-5; Hilliard,
1984, p. 7; Ransom and Sutch, 1977, pp. 274-79.
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The descriptions of the sub-regions are followed 
by a table (Table 1.5) that compares population, black 
population proportion, and population density for each 
sub-region.
1. THE PIEDMONT: The Piedmont Plateau is considered to
be part of the Appalachian Highlands and is composed of 
granitic and metamorphic rocks that form relatively 
infertile gray and red soils. It is bordered by the 
Blue Ridge Mountains on the northwest and the fall line 
at the Gulf Atlantic Coastal Plain to the southeast and 
south. It is a region of rolling hills that does not 
exceed 1,000 feet in elevation nor 125 miles in width. 
The Piedmont was settled in the late 18th and early 
19th centuries. It was densely settled because it was 
good agricultural land, but its soils were more easily 
exhausted than those of other areas.12 In the 1890s 
and 1900s it was characterized by white population 
majorities and a predominance of farms under twenty 
acres.
Physiographically the Piedmont is part of the 
Upland South, which was less agriculturally productive 
than the Delta and the Black Belts and, outside the 
cities, often economically stagnant. Although
12. Hilliard, 1984, p. 7; Karen M. McDearman "Piedmont," 
in The Encyclopedia of Southern Culture 1989, p. 575; and 
Douglas Helms, 1989, "Soil and Soil Conservation", ibid.. 
p. 359.
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Georgia's Piedmont was part of the "Cotton Belt," the 
Piedmont's proportion of blacks overall was under forty 
percent during the period of study.
2. MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS: This second Upland South
sub-region in northern Georgia and Alabama contains 
some fertile limestone valleys, such as the Rome 
Valley, at the southern end of the Appalachian Ridges 
and Valleys. There are also much less fertile areas of 
cherty ridges and sandy valleys, the crystalline peaks 
of the Blue Ridge (in northeast Georgia), and the 
southern end of the Cumberland Plateau (in northern 
Alabama), which extends to Birmingham.13 With the 
exception of the limestone valleys, this sub-region is 
and has been agriculturally unproductive and, with the 
exceptions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century iron and coal mining industries around 
Birmingham, economically stagnant. Outside of 
Birmingham, the mountains and valleys were and are 
populated by widely scattered rural whites (about 
eighty-five percent during the period).
3. SAND HILLS: This sub-region is a narrow strip of
sandy soils bordering the mountains in Alabama and the
Piedmont in Georgia. Ranging from 200 to 500 feet in
elevation, much of this region is naturally forested in 
scrub oaks and pines. The erodability of the soils
13. Ransom and Sutch, 1977, p. 277.
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made the sub-region unattractive to farmers, but the 
location at the Fall Line was the natural junction 
between the Piedmont and the Coastal Plain, and 
therefore, provided the location for several cities: 
Augusta, Macon, and Columbus in Georgia, and Montgomery 
in Alabama. The Sand Hills had roughly equal numbers 
of blacks and whites during the period.
4. COASTAL PRAIRIES, MARSHES, AND SWAMPS: These 
wetlands are composed of two non-contiguous strips of 
land, one of which encompasses the Gulf Coasts of 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, and the other the 
Atlantic Coast of Georgia. Elevation is from sea level 
to about 5 feet for the marshes and swamps, which have 
never been heavily populated or used for agriculture, 
and about 200 feet at the inland, or pine flat prairie 
margins, where plantation sugar and rice was (and is) 
grown in Louisiana and plantation rice cultivation was 
abundant in Georgia. Whites outnumbered blacks by 
about fifty-five to forty-five percent during the 
period under consideration.
5. PRAIRIE AND FLATWOOD PARISHES OF LOUISIANA: 
Louisiana's nine prairie and flatwood parishes 
(Beauregard, Calcasieu, Allen, Evangeline, St. Landry, 
Jefferson Davis, Acadia, Lafayette, and St. Martin)14
14. Milton B. Newton Atlas of Louisiana: A Guide for 
Students. 1972, pp. 38-9.
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contain gray, brown, and black silt loams to the east 
and long-leaf pine flats and savannas to the west.15 
This originally isolated physiographic region was 
settled by the Acadian French coming from eastern 
Louisiana. They grew "providence" rice and raised 
cattle, in the manner of the Spanish cattlemen to the 
west. In 1882 the Southern Pacific railroad opened the 
area to greater development and there was a large 
influx of Anglo-Americans, especially mid-westerners 
from the north, and the Prairie Parishes experienced a 
boom period.16 The Prairie parishes were about 
seventy percent white during the study period.
6. BLUFFS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER: The Bluffs are a
narrow strip stretching from northwestern Mississippi 
(DeSoto County) to East Feliciana Parish in Louisiana 
along the eastern margin of the Mississippi River's 
alluvial plain. The bluffs are composed of loessal 
soils of moderate to marked relief, are well-drained 
and support deciduous oaks.17 The Bluffs' average 
width is about twenty miles, but the northern part is 
much wider than the southern end. DeSoto County,
15. Ransom and Sutch, p. 277.
16. Fred B. Kniffen and Sam Bowers Hilliard 
Louisiana: Its Land and People. 1988, p. 162.
17. ibid., p. 9; Ransom and Sutch, 1977, pp. 277-9.
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Mississippi is the only county that is composed 
primarily of blufflands. They are less fertile and 
more easily eroded than the Delta or the Black Belts 
and were not attractive to farmers. Bluff counties 
were about seventy percent black at the time.
7. MISSISSIPPI RIVER ALLUVIAL PLAIN OR DELTA: This
physiographic region stretches for about 450 miles from 
northwestern Mississippi into southeastern Louisiana. 
Its width varies from about seventy miles in central 
Mississippi near Greenville to about thirty miles near 
Natchez. Its highest elevation is about thirty feet 
above sea level, from which it gradually descends to 
sea level near the Gulf of Mexico in Louisiana's 
coastal marshes. Its major tributaries are, to the 
north, the upper Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and 
Tennessee Rivers, and in the section under 
consideration, the Arkansas, Red, Ouachita, and Yazoo 
Rivers18. It was and is a productive agricultural 
region of fertile alluvial soils, although parts of it 
are poorly drained. In the last half of the nineteenth 
century, it was the South's major agricultural region, 
devoted largely to the production of cotton.19 Its
18. Whitney J. Autin, et al. "Quaternary Geology of 
the Lower Mississippi Valley," in The Geology of North 
America: Quaternary Non-glacial Geology; Conterminous
U.S.. 1990.
19. Hilliard, 1984, p. 7.
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population was dominated by blacks (about seventy 
percent or more in most counties and parishes) during 
the period.
8. MIXED FORESTED UPLANDS: Northwestern Louisiana has
the largest area of this topographic type (about 15,000 
square miles),20 which is bordered by Texas on the 
west, Arkansas on the north, the prairies of Louisiana 
on the south, and the Mississippi Delta on the east.
The Red River valley bisects the sub-region. Another 
similar sub-region occurs in northeastern Mississippi 
and northwestern Alabama, bordered by the black belt on 
the west, the state of Tennessee on the north, the sand 
hills of Alabama on the south, and the mountains and 
valleys of Alabama on the east. Their natural 
vegetation is oak-hickory forest and short leaf 
pines.21 This sub-region shares many cultural 
characteristics with the Mountains and Valleys and the 
Piedmont. Its trans-Mississippi location and its sandy 
soils meant that it was settled later than other parts 
of the Deep South and its population was about fifty- 
five percent white during the period.
9. BLACK BELTS: There are two black belts, named for 
their black soils. The largest and most well-known
20. ibid. p. 11.
21. Ransom and Sutch, 1977, pp. 276-79.
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stretches from northeastern Mississippi into central 
Alabama and the other, the Jackson Prairie, extends 
from the Bluffs in central Mississippi into southern 
Alabama north of Mobile. Physiographically, they are 
low rolling prairies composed of fertile calcareous 
soils.22 Like the Delta, cotton agriculture was 
especially important in the Black Belts. 
Demographically, Black Belt counties had black 
populations of fifty percent or more during the study 
period.
10. HILLY COASTAL PLAIN: The Hilly Coastal Plains 
stretch from east central Georgia south of the Piedmont 
and Sand Hills through south central Alabama into 
central and northeastern Mississippi between the Black 
Belts. Hilly Coastal Plain topography is also found in 
southwestern Mississippi to the east of the Bluffs and 
in southeastern Louisiana in part of the Florida 
Parishes of St. Helena, Tangipahoa and Washington. 
Natural vegetation is mixed long-leaf pines, oaks, and 
hickories. Soil textures vary, and the less sandy 
soils were generally more productive. Black to white 
population proportions were about half and half during 
the period.
11. LEVEL COASTAL PLAIN AND PINE BARRENS: This sub- 
region stretches from southeastern Georgia through
22. ibid., pp. 276-79.
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southern Alabama into southern Mississippi. The land 
is low and flat and the sandy soils naturally support 
pines and wire grass but much of it in the more easily 
eroded areas is unsuited for agriculture. It was and 
is extremely rural in character,23 and, especially in 
southern Georgia, was considered to be frontier-like in 
character.24 The black proportion of the population 
did not exceed thirty-eight percent during the study 
period.
All but the Louisiana Prairie Parishes (5) cross 
state boundaries. While the four states had little 
variation in the two diagnostic demographic variables, 
the eleven sub-regions varied widely, as displayed by 
the sample variables in Table 1.5.
23. Hilliard, 1984, p. 11.
24. Personal communication with Sam Hilliard.
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Table 1.5. Population, Percent Black, and Population 




Region number* percent 1890 1910 1890 1910
1. Piedmont 1,109 15.9 39.9 38.6 48.0 68.5
2. Mountains 747 10.7 17.7 15.5 32.9 44.7
3. Sand Hills 389 5.6 55.5 54.9 51.1 59.6
4. Wetlands 752 10.8 45.9 43.7 69.4 100.7
5. LA Prairies 169 2.4 33.2 31.8 25.7 45.9
6. Bluffs 454 6.5 71.0 71.2 39.1 45.2
7. Delta 419 6.0 76.7 74.0 29.4 43.5
8. Uplands 626 9.0 48.5 42.0 20.7 28.9
9. Black Belts 677 9.7 55.7 56.0 31.7 40.6
10. Hilly Coast 1,132 16.2 51.6 54.8 28.1 37.7
11. Level Coast 506 7.2 27.5 38.2 10.9 30.8
Total 6,981 100
Source: United States Censuses of 1890 and 1910.
* in thousands
** people per square mile
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All sub-regions experienced an increase in population 
density between the two censuses. The increase in some 
sub-regions is partly explained by the growth in prominent 
cities: New Orleans and Mobile in the Wetlands (4);
Atlanta and Montgomery in the Piedmont (1); Baton Rouge 
in the Mississippi Valley (Delta (7)). But, in the Hilly 
and Level Coastal Plains, there were no such cities and 
the rather dramatic increase in population must be 
attributed to natural increase and new settlement. In 
addition these coastal plain sub-regions were the only 
ones to experience an increase in blacks. These marginal 
lands became a kind of new southern frontier, to which 
blacks and poor whites came and competed for often meager 
resources. In the coastal plains of Georgia, Alabama and 
Mississippi racial violence in the form of lynching was 
sustained and pronounced. Yet, it occurred with high 
rates and over the entire period in every region except 
the Louisiana Prairies.
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This chapter introduced the subject of lynching, 
presented some of the historical background, and described 
the Deep South. Classification of its sub-regions and 
their lynching records will be explored further in the 
Methods section in Chapter III and in Chapter IV.
Chapter II is a review of the literature that 
influenced this study. It includes contemporary, early 
historical and sociological works and modern studies of 
lynching and the related topics of race, and violence.
The data sources and the qualitative and quantitative 
methods of graphic and statistical analyses are described 
in Chapter III.
Chapter IV examines the results of the analyses of 
lynching in the four states and the Deep South's sub- 
regions. The spatial and temporal relationships between 
lynching and legal punishments and lynching and offenses 
are also considered. Lastly, the role of innovation 
diffusion in some lynching cases is examined.
The nature, application, distribution, and 
effectiveness of lynching as a means of social control in 
the postbellum Deep South is summarized in Chapter V, with 
an Epilogue.
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CHAPTER II
LYNCHING IN THE POSTBELLUM SOUTH: LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on lynching in the postbellum South 
identifies two fundamental aspects of the problem. The 
first is emotional and is best characterized by post- 
bellum white southerners' fears regarding the actual or 
possible social transgressions of blacks. These fears 
were most dramatically exemplified by white outrage 
against black male sexual transgressions, but also 
included other violent offenses such as murder and 
assault, and less horrific non-violent acts such as 
theft, as well as demonstrations of disrespect or 
ineptitude. Then there was the more practical concern 
over white economic security and the real or perceived 
black threat to it. Southern whites often responded 
violently to real or imagined black social and economic 
transgressions.
Early twentieth century economic and sociological 
studies described southern lynching as a frontier 
phenomenon, which was more likely to occur in areas 
where the judiciary system was absent or weak.
Lynching was also associated with periods of social
41
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disruption, such as difficult economic periods or 
upheavals in local demographics, such as a rapid 
increase in the in-migration of blacks or foreigners. 
Some said that lynching was more likely to occur in 
areas where evangelical religions, mainly Southern 
Baptists, were concentrated. Others added that the 
black proportion of the population could, in large 
measure, determine where lynching activity might be 
concentrated. Most early studies acknowledged that a 
climate of racial intolerance promulgated by race- 
baiting politicians and journalists, led not only to 
the widespread social and economic subjugation of 
blacks, but to a nearly hysterical fear by whites of 
black rapists. When such fears surfaced, a lynching 
often followed.
The rise in lynching that accompanied the 
depression in the 1890s, which led to competition for 
scarce resources and jobs between whites and blacks, is 
likewise well-documented. The surge in lynching 
associated with the scapegoating of blacks after the 
failure of the Populist challenge to the entrenched 
Democrats elections in the 1890s is also among 
lynching's documented history. Lynching as part of a 
conspiracy of the monied elite —  planters, merchants 
and other capitalists —  to maintain the cheap labor of 
blacks for cotton production has also been suggested.
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More recent studies often concur with the older 
notions about lynching. They add the new techniques of 
computer manipulation of data and suggest new 
hypotheses about real (rather than imagined) high rates 
of crime, rapid economic and demographic change and 
innovation diffusion.
Table II.l lists the major and other selected 
published theories on conditions that caused or 
contributed to the postbellum lynching of blacks in the 
South. Date of publication, author and the explanatory 
variables or qualitative conditions or events proposed 
as causal or contributing factors are shown. A 
discussion of each in chronological order follows the 
table.
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Table II.1. Published Theories About Postbellum 

































1. James Elbert Cutler, Lynch-Law: An Investigation 
into the History of Lynching in the United States,
1905, pp. 1-2.
2. Walter White, Rope and Faggot: A Biography of Judge 
Lynch, 1929, pp. 8, 11, 40-53, 54-59, 82, 102.
3. Erie Fiske Young, "The Relation of Lynching to the 
Size of Political Areas: A Note on the Sociology of 
Popular Justice," Sociology and Social Research 12(4, 
1928):348-353.
4. Arthur F. Raper, The Traaedv of Lynching. 1933, 
pp. 26-31.
5. James H. Chadbourn, Lynching and the Law. 1933, 
pp. 4, 5-9.
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6. John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town. 
1937, pp. 321-22.
7. Carl Iver Hovland and Robert R. Sears, "Minor 
Studies in Aggression: Correlations of Economic 
Indices With Lynchings," Journal of Psychology 
9(1940):301-10.
8. Alexander Mintz, "A Reexamination of Correlations 
Between Lynchings and Economic Indices," Journal of 
Abnormal Social Psychology 41(1946):154-60.
9. V.O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation. 1949, 
pp. 5-9.
10. C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow. 
1955, pp. 43-45; 80-85.
11. John Shelton Reed, "Percent Black and Lynching:
A Test of Blalock's Theory," Social Forces 50(1972):356-
60.
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12. J. Morgan Kousser, The Shaping of Southern 
Politics: Suffrage Restriction and the Establishment of
the One-Partv South. 1880-1910. 1974, pp. 6, 16, 33-38.
13. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Revolt Against Chivalry;
Jesse Daniel Ames and the Women's Campaign Against 
Lynching. 1979, pp. 112, 145-154.
14. James M. Inverarity, The Relationship of Social 
Solidarity to the Incidence and Form of Adjudication: A 
Sociological Investigation of Lynching in the American 
South. 1890-1920. Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1976, 
pp. 140-43.
15. Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch, One Kind of 
Freedom: The Economic Conseguences of Emancipation. 1977, 
pp. 13, 86-87.
16. Jay Corzine, et al. "Black Concentration and
Lynchings in the South: Testing Blalock's Power-Threat
Hypothesis," Social Forces 61(1983):774-96.
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Table II.1 continued
DATE AUTHOR EXPLANATION





Rapid economic change 
Frequent murders 
"Grit Thesis"
1989 McMillen18 Inadequacy of Local 
Courts/Law Enforcement 
Black population 









17. Joel Williamson, The Crucible of Race: Black
White Relations in the American South Since Emancipation.
1984), pp. 112-39, 181, 186, 292.
18. Neil R. McMillen, Dark Journey: Black 
Mississippians in the Ace of Jim Crow. 1989, pp. 228-34.
19. Stewart E. Tolnay et al. "Black "Lynchings: The 
Power Threat Hypothesis Revisited," Social Forces 
67(1989):605-641; Beck and Tolnay, "The Killing Fields of 
the Deep South: The Market for Cotton and the Lynching of 
Blacks, 1882-1930," American Sociological Review 
55(1990):526-39.
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The major contemporary work on lynching is Yale 
economist James Elbert Cutler's, Lvnch-Law. published 
in 1905. It is a general history of the phenomenon 
from its supposed European roots, through the colonial 
and national periods, the Civil War and Reconstruction, 
to 1903. The second half of Cutler's book contains the 
first attempt to statistically explain postbellum 
lynching since 1889 by examining racial, regional, 
seasonal, and criminal data. Cutler concluded that 
lynching was applied most often to southern blacks 
accused of murder, in the months of June, July, and 
December.20
Numbers of lynchings were broken down by region —  
southern (the states of the former Confederacy), 
western (all the other states and territories west of 
the Mississippi), and eastern (all other states east of 
the Mississippi) and a graph was produced that showed 
lynchings in each month of the year from 1882 to 1903. 
In every month, the eastern section had less than 
twenty, the western section about sixty, and the 
southern states more than 160, with a distinct increase 
in activity in the summer months and in December.
Cutler speculated that the summer increase may have 
been the result of quarrels and disagreements between 
blacks and whites brought together during the crop-
20. Cutler, 1905, pp. 155-92.
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tending months and that of December a result of 
increased offenses by blacks associated with the 
celebration of Christmas.21
Cutler subdivided lynchings by race and alleged 
crime and found that blacks were more often lynched for 
rape than were whites, but that most lynchings of all 
races were for murder. This was the first widely 
publicized scholarly evidence that the common 
justification for lynching after 1890, rape, was 
without support, and that instead lynching often served 
as a social tool to reinforce white dominance.22
Cutler described lynching as a "criminal practice 
which is peculiar to the United States," and identified 
it as the practice of frontier societies in a formative 
state with poorly established legal systems. But, he 
also observed that older communities with well- 
established legal systems practiced lynch-law in times 
of "popular excitement and social disruption or when 
there is a contrast in the population such as is to be 
seen in the South between the whites and the 
negroes."23
Cutler was the first to examine the relationship 
between lynching and legal executions. His data came
21. ibid., p. 162.
22. ibid.. pp. 223-24.
23. ibid., pp. 1-2.
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from the Chicago Tribune1s annual records of lynchings 
and legal executions from 1882 to 1904. He found that 
between 1882 and 1899, the numbers of lynchings 
exceeded numbers of executions in the United States in 
every year, but from 1899 to 1903 legal executions 
outnumbered lynchings.24
Another early work was Mary Ross's study of 
lynching persistence in the Deep South. Ross mapped 
the lynchings in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana 
and Mississippi from 1889 to 1922 but did not attempt 
to correlate them with demographic and economic 
conditions.25
Erie Fiske Young expanded upon Ross's study when 
he correlated lynchings from 1889 to 1926 with 
decennial population data and found that the "larger 
the population of a county the lower the rate of 
lynching tends to become."26
In 1929 Walter White, Executive Secretary of the 
NAACP, published Rope and Faaaot. a psychological 
analysis of lynchers and the general public that 
condoned lynching. He described a white South so 
dedicated to keeping blacks in "their place" that it
24. ibid., pp. 155-163.
25. Mary Ross, "Where Lynching is a Habit," Survey 
49(1923):626-27.
26. Young, 1928, pp. 358-9.
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had "hamstrung itself" with its single-minded 
prejudice.27 White concluded that Evangelical 
Christianity was in part responsible for the southern 
practice of lynching, citing it as the "religion of the 
Anglo-Saxon or 'superior' race," which had supported 
slavery in the antebellum period and failed to condemn 
racial violence in the postbellum period, especially 
when rape was involved.28 He identified economics as 
the root of lynching, which "has always been the means 
for protection, not of white women, but of profits," 
and cited W. E. B. DuBois's remark that "the white 
South feared more than Negro dishonesty, ignorance and 
incompetency, Negro honesty, knowledge, and 
efficiency."29
By the 1890s, the economic and educational 
progress of some blacks was at least as noticeable as 
the increasing poverty of a larger number of landless 
whites. The University of South Carolina calculated 
that in 1924, 61.5 percent of all tenants in the 
thirteen cotton producing states were white, while only 
38.5 were black and that although blacks had owned only 
twenty thousand farms at the end of the Civil War, by 
1922 there were more than one million black farm
27. White, 1929, p. 17.
28. ibid.. pp. 44-46, 54-58.
29. ibid., pp. 82-83, 97.
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owners. For White, it was in part, this progress of 
the "inferior" race that sparked the greatest racial 
violence (1780 known lynchings in the South) at the 
turn of the century.30
The Research and Field Secretary of the Commission 
on Interracial Cooperation, Arthur Raper, concluded in 
1933 in The Traaedv of Lynching that lynchings after 
1900 were more likely to occur in impoverished southern 
counties, especially in recently settled areas where 
blacks constituted less than one fourth of the 
population" and where "conditions were similar to those 
of the end of Reconstruction with tenuous social 
relations, which sometimes benefitted blacks [and] 
tempted [them] to transgress customary caste lines."31 
That is, that small town and backwoods southern whites 
adhered to frontier ethics and were prone to vigilante 
justice when faced with black intrusions into white 
society. In addition, the poorer rural areas seldom 
had adequate and well-staffed law enforcement to 
prevent lynchings. Although the combination of these 
conditions could well have led to lynching incidents, 
Raper's interpretation was without documentation.32
30. ibid., pp. 104-5.
31. Raper, 1933, pp. 28-29.
32. James R. McGovern, Anatomy of a Lynching: The Killing 
of Claude Neal. 1982, p. 3.
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Raper's book was the first to explore the relationship 
between staple crops and lynching and it included a 
graph that showed a relationship between decreased 
lynching activity and an increase in the per acre value 
of cotton.33
James H. Chadbourn concurred with his predecessors 
and reiterated the Southern Commission on The Study of 
Lynching's findings in his 1933 Lynching and the Law. 
Those findings were that by 1930, lynching typically 
occurred in poor, rural, southern counties with a 
seventy-five percent membership in Southern Baptist and 
Methodist churches, or in places where the legal system 
was inefficient or perceived to be lenient.34
John Dollard's 1937 classic, Caste and Class in a 
Southern Town, was an early sociological study of 
several aspects of race relations in the South, set in 
his representative 'Southerntown1 (actually Indianola, 
Mississippi, Sunflower County in the Delta). In it he 
acknowledged that the aggressive behavior of whites 
toward blacks was generally the result of "attempting 
to minimize or eliminate Negro competition in the 
spheres of economics, sex, and prestige.”35 Caste and
33. Raper, 1933, pp. 30-31.
34. Southern Commission on the Study of Lynching, 
Lynchings and What They Mean. 1931, pp. 12-14; Chadbourn, 
1933, pp. 4-9.
35. Dollard, 1937, p. 314.
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Class is an insightful and often cited work of the 
culture of the South and the nature of southern race 
relations. However, it is based on participant 
observation and contemporary informants, and its 
qualitative and anecdotal nature precludes its use in 
modern studies beyond inclusion as significant 
narrative.
Psychologists Carl I. Hovland and Robert R. Sears 
were second, after Arthur Raper, to depart from the 
widely accepted but little explored rural poverty, 
rape, competition, and frontier explanations of 
lynching in the postbellum South. Hypothesizing that 
economic frustration led to aggressive behavior, they 
plotted trend lines using the least squares method and 
tetrachoric correlation for numbers of lynched blacks 
and the value of cotton for fourteen southern states 
between 1882 and 1930. Their results indicated 
significant inverse relationships (from -0.61 to -0.72) 
between the numbers of lynched blacks and Ayers 
(business) index36 and lynched blacks and an increase 
in the overall value of cotton for the period. Their 
early work assumed a normal distribution of the 
variables and was later challenged by other social 
scientists.
36. L.P. Ayres, American Business Activity Since 1790 
(chart), 1937.
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Alexander Mintz criticized Hovland and Sears and 
others who accepted and/or misinterpreted their work. 
Mintz determined that Hovland and Sears' correlations 
were "artifacts caused by the arbitrary use of straight 
lines" which were inappropriate given the non-linear 
(heteroscedastic) nature of the variables. He 
investigated further by dividing the cotton and 
lynching curves into segments and computing 
correlations for each using the product moment method. 
Mintz's correlation for the entire period was not 
significant (+.014). He found a weak inverse 
relationship between lynching and cotton value (-.25) 
for the 1882 to 1913 period, which he considered to be 
a more significant period than that of Hovland and 
Sears.37
Hovland and Sears' and Mintz's early statistical 
work and the frustration-aggression theory that drove 
it —  "that the existence of frustration always leads 
to some form of aggression" —  has continued to prompt 
inquiries by social scientists to the present.38
Political scientist V. 0. Key was not inspired by 
Hovland and Sears or Mintz, but he did place race at
37. Mintz, 1946, pp. 154-60.
38. Joseph T. Hepworth and Stephen G. West, "Lynchings and 
the Economy: A Time-Series Reanalysis of Hovland and 
Sears (1940)" Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology 55(2, 1988):239-47. Tolnay et al. 1990.
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the center of his classic work Southern Politics. He 
stated that politics in the South revolved around the 
position of blacks, and could be interpreted as "a 
politics of cotton, a politics of free trade, as a 
politics of agrarian poverty, or as a politics of 
planter and plutocrat,” but in order to truly 
understand southern politics "the trail of inquiry 
leads to the Negro."39
Key placed the backbone of southern political 
unity —  "the bedrock of the Solid South" —  in the 
black belt counties where a white minority had to 
maintain control of a "huge, retarded, colored 
population," which he equated with the situation of the 
Dutch in the East Indies or the British in India.40 
He stated that the desire to maintain white supremacy 
was greatest in the agricultural black belt where a 
small number of landowners supervised numerous and 
mostly black tenants, sharecroppers, and laborers.
The situation apparent to Key in the 1940s was a 
hangover from two nineteenth century crises —  the 
Civil War and the 1890s Populist revolt —  in which 
black belt whites were the main participants. Of 
course, they had the most to lose if and when slavery 
was abolished, and so their politicians carried their
39. Key, 1949, p. 6.
40. ibid.. 1949, p. 5.
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states for war. The Populist's agrarian revolution was 
roost vigorously rejected by black belt whites who 
wished to maintain their political and economic 
hegemony and to completely deny political power to 
blacks.41
Although Southern Politics does not refer to 
lynching in particular and devotes little attention to 
violence in general, it is significant to a study of 
postbellum lynching because of its emphasis on race, 
especially the continuing struggle for white supremacy 
in the black belt and the effects of the Populist 
revolt on race relations in the 1890s.
C. Vann Woodward's The Strange Career of Jim Crow 
is another classic pillar upon which my study rests. 
Woodward explained that the Compromise of 1877, which 
ended Reconstruction, marked the abandonment of blacks 
as the wards of the nation.42 The 'Jim Crow' 
segregation laws (the first was passed in 1887) were 
the most obvious attempt of whites to regain control 
over the black population and, as the codes evolved 
through the 1890s and 1900s, they served to ostracize 
blacks from participation in all public arenas. 
Transgressions against written codes and unwritten
41. ibid.. pp. 7-8, 541.
42. C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow. 
1955, p. 6.
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customs were punished through legal and extra-legal 
channels to maintain "Anglo-Saxon superiority and what 
was generally considered innate African inferiority, 
white supremacy and Negro subordination."43
The tremendous increase in lynchings of southern 
blacks after 1889, which continued, only slightly 
abated, through the 1890s and 1900s was tied to the 
phenomenon of "radical racism" embodied in Jim Crow and 
its de facto support of white supremacy at all costs. 
Woodward argued that the 1890s were a "dangerous" 
transition period from the somewhat more comfortable 
unsegregated relationship between the races that had 
characterized the antebellum period and the rigid 
segregation of the early and mid-twentieth century.44 
Woodward also identified the freedmen's early affinity 
for Populism and their subsequent estrangement from 
that movement with the scapegoating of blacks in the 
struggle between white factions for political, social, 
and economic dominance.45
John Shelton Reed has been a scholar of southern 
violence for decades. In 1972, he questioned the 
method of determining lynching rates as he examined 
Hubert Blalock's theory that lynching was positively
43. ibid., p. 11.
44. ibid.. pp. 43-45.
45. ibid., pp. 80-85.
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correlated to the proportion of the black
population.46
Reed suggested that the "most plausible" lynching
rate to use was lynchings-per-black-capita, although
this rate actually decreases with increasing black
population and black population may be an inappropriate
"denominator for a lynching rate." To address the
flaws in the per-black-capita rate, Reed promulgated a
"multiplicative term" that would reflect the black and
white populations. While disclaiming that he proposed
a model, he considered the following as a plausible
method to predict lynching:
The expected number of interracial interactions 
per unit time = I * N Pw Pb, where
I is an unmeasured number of interactions per 
person per unit time
N is the county population
Pw is the white proportion and
Pb = 1 - Pw, the black proportion
I - h is an index of segregation that assumes
that some proportion, h, of these interracial 
interactions occur, and some proportion of 
these, L, lead to lynchings.
Thus the expected number of lynchings would be
L * h * I * N Pw Pb,
where L, h, and I are unmeasured, but not 
unmeasurable.
46. Reed, 1972, pp. 356-60; Hubert Blalock, Toward a 
Theory of Minoritv-Group Relations. 1967.
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Reed used this baseline to compute lynching rates 
for counties in Mississippi from 1889 to 1930. 
Mississippi was chosen because its "population density 
and rurality were relatively uniform throughout the 
state," and it had "no large concentrations of 
extraneous ethnic groups (as in Louisiana or Texas)."
It also had the greatest range of the independent 
variable, percent black (eight percent in Itawamba 
County to ninety-four percent in Issaquena County) and 
it had enough lynchings (over 400 between 1890 and 
1930) to give stable rates for groups of counties.
Seven groups of counties were determined based on their 
black population proportions and lynching rates were 
computed for each and plotted against the black 
proportions, confirming Blalock's prediction (at least 
for Mississippi) that the lynching rate was positively 
related to percent black and positively accelerated 
with increases in black population. The resultant 
curve could be used to measure the "propensity to 
lynch" for different states, which "could then be 
related to the different policies and histories of the 
states." Reed's technique was applied only at the 
state level.
J. Morgan Kousser's The Shaping of Southern 
Politics47 added to Key's and Woodward's work on the
47. Kousser, 1974.
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political and social character of the South. He stated 
that the Southern Democratic Party was merely a 
"holding-company for congeries of squabbling 
factions..." where upper-class white groups found it 
easy to block change, and lower class blacks and whites 
found it impossible to gain any political power to 
effect change. Politicians from the "black belt" 
wielded power out of all proportion to their counties' 
populations and most urban groups were politically 
impotent. The results were extremes of wealth and 
poverty, intolerance of dissent, and racial 
discrimination at levels found nowhere else in America. 
Only through federal intervention —  courts, civil 
rights, and social welfare laws, in addition to 
Northern immigration —  was the South compelled to 
begin the process of social and political 
reconstruction.
Kousser examined the events that led up to 
disenfranchisement in the eleven ex-Confederate states 
and the changes in Northern opinion toward southern 
suffrage that were responsible for the South's one- 
Party system. He analyzed political data to determine: 
1) to what extent blacks and whites, respectively, 
favored the Populists; 2) what percent of voters from 
each party favored disenfranchisement in the various 
referenda; 3) to what extent the massive declines in
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voter turnout represented only black
disenfranchisement; and 4) to what extent whites also 
stopped voting.
Kousser questioned the identity and motives of the 
disenfranchisers —  were they the lower class yeomanry, 
former Populists angry at Bourbon control, agrarians 
who had to compete economically with the freedmen, or 
were they upper-class whites from black-majority 
counties who wished to secure their superiority over 
both blacks and lower class whites (the "black belt 
thesis"). While opposition parties fought against 
restrictive laws, all disenfranchisers were Democrats, 
whose key appeal was racism, and the heart of southern 
Democratic party was the black belt —  where many 
blacks had held public offices during Reconstruction.
By 1880 most voting whites in the Deep South had 
joined the Democratic Party, leaving blacks and ex- 
Unionists —  hill-country whites —  in control of the 
GOP. Election fraud, poll taxes, literacy tests, and 
coercion further damaged the southern GOP.48
From 1880 to 1896, the GOP usually backed leaders 
who appealed to the enemies of the southern upper 
class. Between 1889 and 1891, Republicans gained a 
slight majority in both houses (51st Congress) and 
maintained a majority until the "Bull Moose" split of
48. ibid.. p. 17.
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1912. The Lodge Elections Bill or "Force Bill" was 
mild legislation intended to supervise registration and 
voting in national elections and end practices and laws 
that aided fraud and disenfranchisement in southern 
voting practices and would have increased Republicans 
and Populists in Congress, but the Democrats opposed 
it, and the bill was narrowly defeated in 1890.49
Many Republican Congressmen who had participated 
in the party's campaigns for human rights left office 
in the 1890s, and were replaced with younger men who 
viewed abolition and Reconstruction as "irrelevant, 
picturesque, or evil" and Congress essentially 
abandoned the cause of Negro rights. In this age of 
depression and labor disputes, they were more 
interested in the promotion and/or regulation of 
business. Reaction against the Democrats, in power 
during the economic crisis, created a stable Republican 
party in firm control of the Congress, and after 1894, 
the GOP no longer needed the South to control the 
federal government.50 By 1903, every southern state 
had passed legislation limiting the vote, which 
disenfranchised most blacks and many whites by the 
literacy and poll tax qualifications.
49. ibid., p. 24.
50. ibid., pp. 31-32.
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Populism represented an economic and political 
alternative to the Democrats, but it was most 
attractive to hill country whites and was never a big 
threat in the black belt. Populism was an attempt to 
weld the discontent of both races into a winning 
coalition. Democrats countered Populist appeals with 
the old adage "if whites split, the blacks will become 
dominant." Blacks would then demand offices, favorable 
laws, appropriations, and ultimately social equality 
and another Reconstruction would occur. This supposed 
agenda was countered by all means available, legal and 
otherwise, and violence against blacks was often among 
them.51
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall's Revolt Against Chivalry. 
contains one of the best interpretive analyses of 
postbellum lynching.52 In this work, she considers 
all of the previously stated hypotheses about the 
causes of lynching, and concludes that each has merit. 
But, she states that regardless of the actual 
circumstances preceding a lynching, "Southern moderates 
as well as racial extremists justified lynching for the 
one crime of sexual assault." To many whites, any 
transgression of the caste system could be interpreted
51. ibid.. pp. 34-36, 243.
52. Hall, 1979, pp. 127-157; James McGovern Anatomy of 
a Lynching. 1984, p. 3.
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as an attempt at "social equality" and might, 
therefore, lead to a black assault on white racial 
purity.53
Jesse Daniel Ames and the Association of Southern 
Women for the Prevention of Lynching saw the "Southern 
rape complex" as rooted in white "masculine guilt over 
miscegenation, the veiled hostility toward women in a 
patriarchal society, [and] the myths of black 
sexuality."54 Hall's subsequent work on rape and 
racial violence reiterated that lynching was a white 
psychological tool used to intimidate and control 
blacks as a group and that "in the post-Reconstruction 
South, rape —  an act of violence against women's 
bodies —  was inseparable from lynching —  an act of 
violence against men's."55
Sociologist James M. Inverarity's work on lynching 
and social solidarity is based on Emil Durkheim's 
theory of "repressive justice" as a "ritual to 
reinforce social solidarity." Inverarity examined 
lynching in the American South as a social ritual to 
prevent the disruption of the "Solid South" during the
53. Hall, 1974, pp. 145-46.
54. ibid., p. 156.
55. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, "'The Mind that Burns in
Each Body': Women, Rape, and Racial Violence," in Ann
Snitow, et al. eds. Powers of Desire: The Politics of 
Sexuality. 1983, p. 328.
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Populist uprising in the 1890s.56 The Populist
movement created severe social disruption and the
lynching of a common enemy, i.e. blacks, helped to
restore solidarity in the white community. He used
econometric analysis to determine the relationship
between the spatial and temporal distribution of
lynchings and the varying strength of Populist support
and found weak relationships between the magnitude of
lynching and level of Populist Party support.
Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch's One Kind of
Freedom evaluates the reorganization of southern
agriculture in the "Cotton South" (Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Louisiana) after emancipation. The
economic institutions that replaced slavery kept the
South economically stagnant during a period of
unparalleled economic growth for the rest of the
country. They argue that:
"Southern agriculture stagnated while an 
agricultural revolution transformed the rest of 
rural America. The South's industrial sector 
remained small and backward during the age of 
American industrial growth. And southern people 
—  white as well as black —  were among the 
poorest, least educated, and most deprived of all 
Americans at the time when America was becoming 
the richest, best educated, most advantaged 
nation in the world."57
56. Inverarity, 1975, p. l.
57. Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch, One Kind of Freedom: 
The Economic Consequences of Emancipation. 1977), p. xi.
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That is, for Ransom and Sutch, the South was not as 
economically damaged as the "myth of prostration" has 
taught.58 Southern agricultural and transportation 
facilities recovered rapidly after the war, earlier 
because of rapid Reconstruction and later, in spite of it. 
However, the older marketing and financial institutions 
were destroyed, and the new ones, "forged in haste and in 
a climate of racial animosity" were unsound.59 The 
Civil War had destroyed not the South, but the South's 
"financial and marketing intermediaries, so crucial to 
staple agriculture," and the labor supply was indirectly 
depleted as the number of hours of labor decreased when 
the freedmen chose free time over the nearly continuous 
waking-hour toil characteristic of the slave system.
With less labor, there was less output and with no 
surviving infrastructure to handle what was produced, the 
new system that evolved after 1877 put the labor force at 
a distinct disadvantage. Suddenly, a large landless labor 
class found themselves at the mercy (often tyranny) of a 
small number of landowners and their local merchant 
suppliers. The labor class, mostly black, had no land, no 
capital, and few skills —  most were illiterate. When 
blacks fitting this description (and most did) sought land 
ownership and education that would enhance their
58. ibid., p. 40.
59. ibid., p. 1.
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opportunities, they were often answered with violence.60 
Ransom and Sutch have argued that blacks' attempts to own 
land and obtain education solidified white opposition to 
and subjugation of them.61
Jay Corzine, et al found non-linear relationships 
between lynching and increased black population 
proportions between 1882 and 1931, and corroborated 
Blalock's "power-threat" hypothesis for the Deep, or 
"Cotton," South, but not for the border states.62
Joel Williamson's monumental work The Crucible of 
Race provided another of the pillars on which this 
dissertation is based. In it, he concurs with Woodward 
that the end of slavery also marked the beginning of 
racism in America. Williamson identifies the rise of 
three Southern white "mentalities," attitudes and beliefs, 
that attempt to explain race relations at the end of the 
last century. These he has labeled "Liberal," 
"Conservative," and "Radical."63
The most optimistic of the three, white racial 
liberals of the 1880s, felt that blacks could absorb white 
culture, as demonstrated under Northern tutelage during 
Reconstruction. They saw some hope for the future and
60. ibid., p. 13.
61. ibid., pp. 86-87, 198.
62. Corzine, et al. 1983.
63. Williamson, 1984, pp. 1-38.
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would not accept the often touted inferiority of blacks. 
Although vocal and conspicuous, there were very few racial 
liberals in the South, and most were silenced by the 
majority in the 1890s.64
"Conservative" attitudes towards blacks in the South 
can be equated with paternalism, a white conservative 
attitude that surfaced in the 1830s. Racial conservatives 
viewed blacks as inherently inferior but as having a 
definite place, one of subservience, within the society to 
be protected by superior whites. That is, blacks were 
regarded as children. It was the most pervasive and 
longest-held of the three racial attitudes of whites.
"Radical Racism" arose after 1889 and had subsided by 
1915.65 Most virulent between 1897 and 1907, it 
accounted for "widespread and feverish" subjugation of 
blacks and insisted that there was no place for blacks in 
the future of the United States. Radical racial thought 
viewed blacks in the 1890s, especially black men, as the 
first generation born without having been subjected to the 
"civilizing" effects of slavery. They were seen as wild 
beasts with tremendous sexual appetites, absent of morals, 
or as thoughtless children subject to transformation to 
savage brutes without warning.66
64. See George Washington Cable The Silent South. 1969.
65. Williamson, 1984, pp. 112-139.
66. ibid.. p. 6.
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Radical racism was espoused by several prominent 
political leaders and popular writers. Among them were 
Governor James Vardaman of Mississippi, Rebecca Lattimer 
Felton, and Tom Dixon, author of The Leopardi Soots and 
The Clansman (which inspired the growth of the "second" Ku 
Klux Klan, especially after D.W. Griffith's epic film 
version, Birth of a Nation, appeared in 1915).
Politicians and journalists engaged in race-baiting 
rhetoric centering on black savagery and white sexual 
fears that almost all whites wholeheartedly endorsed. The 
"new negro" was feared as having returned to the state of 
savagery that he supposedly had known in Africa. Black 
crime seemed to be on the rise, especially that which was 
most feared —  the rape of white women by black men.
There was near universal agreement among southern whites 
that the best protection against black rapists was the 
swift and, often, terrible lynching of any actual or 
potential offender. Radical racism was particularly 
strong in the black belt as described by racial ratios. 
Williamson declared, "Whites in areas one-third black or 
more tended to be Radicalized. When the proportion of 
blacks rose above the two-thirds mark, Radicalism 
continued to prevail as thought, and perhaps, even became 
more intense, but it seemed in these areas to be slightly 
less vociferous, less physical and less overtly violent in
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its manifestations."67 Thus, Williamson suggests that 
areas (counties) with population proportions between one- 
third and two-thirds black might have had the greatest 
proclivity toward violent racial subjugation.
Although short-lived, racial radicalism exerted the 
greatest effect on the relationships between blacks and 
whites at the turn of the century. It was an attitude 
widely held by white southerners and it resulted in 
extreme and unusually violent attempts to control the 
black population. It promulgated not only segregation of 
the races, but the absolute necessity of controlling what 
was perceived by almost all white southerners as a 
dangerous possibility in southern society —  the potential 
domination of the South by blacks. The threat of a return 
to Reconstruction, which would have required another 
Federal occupation, was never far from their minds. (When 
Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy sent troops to Little 
Rock, Arkansas in 1956 and Oxford, Mississippi in 1962, 
Southern whites were quick to make the obvious connection 
with Reconstruction).
The theme that dominated The Crucible of Race as the 
cause of most lynchings after 1890 was radical racism 
spurred on by white fear of black rapists. But,
Williamson acknowledged other causes or situations that 
may have influenced or encouraged lynching. Among these
67. ibid.. p. 181.
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were that lynching was endemic in certain areas (a kind of 
local cultural phenomenon), that counties undergoing rapid 
urbanization or industrialization experienced high 
lynching rates, and that counties with frequent murders or 
where murderers went unpunished resorted to lynching.68 
Another thought-provoking idea was the "grit thesis," 
which explained violent racial extremism, such as lynching 
and riots, as a direct result of lower class whites, 
"rednecks," and "crackers," operating in response to their 
needs at the expense of blacks and with the tacit approval 
of benign, conservative elite whites.69
Neil R. McMillen's Dark Journey chronicles the 
history of Mississippi blacks in their struggles for 
citizenship after 1890, under the Jim Crow system.
McMillen argued that in Mississippi, more than any other 
state, the black struggle against white supremacy at the 
turn of the century was most desperate. Dark Journey 
traces the attempts of Mississippi blacks to overcome the 
color-caste system there, and the successes of the whites 
in circumventing those efforts.70
McMillen included a map of the number of lynchings by 
county in Mississippi between 1889 and 1945 and stated
68. ibid., p. 186.
69. ibid.. p. 292.
70. McMillen, 1989.
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that lynching was "essentially a rural small-town 
phenomenon," but that lynchings also occurred in all of 
Mississippi's urban counties. He also stated that seventy 
percent of all lynchings in the state were in counties 
with a black population of fifty percent or more, but that 
there were some black belt counties where blacks were less 
vulnerable (at least statistically) and some timber- 
producing counties where they were more so. Only eight 
Mississippi counties reported no lynchings between 1889 
and 1945. It seems, at least in Mississippi, that 
lynching rose as black population decreased and fell with 
an increase in black concentration.71
Finally, Stewart Tolnay, E.M. Beck, and James L. 
Massey challenged the conceptual and methodological 
weaknesses of Blalock's power threat hypothesis and other 
research that employed it. They rejected the power threat 
hypothesis —  that lynchings increased as black percent 
increased, thus insuring retention of white political 
hegemony. They cite the flaws of extremely influential 
cases; sample selection truncation; a suspect lynching 
"rate"; and model misspecification.72
In 1990, Beck and Tolnay used time series analysis to 
examine Southern lynching and fluctuations in the price of 
cotton from 1882 to 1930. They found that lynching was
71. ibid.. pp. 230-31, 120.
72. Tolnay et al. 1989, pp. 605-620.
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more frequent in periods when cotton price (in constant 
dollars) had declined and was accompanied by increasing 
inflation. They further concluded that lynching was 
positively related to the size of the black population, 
especially before 1900.73
There is certainly truth in most of these analyses. 
But, singly, none of them adequately explain the complex 
and terrible history of postbellum lynching. It is quite 
true that as the decades preceding 1900 wore on cotton 
prices dropped and there was fierce competition for land 
and resources between blacks and an increasing number of 
impoverished whites. Equally true was the scapegoating of 
blacks after the failure of Populism. Certainly it was in 
the best interests of those with political and economic 
power, the wealthy white elites, to control their labor 
force by preventing black migration when the price of 
cotton rose again after 1900. The Democrats also had a 
vital interest in maintaining their political hegemony.
And almost all white southerners practiced discrimination 
in one form or another against blacks in the decades after 
1890 until the mid-to-late twentieth century.
73. Beck and Tolnay, 1990, pp. 526-538.
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The spatial distribution of postbellum lynchings does 
not reveal which of the above conditions contributed to 
the violence against blacks. In fact, the distribution 
appears to be one of random violence against blacks 
throughout the 1890s, abating only somewhat and in some 
places after 1900. Blacks were lynched in all regions of 
all southern states, in rural and urban places, rich and 
poor counties, in the mountains and the alluvial valleys, 
in the Anglo-American frontier regions of south Georgia 
and Louisiana's largely French Acadiana.
James McGovern commented on the difficulty of 
interpreting lynching —  "Despite the critical role 
lynching has occupied in the history of race relations in 
the South, there are no adequate historical analyses of 
the problem," and he refers to Raper's 1930 difficulties 
in constructing a "social anatomy of lynchings", and the 
absence of government records and other essential but 
unreported data for objective analysis. Very few legal 
documents exist (no court records) and there has been 
little cooperation with outside investigators. McGovern 
continued, "...it is doubtful if a team of scholars 
working with scraps of information from innumerable small 
towns could piece together a creditable history of the 
phenomenon."
The American lynching phenomenon has attracted a 
great deal of attention from historians, sociologists,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
psychologists, journalists, and activists. Some of the 
studies have had geographic components, but no geographer 
has attempted an analysis of lynching. This study draws 
on previous investigations and examines the spatial 
character of lynching to increase our understanding of a 
most effective and terrible method of social control.




The National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) began to record lynchings in the 
United States in 1912. They relied on the "more or 
less accurate" accounts of the Chicago Tribune. 
Tuskeegee Institute and The Crisis.1 These data 
included state, date, county and place of the lynching, 
and the name, race, sex, and offense of most of the 
victims.
These records have been found to be flawed for a 
number of reasons.2 Lynchings were occasionally 
counted twice when two news accounts appeared —  one 
with the victim's name and one without. Other 
lynchings were attributed to the location of the 
newspaper's byline rather than to the actual location. 
For example, many of Alabama's lynchings were 
attributed to Montgomery. Among other inaccuracies 
were lynchings that occurred in one state being
1. NAACP. Thirty Years of Lynching. 1919, p.7.
2. Stewart E. Tolnay, E.M. Beck, and James L. Massey, 
"The Power Threat Hypothesis and Black Lynching:
"Wither the Evidence?" Social Forces 67(3), 1989,
p.639.
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attributed to another.3 E.M. Beck, Stewart Tolnay and 
James T. Massey have produced a corrected list of 
lynchings for the American South from 1882 to 1930 by 
examining scores of newspaper archives. Their list 
eliminates about ten percent (n = 87) of the NAACP's 
recorded lynchings and adds about forty new entries.
The Beck et al. list further alters about twenty 
percent of the NAACP recorded names, crimes, location 
and other circumstances. The Beck et al. list also 
discloses that about ten percent of the lynch mobs were 
either all black or integrated. Professor Beck kindly 
provided a copy of the corrected list for use in this 
research.4
Lynching events may have been under-reported in 
some cases, that is, no newspaper ever carried the 
story of a particular lynching, and thus the count in 
some counties may be low, especially after 1900 when 
lynching reports are thought to have declined.5 Over­
reporting surely also occurred, such as a reported 
lynching that was actually a murder, giving some 
counties a higher count. We will probably never know
3. E.M. Beck, 1992, personal communication with the 
author.
4. E.M. Beck, Stewart Tolnay, James T. Massey,
"Lynching in the American South Project," Department of 
Sociology, University of Georgia, 1991.
5. McMillen, 1989, p. 228-29.
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about the under-reported cases, but the over-reported 
cases have been questioned by the Beck et al. study and 
most have been eliminated from this study.
Variables for lynchings per 10,000 capita were 
created by dividing the number of lynching events (as 
opposed to number of victims, thus eliminating multiple 
victim event discrepancies) for each county. Lynchings 
from 1891 to 1900 were matched to 1890 county 
populations and lynchings from 1901 to 1910 were 
matched to 1910 county populations from the respective 
United States censuses. Appendix B lists the lynching 
victims from which the events used in this study were 
compiled.
CEN8U8 DATA
Census data for 1890, 1900, and 1910 were supplied 
on computer tape from the Inter-University Consortium 
for Political and Social Research (ICPSR).6 Raw 
Census data for demographic, agricultural, industrial, 
and ethnic variables were combined using SAS and 
Louisiana State University's mainframe computer to 
produce data sets for 1890, 1900 and 1910.
6. Inter-University Consortium for Political and 
Social Research, Guide to Resources and Services. 
1986-1987. 1987.
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The amount of information varies from Census to 
Census. In general, the number of variables increases 
over time, but some variables were dropped. For 
example, church membership was available only for 1890.
The census variables created from raw census data 
that were selected for analysis with the lynching data 
were population density, 1890 and 1910; black percent 
of the population, 1890 and 1910; farm ownership, 1890 
and 1910; average farm size, 1890 and 1900; average 
farm value, 1890 and 1910; percent black fixed-rent 
tenants, 1890 and 1910; percent black sharecroppers, 
1890 and 1910; percent foreign-born, 1890 and 1910; 
average industrial profit, 1890; percent urban change 
1890-1910; white Baptist church membership, 1890; and 
illiterate white males as a percentage of the 
population, 1910. Maps of these data appear in Figures
III.l through III.11.
A county's population density as a determinant of 
the number and rate of lynchings is proposed in 
several earlier studies.7 Urban counties with high 
population densities are believed to have experienced 
fewer lynchings than rural counties. Figure III.l 
shows the Deep South's population density in people per 
square mile in 1900. Only thirty counties had ten or
7. Young, 1928; Key, 1949; Reed, 1972; Williamson,
1984; McMillen, 1989; Tolnay et al. 1989.
See Chapter II.
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fewer people per square mile. These counties were in 
the most frontier-like areas of southwestern Louisiana, 
southern and central Mississippi, and south Georgia. 
Most counties had eleven to fifty people per square 
mile and were found in all regions. Counties with 
fifty-one to a hundred people per square mile were 
clustered in Georgia's Piedmont, the Black Belt, and 
the Mississippi Valley. Many in this category had 
nascent urban centers or were extremely productive 
agriculturally. Densely populated counties with 101 or 
more people per square mile were Orleans (New Orleans) 
in Louisiana; Jefferson (Birmingham) in Alabama; and 
Bibb (Macon), Chatham (Savannah), Clarke (Athens), 
Fulton (Atlanta), Muscogee (Columbus), and Richmond 
(Augusta) in Georgia.
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Figure III.l. Population Density, 1900.
(People per mile square. The Deep South Sub-regions 
are represented by dark lines (See Figure 1.3).
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Black population proportion is the major factor 
proposed as a determinant of lynching by many 
authors.8 County black proportions of fifty to 
seventy percent posed social as well as economic 
threats to the outnumbered, but still strong, white 
minority. A show of power, vis a vis a lynching, 
demonstrated white supremacy and effectively subdued 
aggressive black social or economic behavior. At 
concentrations below fifty percent black, threats to 
white hegemony were less frightening, whereas 
concentrations above seventy percent black posed 
sufficient threats of retaliation to whites to preclude 
most white aggression and racial violence. Figures
III.2 a and b depict the black population proportions 
in the Deep South in 1890 and 1910.
8. Raper, 1933; Reed, 1972; Kousser, 1974; Corzine, 
1983; Williamson, 1984; McMillen, 1989; Tolnay et al. 
1989. See Chapter II, pp. 35-38.
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Figure III.2a. Black Percent of the Population, 1890.
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Figure III.2b. Black Percent of the Population, 1910.
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Greater proportions of farm owners indicate a 
greater degree of economic well-being. Conversely, 
greater proportions of fixed-rent tenants or 
sharecroppers indicate the poverty of most farmers. 
Rates of farm ownership declined from 1890 to 1910 in 
the Deep South, while rates of black fixed-rent tenancy 
and black sharecropping increased. Figures III.3 to 
III.5 display the geography of land tenure in the Deep 
South.
Figures III.6 and III.7 show the change in average 
farm size in acres and average farm value in dollars in 
1890 and 1910, respectively. Overall farm size 
increased during the study period indicating that fewer 
owners employed greater numbers of tenants and 
sharecroppers. Farm value declined in marginal areas 
such as the mountains and flat woods, as well as in 
Louisiana's sugar producing areas. Many counties in 
the Mississippi Delta and Alabama's Black Belt 
increased in value with the renewed emphasis on cotton 
after about 1905.
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Figure III.3a. Average Farm Ownership, 1890. 
(Percent of all farms).
PERCENT
61 or more
Figure III.3b. Average Farm Ownership, 1910. 
(Percent of all farms).
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Figure III.4a. Black Fixed-Rent Farm Tenants, 1890. 
(Percent of all farmers).
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Figure III.4b. Black Fixed-Rent Farm Tenants, 1910. 
(Percent of all farmers).
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Figure III.5a. Black Sharecroppers, 1890, 
(Percent of all farmers).
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Figure III.5b. Black Sharecroppers, 1910. 
(Percent of all farmers).
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Figure III.6a. Average Farm Size, 1890.
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Figure III.6b. Average Farm Size, 1910.
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Figure III.7a. Average Farm Value, 1890.
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Figure III.7b. Average Farm Value, 1910.
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Another variable that may have influenced lynching 
rates is the foreign-born proportion of the population. 
Foreigners, especially Italians, are known to have been 
the white victims of lynchings in New Orleans and 
Tallulah, Louisiana.9 In addition, violence against 
other foreigners, such as those of Irish extraction, 
was experienced. In counties with high concentrations 
of foreign-born people social tensions between them and 
the established whites were often pronounced. When 
such tensions arose, lynchings of foreigners or black 
scapegoats could result. Figures III.8 a and b show 
the distribution of foreign-born persons in 1890 and 
1910.
9. Richard Gambino Vendetta. 1977.
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Figure III.8b. Foreign-born Percent of the Population, 
1910.
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Industrial development is an indicator of economic 
progress. Places that experience growth in 
manufacturing generally have an improved tax base and, 
therefore, enhanced governmental apparatus, such as law 
enforcement and courts. However, industrialization 
also causes social instability because the presence of 
factories or other employment opportunities attract 
newcomers, often unskilled, uneducated and 
impoverished, who are looking for work. Confronted 
with large influxes of strangers, many residents react 
negatively. Many Deep South counties had low to 
moderate rates of industrial development, as indicated 
in Figure III.9, which displays Average Industrial 
Profit in 1900 as a proxy for industrial development. 
Only a few counties and parishes, either those with 
large urban populations, mining or timber activity, or 
sugar processing had high levels of industrial profit. 
The presence of a relationship between lynching and the 
level of industrial development will enhance 
understanding of lynching by explaining some of the 
conditions that caused them.
Urban change is another indicator of economic 
progress or decline. Like industrial development, 
urban increase improves the tax base and thus, the 
governmental apparatus as social turbulence increases 
with the addition of newcomers. Urban decline signals
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economic hardship and elevated social tensions for 
those who remain.
Figure III.10 shows the percent of change in the 
urban population of counties from 1890 to 1910. More 
counties gained than lost population, but most 
experienced little or no change. Urban growth and 
industrial development are related conditions that 
could have inhibited or increased lynching.
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Figure III.10. Percent Urban Change, 1890-1910.
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Walter White and James Chadbourn wrote that 
lynching was connected to the doctrines of evangelical 
Christians, especially those of the Southern 
Baptists.10 They cited evangelical Christianity as 
the religion of the Anglo-Saxon race with doctrines 
that supported their self-image as the "superior race." 
Not only had evangelical Christianity supported 
slavery, but it had failed to condemn, in fact had 
often condoned, racial violence in the postbellum 
South. Figure III.11 displays the distribution of 
white Baptist church membership per 10,000 persons. A 
positive relationship between lynching and white 
Baptist church membership proportion would support the 
contention that white evangelical religions influenced 
lynching rates.
Joel Williamson described the "grit thesis" as a 
possible cause of lynching.11 Extreme racial violence 
was often attributed to lower class whites who desired 
a feeling, if fleeting, of power over those who 
occupied a lower status. White male illiteracy is one 
indicator of the presence of impoverished and, likely, 
alienated whites —  derogative terms for whom are 
"crackers", "rednecks" and "grits". Figure III.12 
shows this distribution.
10. White, 1929; Chadbourn, 1933. See Chapter II.
11. Williamson, 1984. See Chapter II.
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Figure III.11. White Baptist Church Membership, 1890. 
(Per 10,000 persons).
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Figure III.12. Illiterate White Adult Males, 1910. 
(Percent of total population).
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS
Lynchings outnumbered legal executions in the Deep 
South before 1900. After 1900 the number of legal 
executions exceeded lynchings in Alabama and Louisiana. 
It has been proposed that lynching was substituted for 
legal executions in frontier situations and that when 
law enforcement and judicial systems were established, 
lynching was replaced with legal punishments.12 The 
relationship between lynching and legal execution is 
therefore of interest because, if this contention is 
true, counties with high rates of lynching would have 
had low rates of legal execution and vice versa.
Execution data for the four states from 1890 to 
1910 were purchased through a Sigma Xi Foundation for 
Scientific Research Grant from the Capital Punishment 
Research Project, CPRP, in Headland, Alabama, headed by 
M. Watt Espy, Jr. United States county-level execution 
data for the decades of 1890 to 1910 are not published 
and are available only from the CPRP.13
12. McMillen, 1989.
13. The CPRP is the most complete source of historic 
information on legal execution in the United States. 
There, information on 15,822 American executions since 
Colonial times has been confirmed and documented from 
actual court records, contemporary newspaper accounts, 
local and county historical societies, museums, and 
libraries from throughout the United States. About 
ninety-five percent of the executions conducted in 
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi are 
represented in the data analyzed in this study.
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Execution records include state, county of origin, 
name, race, and sex of the condemned, and the crime for 
which the person was convicted and sentenced to death.
Two sets of variables for executed persons per 
10,000 capita were created. The total number of 
executions in each county between 1891 and 1900 were 
matched with the county population for 1890. Those 
between 1901 and 1910 were matched with county 
population for 1910. Executions in the Deep South are 
listed in Appendix C and maps of execution rates for 
1890 and 1910 accompany the analysis of lynching and 
legal execution in Chapter IV.
INCARCERATION
Incarceration, like legal execution, was a 
punishment that was imposed on criminals through legal 
channels. It was an effective form of social control 
only in places with effective law enforcement, judicial 
systems, and holding facilities or other arrangements 
such as municipal or county work gangs or camps for 
convicts leased to private agriculture, lumber, or 
mining interests. Incarceration was a punishment 
generally received by whites convicted of crimes of all 
types and by blacks convicted of less severe crimes, 
such as larceny and assault. Whites were seldom 
lynched, executed, or incarcerated. Blacks comprised
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the majority in all punishment categories and were 
imprisoned in convict lease camps, and county farm and 
road gangs by the thousands during the study period.
Because many blacks were lynched for crimes and 
offenses other than rape and murder, I questioned 
whether a relationship existed between incarceration 
and lynching during the study period. Lynch-prone 
counties and counties with high rates of lynching would 
be expected to have lower incarceration rates than 
counties with less lynching experience.
Incarceration data were collected by the author 
from individual state convict registers. A Robert C. 
West Field Research Grant provided funding for travel 
to the Louisiana Convict records for 1895 to 1907 
housed at the Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola, 
the Alabama State Convict Records for 1890 to 1910 at 
the Alabama State Archives in Montgomery, and the 
Georgia State Convict Records for 1890 to 1910 at the 
Georgia State Archives in Atlanta. The Mississippi 
Convict Records for 1893 to 1909 are housed in the 
Mississippi State Archives in Jackson.
Incarceration data gathered from the state convict 
registers included four data sets. The first was a one 
hundred percent sample of the numbers of all convicts 
from each county from 1891 to 1900 and the second was 
the number of all convicts from 1901 to 1910. The
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third was a ten percent stratified sample of convicts 
from each county from 1891 to 1900 and the fourth a 
similar sample for convicts from 1901 to 1910. The 
third and fourth samples included the convict's state, 
county of conviction, state and county of birth, name, 
race, sex, (and sometimes) age, the date of sentencing, 
the term of the sentence, the crime of conviction, and 
the disposition of the sentence (whether released, 
escaped, pardoned, or died).
Variables for incarcerated persons per 10,000 
capita were created by dividing the sample number of 
convicts for each county by the total population of 
each county in the following manner: The number of
convicts from 1891 to 1900 were matched with the 1890 
population. The number of convicts from 1901 to 1910 
were matched with the 1910 population. Incarcerations 
per 10,000 capita are listed in Appendix E and 
displayed in Figures III.13a and b.
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Figure IIl.i3a. Blacks Incarcerated, 1891-1900.
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Figure III.13b. Blacks Incarcerated, 1901-1910.
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OTHER DATA
The exploration of the subjugation of one group by 
another poses questions that may or may not be 
satisfactorily addressed through the study of 
demographics or economics. I questioned whether a 
history of pronounced racial animosity from the 
antebellum or Reconstruction eras might have accounted 
for some of the severity of punishments meted out to 
blacks at the turn of the century. Two obvious and 
recent historical memories that many southerners would 
have shared were the fear of slave uprisings before the 
Civil War and Ku Klux Klan violence toward blacks 
during Reconstruction.
Variables from the three punishment types were 
combined with the census variables and the slave 
rebellion and Klan variables for analysis. The numbers 
of rumored or actual slave rebellions, uprisings, and 
or insurrections were taken from the text of Herbert 
Aptheker's American Negro Slave Revolts14. (Figure 
III.14). The numbers of killings, beatings, and 
threats made between 1867 and 1871 by the Ku Klux Klan 
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BNUMBER NONE REPORTED1 to 3
Figure III.14. Deep South Slave Rebellions, 1830-1860 
Source: Herbert Aptheker, American Nearo Slave
Revolts. 1943.
EVENTS
Figure III.15. Ku Klux Klan Terrorist Activity in the 
Deep South, 1867-1871.
Source: Allan Trelease, White Terror. 1971.
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The Populist Party's threat to Democratic hegemony 
has been we11-documented and its relationship to a 
spate of lynchings in the South during and after 1892 
until 1896 has been proposed by several scholars of 
southern racial violence.16 Spotty county-level data 
on Populist voting is available from Gerald H.
Gaither's work for Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana, but 
not for Mississippi.17 These data were analyzed with 
the lynching data for enumerated counties. Figure 
III.16 displays the percentage of Populist voters for 
Louisiana in 1892 and for Alabama and Georgia in 1896.
16. Woodward, 1955, pp.80-85; Williamson, 1984, 
pp. 114, 311-313, 517; Ayers, pp. 238-9.
17. Gaither, Blacks and Populist Revolt; Ballots and 
Biaotrv in the "New South”. 1977).
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Figure III.16. Populist Vote Percent in Louisiana in 
1892 and Alabama and Georgia in 1896.
Source: Gerald H. Gaither, Blacks and the Populist
Revolt. 1977.
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METHODS
The practice of lynching in the South is complex 
and difficult to analyze. No single element emerges as 
the one responsible for producing lynching in any area. 
Lynching was practiced in both urban and rural areas of 
all four states and in all eleven sub-regions by both 
races. It was common in the cotton belt but not 
infrequent in other economic regions. However, 
lynching was not universally practiced. Numerous 
counties in each state and region throughout the period 
have no recorded lynchings.
The search for an understanding of the geographic 
pattern of lynching and its underlying social and 
economic causes uses quantitative and qualitative 
methods. Maps of lynching and other data provide the 
foundation for an extensive analysis, which is pursued 
using the quantitative techniques of correlation, 
simple and multiple regression, evaluation of 
variations of county categories (lynch-prone and non- 
lynch-prone) with Student's t Tests, and Ward's Minimum 
Variance Cluster Analysis and Chi square tests of 
contingency tables, which compare differing rates of 
lynching with four aggregate groups of counties with 
distinct social and economic characteristics.
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Consideration of the lynching history of an 
individual county or small groups of counties produces 
an intensive examination of lynching behavior at a 
smaller scale. Qualitative analysis of lynching as an 
innovation that was adopted by groups in adjacent 
counties over time emerges with the examination of 
individual lynching events. Newspaper accounts of 
conditions that produced either high lynching rates or 
lynch-prone counties provide insight into the local 
social and economic climate that produced or tolerated 
high levels or prolonged periods of lynching in 
Jefferson County, Alabama, an urban county, and in 
northwest Louisiana, the upper Mississippi Delta, 
southeastern Mississippi, and southeastern Alabama, 
each of which had a rural character.
MAPPING
The data are mapped in several ways. Lynching 
rates and other variables for comparison are used to 
make choropleth maps with historic county boundary 
files using Atlas Graphics. These maps are overlain 
with the physical and economic sub-regional boundaries 
described in Chapter I and appear with their analysis 
in Chapter IV.
Lynch-prone counties are classified as those that 
reported at least five lynching events between 1882 and
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1910 with black victims, and which had at least one 
event in each of the three periods —  1882 to 1890,
1891 to 1900, and 1901 to 1910. These counties are 
found to have lynched blacks and whites for a variety 
of offenses from the beginning of the record in 1882 
until the end of the study period in 1910. Figure IV.2 
in Chapter IV shows the lynch-prone counties and is 
accompanied by quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Maps of individual lynching events of blacks 
determine the location of clusters and evidence of 
contagious diffusion from county to county. A 
discussion of the diffusion of lynching appears in 
Chapter IV.
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES
A Pearson's Product Moment correlation matrix 
assesses statistically significant relationships 
between lynchings per 10,000 capita and the series of 
census variables, other punishment variables, slave 
rebellions and Ku Klux Klan terrorism events, and the 
percentage of Populist voters in the 1890s in 
Louisiana, Alabama, and Georgia.18 Correlation 
analysis is applied to the Deep South and each of the 
four states. Simple bi-variate regression and multiple
18. Populist voting data is only available for 
aggregated counties of Mississippi.
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regression are used to further explore the relationship 
between lynching rates and social and economic factors.
In order to gain better understanding of the 
phenomenon of lynching and its relationship, or lack 
thereof, to the social and economic fabric of the 
postbellum Deep South, I identify four classes of 
lynching rates per 10,000 persons: (none (0), low
(0.01-1.00), medium (1.01-2.50), and high (2.51 or 
higher)); and classify four social and economic 
regions, which might have different lynching rates, 
using Ward's Minimum Variance Cluster Analysis. Once 
groupings of counties (clusters) are identified, 
contingency tables can be developed to compare nominal 
rates of lynching among the cluster types. Observed 
and expected numbers of counties in each cluster type 
for each class of lynching rate are compared in 
contingency tables and Chi Square analysis determines 
the existence of significant variations between actual 
(observed) and mathematically expected numbers in each 
lynching rate category for each cluster type. Clusters 
with large differences between observed and expected 
numbers of counties in any or all lynching rate 
categories are examined more closely to determine their 
particular lynching characteristics.
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Cluster analysis examines the values of selected 
variables for a predetermined number of records and 
mathematically assigns their means to a specified 
number of aggregates or clusters. Twenty-six 
quantitatively or qualitatively diagnostic variables 
were selected (Table III.l) and clustered into the four 
groups. Many such diagnostic variables existed, 
however those chosen were consistently available in the 
three Census periods, thus allowing continuity from 
1890 to 1910.
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Table III.l. Variables Considered in Ward's Minimun 
Variance Cluster Analysis for the Deep South in 1890,
1900, and 1910.
Black percent of the population 
Foreign-born percent of the population 
Population density
Farm ownership as a percent of all farmers 
Fixed-rent tenants as a percent of all farmers 
Sharecroppers as a percent of all farmers 
Farms under forty acres as a percent of all farms 
Farms of between forty and a hundred acres as a 
percent of all farms 
Average farm value of land, equipment, structures 
Percent of cultivated acres in cotton 
White Baptist proportion of the population*
Other white Protestant proportion of the population* 
Black Baptist proportion of the population*
Other Church member proportion of the population* 
Rate of urban growth or decline during the decade 
Students per 10,000 capita
English, French, German, Irish, Italian, Scots 
per 10,000 capita 
Number of Ku Klux Klan events during Reconstruction+
Source: United States Censuses of 1890, 1900, and 1910.
♦Religion variables were available only for 1890, but 
were included because they were deemed to be 
particulary important diagnostic variables.
+KKK events came from Alan Trelease's White Terror 
and were, likewise held constant for the three 
cluster maps.
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Once a cluster number was assigned to each county, 
maps were produced that were remarkable in two ways. 
First, each county cluster map revealed clear regional 
patterns of counties or parishes belonging to a social 
and economic group. These were remarkably similar to 
the sub-regionalization scheme laboriously derived from 
Hilliard, Ransom and Sutch, and Nelson and Zillgitt 
introduced in Chapter I. Surprisingly, the regions 
generated via cluster analysis of demographic and 
agricultural variables —  only social and economic data 
—  that very closely approximated the regionalization 
scheme that employed social and demographic knowledge 
combined with physiographic regions.19
The second remarkable aspect of the maps generated 
through cluster analysis is their graphic depiction of 
change over time among the regions. Four cluster types 
are selected and labeled based on the relationship of 
the variable means within each.
19. This is not, however, an argument for 
environmentally determined social behavior. While 
agricultural regions are influenced by physical 
geography (cotton grows best in good soil and warm 
climates), social interaction, especially violence, is 
not.
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From 1890 to 1900 they are:
1) The Cotton Belt Fringe
2) The Frontier
3) Urban20
4) The Black Belt 
From 1901 to 1910 they are:
1) The Cotton Fringe and Frontier
2) The Old Cotton Belt
3) Urban
4) The Delta
The Cotton Belt fringe counties were rural and 
predominantly white with few foreign-born persons.
Farms were under 100 acres and were more likely to have 
been operated by their owners rather than tenants or 
sharecroppers. They produced a moderate amount of 
cotton but had a relatively low overall farm value. A 
moderate increase in urban population was experienced 
overtime and Ku Klux Klan activity had been moderate to 
high in some Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia counties 
during Reconstruction.
Frontier counties had the fewest blacks and 
foreign-born, a low population density, a greater
20. Five clusters were originally selected: however,
New Orleans alone was consistently assigned to the 
fifth group and was combined with the urban cluster for 
simplicity.
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number of land holdings of greater than 100 acres and 
very few tenants and sharecroppers. The average farm 
value was higher than that of the Cotton Belt Fringe, 
but grain production was proportionately more 
important, as were timber holdings, especially in the 
piney woods areas of the Hilly and Level Coastal 
Plain.21 Frontier counties had the largest white 
Baptist church membership and the smallest urban gain. 
There had been very little Klan activity during 
Reconstruction.
The Urban counties had the most dense populations, 
which were generally less than fifty percent black, and 
the largest foreign-born proportions. This cluster 
consistently includes the south Louisiana sugar- 
producing parishes, New Orleans, and St. Tammany Parish 
in the Florida parishes, Hancock county on the 
Mississippi Gulf coast, Mobile and the 
Birmingham/Selma, Alabama areas, and Atlanta, Augusta, 
and Savannah in Georgia. Although the largest cities 
were located in these counties, there were agricultural 
areas where farmers owned farms of all sizes and had 
the greatest farm value. There was little cotton grown 
and much of the produce, milk, meat and grain went to 
the nearby urban markets. The proportion for
21. Thomas D. Clark, The Greening of the South: The
Recovery of Land and Forest. 1984, pp. 3-17.
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these counties of white Baptists was the smallest, and 
their percentage share of other white church members 
was the greatest of the four clusters. There were also 
many black Baptists. Of course, these counties had the 
highest rates of urbanization, and they also 
experienced the smallest number of Klan attacks during 
Reconstruction.
The Black Belt contains two physiographic regions, 
which had diverged socially and economically by 1910.
In 1890 and 1900, however these counties were clustered 
together. They had the greatest proportion of blacks 
and the second highest population density. A moderate 
urban increase occurred but there were few foreign 
immigrants. Most people did not own the land that they 
worked and the region was dominated by tenants and 
sharecroppers who worked farms under forty acres (the 
largest farms were in the Frontier and Urban counties 
and parishes). The average farm value was not as high 
as that of farms in the Urban counties. The Black Belt 
produced the greatest amount of cotton. Of course, 
here black Baptist membership was greatest. The Klan 
had been active in Louisiana, eastern central 
Mississippi, in much of the western portion of the 
Alabama black belt, and in the Georgia Piedmont.
There was growth of the Black Belt and a 
contraction of the Cotton Fringe and the Frontier from
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1890 to 1900, but the overall patterns were similar for 
the two Census periods. There was a considerable 
change from 1900 to 1910, however. By 1910 the Cotton 
Belt Fringe and the Frontier clusters (numbers l and 2) 
had coalesced. This new agglomeration continued to 
have the lowest black proportion and the lowest 
population density. Most farmers owned forty to a 
hundred acres or more. Less than half of the farmers 
were tenants or sharecroppers, and the average farm 
value was the lowest in the South. Although a moderate 
amount of cotton was grown, it was not as dominant as 
in other regions. White Baptist church membership 
remained the highest of the four groups and urban 
growth remained the slowest.
The Urban counties had essentially the same 
characteristics that they had had in 1890 and 1900, 
however these attributes had spread to some counties 
adjacent to Jefferson County, Alabama, where Birmingham 
had boomed, and along the Mississippi and Alabama Gulf 
coast.
The Black Belt had the most dramatic and 
intriguing change —  in 1910 it had divided into two 
regions. They were newly classified as the Old Cotton 
Belt and the Delta. The Old Cotton Belt included most 
of the former Mississippi Black Belt not located in the 
Delta, the old Alabama Black Belt, the old Georgia
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Black Belt, and DeSoto and Claiborne Parishes in 
Louisiana. The Delta included the Mississippi River 
Valley shared by Mississippi and Louisiana and 
Louisiana's Red River Valley.
The Old Cotton Belt was over fifty percent black, 
and had a greater population density but fewer foreign- 
born people than in the Delta. It was the third lowest 
in urban population gain and was occupied primarily by 
fixed-rent tenants on medium-sized farms. It had the 
highest overall percentage of land in cotton, but its 
overall farm value exceeded only that of the Cotton 
Fringe/Front ier.
On the other hand, the Delta had the greatest 
black concentration but was third lowest in population 
density, with a very slight urban gain. Although there 
were few foreign-born persons, there were more in the 
Delta than in the Old Cotton Belt. Most farmers were 
fixed rent tenants and sharecroppers who generally 
worked farms of under forty acres. Although the farms 
were more valuable than those of the Old Cotton Belt, 
there was less Delta land producing cotton than there 
was in the Old Cotton Belt.
Contingency tables for the three periods were 
developed in the following manner. All of the counties 
were assigned membership in four groups based on their
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
per capita rates of lynching. The contingency table 
was constructed using these four groups reflecting 
lynching rates by the four regional types established 
through the clustering procedure. These results proved 
the most fruitful. The maps and analyses appear in 
Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION
This exploration of the phenomenon of lynching in 
the Deep South takes several paths. It examines the 
dramatic rise in lynching in the 1890s, which was 
sustained during the early part of the twentieth 
century, and determines where lynching was endemic.
Maps of lynching rates indicate that lynching was a 
more or less random phenomenon (Figures IV.l a and b). 
It occurred in all states and regions, but not in all 
counties in any state or region.
CORRELATION AND REGRESSION
An explanation is sought in the variation of the 
social and economic fabric of lynching and non-lynching 
counties. Simple quantitative analysis such as 
correlation analysis and bi-variate and multiple 
regression of lynching rates and social and economic 
variables confirms that there is little statistically 
significant evidence to support the existence of a 
social and/or economic condition that produced or at 
least tolerated high rates of lynching. Although some 
poor rural counties and counties with large black 
populations had high lynching rates, not all the
120
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ER 10.000 CAPITA 
0 to 0.3
Figure IV.la. Deep South Lynching Rates For Black 
Lynching Events, 1891-1900.
[ER 10.000 C/PITA 
0 to 0.3
Figure IV.lb. Deep South Lynching Rates For Black 
Lynching Events, 1901-1910.
Source: Beck et al. 1991.
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counties with these characteristics produced or 
tolerated lynchings. Similarly, some of the wealthier 
urban counties and those with predominantly white 
populations also experienced spates or prolonged 
periods of lynching.
Pearson's Product Moment correlation analysis 
reveals a few statistically significant relationships 
between lynching rates and selected variables.
Although the relationships are weak (r squared is 
seldom greater than 0.35), the procedure provides a 
base for further analysis of the data. Table IV.1 
presents the statistically significant (0.05 confidence 
level) correlation coefficients for selected social and 
economic variables and lynching rates for the Deep 
South.1
Based upon their correlations, lynching rates and 
legal executions were positively related in the four 
Deep South states and lynching and incarcerations rates 
were positively related in Georgia and Mississippi.
That is, the greater the lynching rate in Georgia and 
Mississippi counties, the greater the rate of legal 
punishments.
Counties in Louisiana and Mississippi had positive 
correlations between black population percent and
x. Lynching rates for 1882 to 1890 are not considered 
in this analysis because legal execution and 
incarceration data are unavailable for comparison.
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foreign-born percent and lynching rate, giving credence 
to the contention that as black population proportion 
and or foreign-born proportion increased, lynching 
increased.
t
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Table IV.1. Pearson's Product Moment Correlations 
Between Lynching Rates and Selected Variables.*
(r is the r value at the 0.05 confidence level (cl)).
DEEP SOUTH AL GA LA MS
VARIABLE r Cl r cl r cl r cl r cl
EXECUTION .11 ino• .21 .01 .32 .04
CONVICTS .26 .01 .29 .04
BLACK % .21 .01 .26 .04 .31 .01
FOREIGN % .28 .01 .50 .01 .24 .03
FARM SIZE .23 .01 .37 .01
OWN FARM .28 .01 -.27 .03 -.20 .04
TENANTS .13 .01 -.20 .01 .36 .01 .23 .04
SHARES -.21 .01 -.30 .01 -.29 .02
SMALL FARM .19 .01 -.21 .01 .27 .03 .27 .01
MED. FARM -.11 .02 -.20 .01 -.28 .02
LG. FARM .27 .01 -.30 .01
WHT VOTES -.22 .01 -.30 .01
BLK VOTES .19 .01 .30 .01







POPULIST VOTE+ .19 .04 -.27 .05
* Only statistically significant values are reported.
Sources: United States Censuses, 1890, 1900, 1910
** Alan Trelease, White Terror. 1971 
+ Gerald H. Gaither, Blacks and the Populist 
Revolt. 1977.
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Lynching rates in Georgia counties increased as 
farm size and farm ownership increased. Acquisition of 
large tracts of land in Georgia's southeastern counties 
brought migrants, many of whom were black, looking for 
work in timber and agricultural enterprises and 
disrupting the earlier residents, mostly whites, of 
this frontier-like region.
In Louisiana and Mississippi, counties with high 
rates of farm ownership were less likely to lynch than 
those with less economic security. However, as rates 
of fixed-rent tenancy increased in Louisiana and 
Mississippi, so did lynching rates, indicating that 
economic insecurity was often accompanied by increased 
racial violence. In Georgia, however, as rates of 
tenancy and sharecropping increased, lynching rates 
decreased, possibly because of the cotton-belt land­
owners' dependence on this type of labor.
Voting behavior was only loosely related to 
lynching rates in all states except Mississippi, where 
an increase in voting blacks was accompanied by an 
increased lynching rate in some counties.
The percentage of Italian-born persons was most 
strongly correlated with increased lynching rates in 
Louisiana and Alabama, where spectacular lynchings of 
Italian immigrants preceded lynchings of blacks, 
especially in parishes adjacent to New Orleans and in
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Mobile County, respectively. In Mississippi, lynching 
rates increased when concentrations of Scots, Irish, 
and Germans increased.
A slight negative relationship exists between white 
church members of Baptist and other Protestant churches 
in all states, indicating that white church membership 
did not foment high lynching rates.
Reconstruction Ku Klux Klan terrorism was 
associated with increased lynching only in Alabama, 
which, along with Louisiana, had the greatest number of 
Klan events.
Finally, Populist voting behavior was positively 
related to lynching rates in Georgia, where Populism 
had seemed most hopeful until it failed in 1896. There 
is, however, a stronger negative relationship between 
Populist voting behavior and lynching in Louisiana, 
reflecting the earlier (1892) voting data, and thus, 
the timing of Populism's ultimate demise.
Simple bi-variate regression analysis also 
identifies only weak relationships between lynching 
rates, the dependent variable, and single independent 
variables. These results are presented in Table IV.2.
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Table IV.2. Bi-Variate Regression: Values of r
Squared for Selected Variables with Lynching Rate as 
the Dependent Variable, 1891-1910.
VARIABLE r SQUARED CONFIDENCE LEVEL*
Punishments
for Rape** 0.14 0.50
Black Percent 0.03 0.01
Population
Density 0.004 0.01








in Cotton (acres) 0.001 0.01
White Protestants 0.01 0.01
Average Farm
Size (acres) 0.02 0.01
Farm Owners+ 0.05 0.01
Farm Tenants+ 0.01 0.01
Sharecroppers+ 0.0001 0.01





Fore ign-Born (%) 0.008 0.06
White Voters++ 0.01 0.01
Percent Urban
in 1900 0.002 0.01
Teachers* 0.003 0.02
Sub-Region 0.03 0.60
* 0.05 Confidence Level
** per 10,000 people 
+ percent of all farmers 
++ percent of all voters
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Lynching and ten independent variables (all 
punishments for rape, black percent of the population, 
percent foreign-born, population density, Populist 
voters, Ku Klux Klan activity, acres in cotton, white 
Protestant church members, fixed-rent tenancy, and 
illiterate white voters) were analyzed using multiple 
regression. Results (r squared of 0.23, 0.01 
confidence level) indicate that lynching was weakly, 
yet positively, related to rapes, black and foreign- 
born population proportions, Populist voting, 
Reconstruction Ku Kluxing, cotton production and farm 
tenancy, and white illiteracy.
A second multiple regression analysis examined the 
relationship between lynching and eight variables for 
which a negative relationship was expected. The 
independent variables are executions per 10,000 people, 
incarcerations per 10,000, average farm size, farm 
ownership, farm value, average industrial wage, white 
voters in 1910, and teachers per 10,000 in 1890. The 
value of r squared was 0.08 at the 0.01 confidence 
level, indicating that there was no relationship 
between lynching rates and these variables.
The common wisdom about lynching is contradictory 
to some of these results. Some scholars believe that 
lynching was tied to the size and proportion of the
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local black population. Others have found 
relationships between lynching and poor landless 
whites.2 Still others have noted the rise in lynching 
with declining cotton markets and Populist Party 
machinations.3 Most researchers have recounted the 
relationship of lynching and rape or fear of black 
rapists. Each of these theories have merit, but under 
systematic analysis of the entire Deep South, none 
successfully explains the geographic pattern of 
postbellum lynching.
My results suggest that black demography was not 
consistent among lynching counties, wealthy as well as 
poor counties produced lynch mobs, lynching continued 
after the decline of the Populists, after cotton prices 
rose, and that most lynchings were the results of rape 
or attempted rape rather than murder.
2. The "Grit thesis" is considered in Joel Williamson's 
The Crucible of Race, pp. 291-93.
3. See Chapter II, p.61; Woodward, 1955, pp. 43-45, 80- 
85; Inverarity, 1976, pp. 140-43; Kousser, 1974, pp. 
33-38; Key, 1949, pp. 5-9.
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LYNCHING AND INNOVATION DIFFUSION
No one is certain when the first lynching occurred. 
Lynching, as it has come to be called, takes that name 
from Judge Charles Lynch, who presided over an extra- 
legal '•court" near what would become Lynchburg,
Virginia in the pre-revolutionary period. Undoubtedly, 
events that could be labeled "lynchings" occurred 
throughout history in many parts of the world. One 
fact is clear, however: Lynching became another of the
American South's peculiar institutions during 
Reconstruction and reached its horrible crescendo at 
the turn into the twentieth century. Why was this the 
case?
There are many answers, most of which involve 
racial animosity. The financial and emotional fears of 
insecure whites were certainly factors, but, other 
factors operated. Maps of individual lynching events 
from 1882 to 1910 indicate that in many cases one 
lynching was followed in days, weeks, or months by 
another in the same or an adjacent county. Often a 
lynching by a white mob was followed by the similar 
action of a black or integrated mob. Culture is 
learned behavior and lynching in the postbellum South 
was a cultural practice, whether born of a lingering 
frontier mentality, resurgent racial animosity or an 
extra-legal manner of social control, that was adopted
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in a wide variety of places, circumstances and by 
various groups.
The parishes in northwest Louisiana, serve as an 
example. The first recorded lynching in northwestern 
Louisiana was that of D.C. Hutchins, a white man, 
lynched for murder in Bossier Parish on May 13, 1883.4 
This lynching was followed by the lynching of another 
white man, Charles McLean, for arson, again in Bossier 
Parish on October 21, 1884.5 On July 22, 1885 two 
black men were lynched for murder in Webster Parish, 
the parish just east of Bossier Parish.6 John Elia,
Jr., a white man was lynched in Bienville Parish, a 
parish adjacent to Bossier and Webster to the 
southeast, on December 28, 1886.7 Elia's death was 
followed by that of another black, James Walden, for 
larceny in Lincoln Parish on June 30, 1887.8 Then a 
black mob lynched an elderly black man, Andrew Edwards, 
for practicing voodoo in Webster Parish on December 9, 
1887.9
4. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 14, 1883.
5. ibid., October 22, 1884.
6. ibid.. July 23, 1885.
7. ibid., December 29, 1886.
8. New Orleans Times Democrat July 1, 1887.
9. New Orleans Daily Picayune December 11, 1887.
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From Edwards' death until 1910, there were forty- 
five lynching events in Louisiana's northwest 
parishes,10 seven of which were conducted by black or 
integrated mobs, and forty more in the southern tier of 
Arkansas counties along the Arkansas/Louisiana line. 
Clearly, this was a dangerous place to practice 
criminal activity, to get angry, to forget one's place, 
or to make a social (especially racial) blunder.
The violence appears to have infected adjacent 
counties. Bossier, Webster, and Claiborne Parishes 
were all classified by my criteria as lynch-prone. In 
addition to the blacks lynched there in 39 events by 
white and black mobs, six whites died at the hands of 
lynchers. This level of violence could not have gone 
unnoticed by newspaper readers and local gossips in 
adjacent counties and parishes. Five parishes on the 
perimeter of the lynch-prone counties produced mobs 
that seem to have conducted one lynching, then 
abandoned, at least until after 1910, the practice.11 
Bossier and Caddo Parishes continued to produce lynch 
mobs throughout the 1910s and 1920s, but of the five 
perimeter parishes mentioned above, only Desoto Parish 
had subsequent lynching events.
10. Caddo, Bossier, Webster, Bienville, Lincoln, and 
Claiborne.
1X. Union, Winn, DeSoto, Sabine, and Natchitoches.
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A double lynching and the circumstances surrounding 
the event were particularly inflammatory in Bossier 
Parish in 1901. The widespread and prolonged front 
page news coverage that appeared as the story unfolded 
illustrate this point and demonstrate the social 
emotional level of northwest Louisiana at the time.
The extraordinarily sensational publicity surrounding 
the event had, and would in the future, accompany other 
lynching events in other parts of the Deep South.
On June 13, 1901 the front page headline of the 
Shreveport Journal that claimed ''Negroes Plot to 
Murder" was followed by the saga of the murder of John 
Gray Foster, son of the late Colonel J.M. Foster, Sr. 
and younger brother of state Railroad Commissioner Will 
Foster and the Honorable J.M. Foster, Jr., member of 
the state legislature. The day before, June 12, John 
Gray had reprimanded a black female cotton field hand 
for the manner in which she was working. Adaline 
Edwards had argued with John Gray and he had slapped 
her face and fired his pistol into the air. At this, 
John Gray was hit on the head with a hoe handle or 
stick by someone that neither he nor Mrs. Edwards could 
identify. John Gray again fired his pistol, mounted 
his horse and rode off towards the store. Ford 
"Prince" Edwards, husband of Adaline, told the field
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hands to "go to their houses and he would settle the 
matter.1,12
Here, the reporter disclosed that "all the negroes 
mentioned were brought from Houston, Texas by the 
colored preacher..." known as "Prophet Smith." A 
subsequent news account, also front page, vilified 
Smith and Edwards "and his crew" by an alarming yet 
confusing statement that the Church of God, which 
Prophet Smith headed, and to which the Houston migrants 
belonged was "an iron-bound organization for the 
extermination of personal enemies for mutual benefit." 
Furthermore, "Smith, as head of the congregation, did 
nothing but look pleasant and wear fine clothes... 
Meetings were held throughout Texas and Louisiana..
Its power among the ignorant negroes was and probably 
still is immeasurable... There is conclusive evidence 
at hand to show that in all essential respects the 
'Church of God' is a NEGRO MAFIA."13 Whether or not a 
"negro mafia" existed in Bossier Parish is unknown. 
However, it existed in print and almost certainly 
fueled the deeper fears of the white minority.
John Gray Foster rode to the plantation store where 
he asked the store keeper, J.E. Loften, for his gun
12. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 13, 1901.
13. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 26, 1901, 
capitalization in the original.
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"saying that a negro had hit him with a hoe or stick." 
Loften gave him two pistols and "all the ammunition I 
possessed." "He (Foster), in the company of (two 
overseers) rode off towards the quarters occupied by 
the Houston negroes... When he reached the house in 
which Prince Edwards lived, the negro opened the front 
door, stepped out and fired twice with a double- 
barrelled shotgun loaded with buckshot..." John Gray's 
wounds and agonized death were then graphically 
described and the story continued.
"...as soon as the murderer fired the fatal shots, 
he closed the front door and before the two overseers 
could prevent it, he and all the Houston negroes made 
their escape, going toward the river. There are about 
16 or 17 of them, and I understand they are all armed." 
Pouring fuel on the flames, the report concluded that 
"a letter was found in (Smith's) house with a San 
Antonio post mark signed 'Yours in Christ,'” addressed 
to Edwards in which the writer told him that "if Mr. 
Foster or anyone else whips Adaline, kill that party, 
no matter who it might be.”14
Prince Edwards escaped the mob and the courts.
Frank, better known as "Prophet” Smith and F.D. McLand 
were less fortunate. An ongoing "quiet investigation" 
had been in progress to "determine the guilt or
14. ibid.. June 13, 1901.
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innocence of 'Prophet' Smith and his crew..." Smith 
and McLand, Edwards' right-hand man, were arrested and 
jailed in Benton, Bossier Parish. On June 19, 1901 two 
hundred "organized and disciplined" men assembled near 
Benton, moved to the jail, overpowered the sheriff and 
his deputies and took Smith and McLand. "There was an 
armed guard around the jail, but upon the appearance of 
the mob, it melted rapidly." They were taken to the 
place of execution and "a rope was placed around the 
neck of each." Asked if they had anything to say 
"Smith told a rambling story" and McLand denied having 
had anything to do with Foster's death. Then they were 
hung. The report stated that "Smith died like a 
coward, McLand like a brave man."
Finally, several members of the crowd issued 
statements in which they said that "the execution of 
the negroes was not the result of a desire for 
vengeance, but a NECESSARY PRECAUTION to preserve the 
lives of white men in the vicinity."15
Neither Smith nor McLand fired the shots that 
killed the privileged and contentious John Gray Foster. 
They were the substitutes, the whipping boys, for 
Prince Edwards, who was never captured. A reporter 
explained that "had Edwards been caught the lives of
15. New Orleans Daily Picayune. June 26, 1901, 
capitalization in original.
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the negroes taken last night would have been spared.
It was only when the posse abandoned all hope of 
capturing the murderer that the summary execution of 
the leaders among the Benton prisoners was decided 
upon. The death of Smith was decreed because it was 
found that he was the most dangerous factor among the 
criminal characters of north Louisiana and Texas. 
McLand's life was probably taken because he was at all 
times the willing tool and right-hand man of Prince 
Edwards... The lynching of the negroes is regarded by 
many in this section as an object lesson... It seems to 
be the general impression that if the slaying of Mr. 
Foster was PERMITTED TO GO UNAVENGED life would be held 
in pretty precarious tenure around these parts."16
That they were implicated in something much darker 
than a single murder is undeniable. The "Houston 
negroes," an armed and dangerous group with an "evil" 
ideology and an agenda would not be tolerated. Had 
they not killed one of the most prominent of the 
community's citizens? Would they stop there? Would 
the "good" blacks be contaminated with their plots and 
plans? The show of force against this group was 
predictable. The impact of the story reverberated 
throughout Louisiana at the time, and lingered in north 
Louisiana for years. Smith's and McLand's deaths were
16. ibid., capitalization in original.
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followed by eighteen lynchings in Bossier and 
surrounding parishes within the decade.
The practice of summary execution spread in other 
parts of the Deep South as well. The tier of Southern 
Alabama counties to the south and east of Montgomery 
provide another example.
The earliest lynching recorded in southern Alabama 
was that of George Ward, a black man accused of murder, 
in Barbour County on October 21, 1885. Two years later 
a black mob in Henry County lynched Jack Myrick, a 
black man accused of rape, on August 23, 1887. No 
other lynchings were reported in this part of Alabama 
until 1891. From 1891 to 1900 six southeastern Alabama 
counties reported twelve lynchings (six for rape), five 
of which were in Butler County, two in Crenshaw, one in 
Pike, two in Henry, and one each in Houston and Geneva 
Counties. From 1901 to 1910, there were nine lynchings 
in six southeastern Alabama Counties (three in 
Covington, two in Pike, and one each in Houston, Geneva 
and Butler Counties). In every case between 1901 and 
1910, the victims were accused of rape or attempted 
rape.
The per capita lynching rates were not high, nor 
were legal execution rates. However, the incarceration 
rates in these Alabama counties approached those of
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Jefferson and Montgomery Counties, suggesting the use 
of convict labor on the railroads and turpentine farms.
Southeastern Alabama was, and is, part of the pine 
barrens of the level coastal plain. It was a sparsely 
settled region of marginal agriculture dominated by 
whites. Cotton cultivation increased between 1890 and 
1910, but it never reached the levels of the black belt 
to the north. In the 1880s and 1890s land speculators 
and timber and naval stores operations moved into the 
region and much of the migrating labor came for work in 
the pine forests.
The percentage of the population which was black 
averaged about thirty percent for the period and 
overall population density remained low. From 1880 to 
1890, black population increased in every county: 
Barbour County had the smallest gains (2.6 percent) and 
Henry County had the greatest (fifty percent). This 
trend continued between 1891 and 1900 with the greatest 
proportion of blacks entering Covington (65 percent 
gain) and Henry (68 percent) Counties. From 1901 to 
1910, black population was declining in all but 
Covington County and Barbour and Henry Counties had 
lost, respectively, ten and thirty-four percent of 
their black populations.
The frontier-like conditions in this part of 
Alabama are glimpsed in the following news release from
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Enterprise in Coffee County, Alabama in 1901. The 
headline read, "Negro is Given to Flames by Citizens of 
Alabama for Assault on Woman." John W. Pennington, a 
black man accused of assaulting the wife of "one of the 
most prominent farmers in Coffee County," was "burned 
at the stake before a crowd of 500 enraged and 
determined citizens of both races" outside of 
Enterprise. Because there was no telegraph office in 
Coffee County, word of the alleged assault "was sent by 
runners for miles around Enterprise and every farmer in 
the neighborhood had left his plow to join in the 
search." Pennington was captured and brought before 
his alleged victim, who identified him. He was said to 
have confessed and pleaded for mercy. "The stake was 
prepared before the confession."17
The practice of lynching in southeastern Alabama 
never reached the levels of the Delta and other cotton 
belt counties, and by 1910 the practice was infrequent 
in the region.
17. Atlanta Constitution August 8, 1901.
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LYNCH-PRONE COUNTIES
What was unusual about a county that permitted or 
tolerated a succession of lynchings throughout the 
period?18 The characteristics of forty-three lynch- 
prone (Table IV.3 and Figure IV.2) and 329 non-lynch- 
prone counties were examined to determine if there was 
a difference in their respective lynching and social 
and economic characteristics for two periods: 1891 to
1900 and 1901 to 1910. Their selected variable means, 
which were considered in an unpaired student's t Test, 
are listed in Table IV.4.
18. Lynch-prone counties are defined as those with at 
least five events where blacks were lynched and which 
had at least one event in each of three periods: 1882 
1890; 1891-1900; and 1901-1910.
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Table IV.3. Lynch-Prone Counties of the Deep South,
1882-1910.*
LYNCHING RATES AVG AVG
OF BLACKS LYNCH OTHER EVENTS BLK AVG AVG
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 RAPE RAPE n= MOB BLK% POPDEN KKK
AL BIBB 2 .8 9 2 .1 9 1 .40 1 .40 9 33.91 2 9 .3 0 0
AL COLBERT 1 .4 9 1 .6 1 1 .50 1 .50 6 39.87 37 .78 4
AL DALLAS 1 .4 2 1 .6 9 0 .4 0 0 .4 0 9 1 82 .75 5 3 .9 0 1
AL JEFFERSON 0 .3 4 0 .3 5 0 .2 0 0 .3 0 15 38.96 138 .57 0
AL MADISON 0 .5 2 0 .2 1 0 .3 0 0 .3 0 5 44 .96 53 .17 5
AL MONTGOMERY 0 .7 1 0 .6 1 0 .0 0 0 .2 0 5 1 71 .85 87 .03 0
AL PICKENS 1 .7 8 2 .0 0 0 .9 0 1 .70 6 55 .81 26 .22 3
AL ST CLAIR 1 .1 5 0 .9 7 1 .57 0 .0 0 5 17.61 29 .57 1
GA DECATUR 1 .0 0 2 .07 0 .5 0 1 .00 10 2 55.13 28 .07 0
GA DODGE 0.87 1 .9 9 0 .9 0 0 .9 0 6 1 43.07 32 .69 0
GA DOOLY 0 .5 5 0 .97 0 .5 5 0 .6 0 5 1 55.44 38 .2 5 0
GA EARLY 3 .0 6 2 .7 6 1 .00 3 .0 0 7 61.73 27 .84 0
GA JASPER 2 .8 8 3 .02 1 .40 1 .40 5 64.90 4 0 .6 9 0
LA BOSSIER 0 .9 8 3 .68 9 .83 0 .0 0 18 5 78.34 26 .22 2
LA CLAIBORNE 1 .2 9 1 .6 0 0 .4 0 0 .4 0 8 59.21 30 .9 5 1
LA CONCORDIA 2 .0 2 2 .1 0 0 .7 0 0 .7 0 6 2 86.39 20 .07 0
LA IBERIA 0 .48 0 .9 6 0 .5 0 0 .5 0 5 48.48 46 .2 9 0
LA MOREHOUSE 2 .9 8 4 .2 6 0 .6 0 0 .6 0 7 1 76.63 2 1 .3 1 2
LA OUACHITA 4 .4 5 4 .6 5 1 .10 1 .10 7 1 61.99 33 .5 0 1
LA TANGIPAHOA 3 .9 5 2 .0 6 0 .79 0 .0 0 10 1 32.99 2 5 .2 9 0
LA WEBSTER 2 .4 1 2 .0 8 1 .60 0 .0 0 5 1 54.90 2 3 .9 9 0
MS AMITE 2 .7 5 3 .0 5 1 .60 2 .1 0 7 57.51 29 .03 0
MS BOLIVAR 0 .67 1 .23 0 .3 0 0 .3 0 8 2 88.26 42 .43 0
MS COAHOMA 0 .5 5 0 .88 0 .00 0 .00 7 88.23 4 6 .6 5 0
MS COPIAH 1.32 1 .39 0 .99 0 .0 0 6 53.23 44 .37 0
MS DE SOTO 0 .83 2 .1 6 1 .20 1 .20 9 4 74 .00 45 .83 0
MS HARRISON 3 .2 0 2 .3 1 0 .8 0 0 .8 0 12 1 29 .20 22 .77 0
MS HINDS 1 .78 1 .41 0 .5 0 0 .5 0 14 1 72.89 60 .91 0
MS ISSAQUENA 0 .8 1 3 .7 9 0 .81 0 .0 0 5 2 94.07 24 .68 0
MS KEMPER 0 .5 6 0 .98 0 .6 0 0 .6 0 5 1 57.05 27 .23 2
MS LAFAYETTE 0 .9 7 1 .37 1 .0 0 1 .00 5 44.12 32 .12 0
MS LAUDERDALE 1 .3 5 1 .28 0 .3 0 0 .30 7 48.93 55 .73 2
MS LEFLORE 1 .1 9 1 .38 0 .59 0 .60 10 3 85.75 44 .62 0
MS LOWNDES 0 .74 0 .98 0 .40 0 .40 11 1 74.75 57.64 4
MS MONROE 0 .6 5 0 .57 0 .70 ■ 0 .70 7 58.63 42 .33 3
MS MONTGOMERY 0 .6 9 0 .5 6 0 .70 0 .70 6 50.25 41 .2 5 1
MS NESHOBA 0 .9 0 1 .11 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 5 19.43 25.34 0
MS PANOLA 0 .3 7 0 .32 0 .74 0 .7 0 5 2 66.77 41 .68 1
MS PERRY 6 .1 6 9 .1 1 3 .79 0 .0 0 7 31.88 10 .45 0
MS TALLAHATCHI 2 .0 9 2 .0 6 0 .7 0 0 .0 0 9 1 67.11 33 .21 0
MS WARREN 1 .2 1 1 .60 0 .3 0 0 .0 0 13 4 72.67 62.93 1
MS WILKINSON 0 .57 3 .32 0 .57 0 .0 0 6 1 77.98 28 .63 0
MS YAZOO 0 .5 5 0 .8 6 0 .30 0 .3 0 10 1 76.44 41 .29 0
AVERAGE 1 .5 6 1 .94 1 .00 0 .61 7 .7 1 .6 59.40 39.81 0 .8
*A11 rates are for blacks punished per 10,000 people. 
Events are the total number of black lynchings between 
1882 and 1910.
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EVENTS
Figure IV.2. Lynch-Prone Counties of the Deep South, 
1882-1910.
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Table IV.4. Variable Means and t Values for Lynch- 
Prone and Non-Lynch-Prone Counties, 1891-1910.
I. 1891 to 1900 MEANS
LYNCH-PRONE t PROB.
VARIABLE YES NO VALUE LEVEL
Blacks lynched* 3.32 1.60 11.6 0.01
Lynching per capita* 1.77 0.55 6.7 0.01
Lynchings for rape* 0.42 0.21 2.9 0.43
Other punishment for rape** 0.14 0.14 7.4 0.86
Black mobs* 1.29 1.13 0.7 0.13
Black percent+ 59.57 42.62 4.0 0.14
Population density+ 32.54 34.85 -0.3 0.01
Populist vote++ 22.05 27.63 11.0 0.45
Ku Klux Klan events+++ 0.78 0.36 2.8 0.01
Black Population change+ 17.10 15.94 0.4 0.01
Execution per capita** 0.75 0.57 0.8 0.04
Execution per black capita 1.55 1.80 -0.3 0.01
Convicts per capita® 18.75 16.96 0.4 0.95
Convicts per black capita® 37.75 77.40 -0.7 0.01
Percent of land in cotton+ 11.18 8.80 1.7 0.33
II. 1901 to 1910 MEANS
LYNCH-PRONE t PROB.
YES NO VALUE LEVEL
Blacks lynched* 2.58 1.45 9.5 0.03
Lynching per capita* 2.17 0.71 7.5 0.01
Lynchings for rape* 1.48 1.21 1.8 0.08
Other punishment for rape** 0.17 0.18 -0.1 0.09
Black mobs* 1.23 1.33 -0.4 0.69
Black percent+ 58.34 43.74 4.0 0.12
Population density+ 47.29 49.60 -0.1 0.01
Black Population change+ 6.22 4.93 0.3 0.01
Execution per capita++ 0.52 0.45 0.6 0.94
Execution per black capita+4■ 0.86 1.25 -0.8 0.01
Convicts per capita® 23.30 18.15 1.9 0.27
Convicts per black capita® 44.10 100.51 -0.5 0.01
Percent of land in cotton+ 13.30 11.27 1.3 0.87
Sources: * Beck et al. 1991;
** Executions from the CPRP and 
Incarcerations collected by the author;
+ United States Censuses, 1890 and 1910; 
++ Gerald H. Gaither, 1977;
+++ Alan Trelease, 1971, compiled by the 
author;
@ Collected and compiled by the author.
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There is significant variation between lynch-prone 
and non-lynch-prone counties for some variables.
Between 1891 and 1910, the total number of blacks 
lynched, the per 10,000 capita lynching rates, the 
number of Reconstruction Ku Klux Klan events, the rate 
of change in the black population, and executions per 
capita are higher in lynch-prone counties, while 
population density, executions per black capita and 
convicts per black capita are lower in lynch-prone 
counties. This indicates that as a group lynch-prone 
counties experienced more lynching, had more violent 
Reconstruction histories, and relied less on legal 
means for the control of growing black populations. 
Variations between lynch-prone and non-lynch-prone 
counties for lynching and other punishments for rape 
were not statistically significant, nor were the number 
of black lynch mobs, Populist votes, and percent of 
land in cotton.
The number of lynchings is higher in the lynch- 
prone counties in 1890, when race relations were at 
their worst and lower in 1910 when Jim Crow was firmly 
in place. However, per capita lynching rates accelerate 
after 1901.
A comparison of individual county values indicates 
that there are differences among lynch-prone counties. 
Not all the lynch-prone counties had consistently high
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lynching rates. Of the forty-three counties identified 
as lynch-prone, thirty-four in 1890 (79 percent) and 
thirty-four different counties (79 percent) in 1910 had 
lynching rates below 2.51 per 10,000 capita. Yet the 
forty-three lynch-prone counties (eleven percent of all 
counties examined) experienced 224 (twenty-two percent 
of all lynchings) from 1891 to 1910. Their per capita 
rates were not the highest because their population 
densities varied a great deal, but their absolute 
numbers of lynchings and continuing proclivity to lynch 
warrants further scrutiny.
As a group, all but thirteen lynch-prone counties 
(sixty-nine percent) had black populations of fifty 
percent or greater and fourteen (thirty-two percent) 
had average black populations of seventy percent or 
more, including only seven of the 64 Black Belt 
counties. For example, Bolivar County in Mississippi's 
Delta averaged 88 percent black from 1890 to 1910.
Mobs in Bolivar County, two of which were black or 
integrated, had eight lynching events of blacks from 
1882 to 1910. Bolivar County had no legal executions 
between 1891 and 1910 and its incarceration rates were 
moderate (17 per 10,000 capita). Bolivar County's 
cotton cultivation increased from 1890 to 1910, but its 
overall farm value declined.
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Bolivar County was a typical Delta county in most 
respects, but it had one most unusual attribute. The 
town of Mound Bayou, founded in 1887 in western Bolivar 
County was touted as the "Negro capital of 
Mississippi." It was a thriving black boom town until 
just before World War I although it relied on technical 
and emotional support from Tuskegee Institute and large 
inputs of northern capital. By 1890 the exclusively 
black town of 600 inhabitants had a "town hall and 
depot, plank sidewalks, well-graded and lighted 
streets, a half dozen churches, public and parochial 
schools, a telephone exchange and utilities company, a 
newspaper, and more than forty businesses." It 
suffered with every downturn in the cotton market, 
however, and by the early 1920s, Mound Bayou was 
foundering.
In the period between 1890 and 1910, Mound Bayou 
was promoted by its leading citizens, most notably, 
Isaiah Montgomery and Charles Banks, as a financial, 
industrial and agricultural center for not only Bolivar 
County, but a "vast territory encompassing much of the 
upper Delta, including Tunica, Coahoma, Quitman, 
Tallahatchie, and Washington Counties."19 Leflore 
County might well have been included. In a part of 
Mississippi where as late as 1940 custom forbade black
19. McMillen, Dark Journey, pp. 186-88.
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motorists to pass white motorists on dirt roads, lest 
the whites get dusted, the existence of a boastful 
place such as Mound Bayou, with its northern backing, 
must have chafed and embittered some members of the 
white minority.20
From 1882 to 1910 there were fifty-four lynchings 
(twenty-six after 1901) in Mississippi's upper Delta 
counties. Although only eight were in Bolivar County, 
Mound Bayou's reputation may well have contributed to 
the violence. Particulars about several of them follow 
as examples of the social climate of the upper Delta at 
the turn of the century. Nearly all of the newspaper 
accounts remarked on the quiet orderliness of the mobs, 
who were generally composed of citizens obliged to 
avenge murders and rapes perpetrated by black "brutes" 
on members of the white upper class and their families. 
Generally, the accused was identified by the victim or 
witnesses and taken to the scene of the crime to 
receive his punishment.
The burning of William Ody in Tunica County, 
Mississippi in 1902 was announced in the New Orleans 
Daily Picayune, apparently wired from Clayton, 
Mississippi on Wednesday, July 16, the day before the 
event. Ody allegedly had attacked the white daughter 
of a "prominent planter," and broken both of her arms
20. ibid.. p. 11.
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and her skull in the attack. The headline read "The 
Men of Clayton Are Preparing for the Burning of William 
Ody. He Will Be Disposed of Tonight." And, "The 
Location of the Lynching Has Not Been Disclosed." The 
same article concluded with "12:15 (Thursday) Ody was 
tied to a tree and oil was poured on him. The lady's 
father started the fire going."21
In November 1902, a black man known only as "Bear" 
was accused of robbing and murdering his white 
employer, a "hauler of railroad ties," who often had a 
lot of money in his cabin that Bear would have known 
about. Therefore, "suspicion easily centered on Bear." 
When he was apprehended and returned to the scene of 
the crime he "at once manifested a degree of 
nervousness that was convincing of his guilt... In his 
first confession he implicated four white railroad men, 
but these easily established the falsity of his 
charges." When three hundred dollars was found in 
"Bear's" possession he was tied to a stake in the 
murder cabin and burned alive while a crowd of 500 
watched. With his dying breath he again implicated the 
white railroad workers, who were subsequently 
questioned and released.22 Bear's "degree of 
nervousness" may indeed have been caused by his guilt,
21. New Orleans Daily Picayune July 17, 1902.
22. New Orleans Daily Picayune November 11, 1902.
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but he must also have known that he had little chance 
of surviving that night. The white men that he 
implicated had as little to fear from the law as Bear's 
lynchers.
A news article the following day further reveals 
the oppressive racial climate of the upper Delta. 
Entitled "The Politics of Presidential Negroism," it 
condemned federal intervention into local race 
relations. The Indianola Mississippi postmaster, a 
black woman, had resigned "under pressure" by sending 
her letter of resignation to Washington, D.C.
President Roosevelt responded by closing the post 
office. The infuriated reporter complained that 
"without making any examination of the case, the 
president at once ordered the closure of the post 
office, virtually declaring that the people of that 
town should have a negro to preside over the post 
office or there should be no post office in that 
place." The white minority seems to have been fearful 
of the smallest advance by any black in the region.
In 1904 George Kincaid, a black man, was lynched 
by a mob from Ruleville, Mississippi in Sunflower 
County, southeast of Mound Bayou. Kincaid, who had 
"seriously wounded two white men five years earlier" 
was taken from the Bolivar County jail in Cleveland.
The reporter also warned of other troubles in the upper
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Delta —  "From Ruleville come reports of new 
disturbances. A party of 200 negroes attempted to wipe 
out the whites in revenge for the killing of a negro by 
a plantation manager. When the whites rallied, 
however, the blacks dispersed without giving them 
battle."23 Although outnumbered, the white population 
of the upper Mississippi Delta maintained the upper 
hand over the black majority.
In 1905, the Daily Picayune announced "A Quiet 
Lynching Took Place," near Benoit, Mississippi in 
Bolivar County, that of an unnamed black man accused of 
entering the room of the daughters of Colonel Edward 
Storm, deceased, "one of the wealthiest planters and 
merchants of the part of the State and the founder of 
Stormville." The lynching victim was apprehended by a 
group of "citizens" when Storm's widow and the girls 
screamed. "There was no disorderly mob, no 
terrorizing... the deed and its deserts were quietly 
discussed by an ever growing gathering of planters and 
other citizens of the community. There was but one 
voice. There is but one penalty recognized in that 
section as adequate for the crime."24 Once again the 
Daily Picayune tacked onto the story the news that "... 
some of the negroes living in that community are
23. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 23, 1904.
24. New Orleans Daily Picayune January 5, 1905.
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leaving Benoit. No threat has been made against the 
well-conducted negroes, however, and there has been no 
disposition manifested to make them trouble."25
This sentiment was not the message conveyed to the 
black population of Greenville, Mississippi in 
Washington County two years previous. A headline 
screamed: "The Black Brute Taken From Jail and Carried
to the Most Prominent Business Street Corner in Town 
Where He Was Strung Up to a Telephone Pole." About 700 
"lawyers, doctors, merchants and every class of men" 
had composed the "large but orderly crowd" who with 
"hundreds of hands" lynched John Dennis, a black man 
accused of raping a white woman. The reporter bleated: 
"The men of Greenville...," who had beat down the jail 
door with an iron rail and taken Dennis despite the 
pleas of a local judge, "were determined the santity 
(sic) and purity of their homes should be protected at 
all costs... No power could have stopped the men who 
were determined on holding sacred the honor of Southern 
[white] women"26
Dennis was lynched in the afternoon across the 
street from the Greenville Telephone Exchange Office, 
where he had worked. Mob leaders warned the blacks
25. ibid.
26. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 5, 1903.
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present in the large crowd that this would be the 
result of threats to "our homes, honor, and virtue", 
which would "be protected [so] that our women can walk 
around the streets of Greenville at any time of the 
night," as Dennis dangled in the air. After the 
lynching "one of Greenville's prominent citizens warned 
a negro lawyer named Jones, who had been talking too 
much, that the white people had their eye on him, and 
it would be death accordingly if he did not shut up or 
leave." He left.27
If Delta whites felt compelled to make an 
occasional show of strength to the local black 
population, they were also plagued by the fear of 
lawlessness by unfamiliar blacks as were whites 
elsewhere in the Deep South. Three black burglars, 
supposedly from an "organized band of Memphis 
negroes... [who] had been professional burglars for ten 
years..." were lynched in Tunica County, Mississippi in 
1907. The three had confessed to "a number of 
burglaries...perpetrated in this community" after being 
"sweated [interrogated] by the sheriff and his 
deputies." Two were hanged and the third was shot in 
the back as he attempted to escape. They alleged that 
their ring-leader was "a well-known Memphis dive- 
keeper, a white man" who "disposed of the goods they
27. ibid.
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stole in Memphis and elsewhere."28 That the burglars 
were controlled by a white ring-leader and that they 
were so experienced and organized roust have made them 
doubly threatening to the lynchers and the community 
that approved, at least tacitly by inaction, of the 
lynching.
Northwest Louisiana, scene of the previously 
discussed "Prophet" Smith-McLand lynching, was another 
area that experienced numerous lynchings. Bossier, 
Webster and Claiborne Parishes were lynch-prone 
counties that were also more that fifty percent black 
throughout the period. These three parishes and their 
immediate neighbors had fifty-three lynching events 
between 1882 and 1910. A few cases serve as examples 
of the racial climate there.
Grant Johnson, whom a newspaper reporter called "a 
desperate negro" who conducted a gambling house "where 
the lowest characters consorted and disgraceful orgies 
were of nightly occurrence," was lynched for the murder 
of a white man in Bossier Parish in May of 1901. The 
previous year Johnson had supposedly "killed a negro in 
cold blood," but escaped punishment. When he defied 
"citizens" who went to his place near Allen Bridge, 
Louisiana to demand that he close up and move on, "a 
crowd," allegedly members of a group known as the
28. New Orleans Daily Picayune October 12, 1907.
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'•Allen Bridge Gang," also referred to as "regulators," 
later returned and "strung him up to a tree."29 Thus, 
a "bad negro" was effectively eliminated and north 
Louisiana (at least Allen Bridge) temporarily seemed 
safer.
Two days later Felton Brigman, accused of the rape
of a six year old girl, was "supposed to have been
lynched by a group of negroes" outside of Rodessa near
the Arkansas line in Caddo Parish. The reporter
recounted how Brigman had "used the little girl
cruelly," and "frightened the little girl into keeping
the matter quiet, but yesterday she suffered so much
that a physician was summoned. The doctor found that
Cora had been horribly lacerated and that she was also
afflicted with a loathsome disease... and was not
expected to live." Brigman confessed to his crime and
wrote the following note while still in custody:
Dear Mother: I got in some trouble about raping
a little girl 7 years old. You told me one day I 
would get in trouble. Mother, don't grieve, You 
told me this and I would not obey you. I left 
you and did not have no cause to. So Mother 
don't tell nobody for I will see you someday.
Pray for me Mother and tell my sister to pray 
too. So don't forget. Good-bye. FELTON 
BRIGMAN30
Whether the confession and the note were genuine 
or coerced is unknown. But the horrible details of the
29. New Orleans Daily Picayune May 4, 1901.
30. ibid.
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crime and the written and published confession must 
have worried the white minority of northwestern 
Louisiana, although the lynchers may have been black. 
The report concluded that Brigman was taken from 
authorities in Johnson's saloon, where he was 
"surrounded by a strong guard," by a mob of masked men 
"who are thought to be negroes." They proceeded to the 
railroad bridge at Black Bayou where "a rope was placed 
around his neck and he was forced to jump into space." 
The coroner's jury arrived at "the usual verdict, death 
at the hands of unknown parties."31
White and black north Louisianans must have been 
alternately relieved and terrified by the events of the 
previous three days. In the remaining months of 1901 
there were four more lynchings in Bossier, Caddo, and 
Webster Parishes, two being the work of black mobs.
In 1903, George Kennedy was "quietly hanged" by a 
group of Bossier citizens near Taylortown in the 
southeastern part of the parish. Kennedy had made 
three attempts on the life of a Red River Valley 
railroad conductor named Mercer Brittain, who had 
prevented him from entering a whites only car. The 
newspaper accounts were spectacular. Kennedy had
31. ibid.
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boasted of his intention to kill Brittain "on sight" 
after the two had fought on a platform of the speeding 
train while horrified passengers looked on after 
Kennedy had attempted to walk through the white coach. 
Brittain had stopped him and Kennedy drew his revolver, 
saying "If the gun was able to carry him through, he 
would get through." The two men had then engaged in 
"an awful struggle on the swiftly moving train," 
witnessed by terrified passengers. "Several times 
Brittain could have killed Kennedy, but used 
discretion." As the two became exhausted, several 
passengers stepped in to end the fight. "A Mr. Gribble 
of Alexandria stood between Kennedy and several 
passengers who wanted to shoot him. Finally when 
Kennedy saw that the passengers had all drawn their 
revolvers, he jumped from the moving train and as he 
jumped, a bullet struck him in the shoulder."
The following evening Kennedy was discovered lying 
in wait for the train carrying Brittain at the 
Taylortown depot. A "posse of citizens", which quickly 
"swelled to nearly a hundred persons, seized Kennedy 
and after becoming incensed at his "insolent demeanor" 
determined that "Kennedy should pay the death penalty." 
"He was bound and taken to Hunter's switch a mile and a 
half away and after being given time to pray, was
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hanged to a tree."32 Kennedy's well-publicized 
insolence and determination to kill Brittain and the 
knowledge that Brittain could have killed him on the 
train but restrained himself could only have infuriated 
the whites.
Three weeks later, Conductor Brittain was shot at 
but presumably unhurt by Oliver Holmes, a black man who 
remained at large.33 It seems that the lesson was not 
learned. The same article recounted the lynching of a 
"Fiendish Negro" who had killed three "inoffensive" 
Taylortown black boys with an ax. Joseph Craddock, who 
had arrived in Bossier Parish a week earlier to pick 
cotton, said that he had slashed the boys "for fun."
He was "assisted in shuffling off the mortal coil by a 
crowd of 200 persons, composed largely of negroes."
The reporter solemnly affirmed that "the negroes 
clamorously demanded his summary punishment and would 
not hear of clemency in his case."
Given the events of the previous month, there is 
little wonder that Taylortown blacks were anxious to 
demonstrate their intolerance of what many have called 
"a strange negro" and their demonstrated approval of 
the preferred method of handling them.
32. New Orleans Daily Picayune October 20, 1903.
33. New Orleans Daily Picayune November 3, 1903.
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Lynching was not an exclusively white activity in 
the upper Delta, northwest Louisiana nor elsewhere in 
the Deep South. Seven of the upper Delta mobs were 
suspected or known to have been black or integrated. A 
few blacks in every state and region either willingly 
or fearfully adopted the local punishment culture. 
Twenty-two lynch-prone counties also experienced 
lynchings conducted by black or integrated mobs (Figure 
IV.3).
In 1905 a black mob lynched a black man for 
criminally assaulting an eight year old black girl.
The Daily Picayune quipped that "A lynching bee out of 
the ordinary and with all the principals being negroes 
occurred late last night, south of here [Cleveland, 
Mississippi] on the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley 
Railroad. Jim Green, a negro, played the star role, 
and a mob of men of his own race assisted Green to a 
position in midair."34 Thus, in a county where 
lynchings were common, the practice was adopted by 
blacks. Perhaps they feared that Green's assault on 
the little black child would not be taken seriously by 
the white courts. More likely, they accepted the 
prevalent doctrine regarding the "most terrible of all 
crimes," and acted accordingly.
34. December 11, 1905.
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Of the thirty-one counties suspected of having 
black or integrated mobs, thirty-three (seventy-three 
percent of all black mobs) were in the lynch-prone 
counties. Bossier Parish in Louisiana, the county that 
produced the greatest number of black mobs (five from 
1891 to 1910) was the most violent county examined. 
Bossier Parish had the greatest number of lynchings 
(18), a consistently high per capita rate (3.3), and 
the highest number of lynchings for rape (9.8 per 
capita) of all counties considered. Still, blacks 
lynched by blacks were quite few in relative and 
absolute terms.35 They are, however, of interest in 
reflecting how pervasive this form of vengeance became 
in the Deep South and in demonstrating the adoption of 
the cultural practice of lynching by an unlikely group.
35. Black mobs lynched two whites: George Swayze in 
East Feliciana Parish, Louisiana in 1890 for political 
causes and Samuel Wilson in Issaquena County, 
Mississippi in 1884 for assault.







Figure IV.3. Counties with Black or Integrated Lynch 
Mobs and Lynch-Prone Counties, 1882-1910.
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The thirteen lynch-prone counties with black 
proportions of under fifty percent, Bibb, Colbert, 
Madison, Jefferson and St. Clair in Alabama, Dodge in 
Georgia, Iberia and Tangipahoa in Louisiana, and 
Harrison, Lafayette, Lauderdale, Neshoba, and Perry in 
Mississippi, had eighty-three lynchings (twelve percent 
of the total events) from 1891 to 1910. Therefore, a 
large black population proportion cannot account solely 
for sustained levels of lynching.
Jefferson County, Alabama was an urban county. 
Birmingham had boomed since its founding in 1871 as a 
result of its iron industry. Blacks and whites poured 
into Jefferson county and its population rocketed from 
23,272 in 1880 to 88,501 in 1890 to 226,476 in 1910.
It was a lawless place during the period and widely 
known for its two "Ms", minerals and murder. Between 
1880 and 1908 Birmingham had an average arrest rate of 
about thirty percent of the population per year, the 
majority of whom were black and about half of which 
were for being drunk and disorderly. Many of those 
involved had come from the surrounding mining areas for 
recreation in the bars and gambling halls of 
Birmingham. Murders and armed robberies were also 
common as many men carried guns and there were numerous 
cases of innocent people, as well as perpetrators, 
being killed by the police. Leading citizens condemned
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the brutality of the police towards blacks and the 
leniency of the courts toward whites, while suggesting 
the need for vigilante committees.36 Martha Bigelow 
noted that there were only two lynchings in Birmingham 
proper, but that "riots, disturbances, and hangings 
were more common in the surrounding mining camps".37
Jefferson County attracted willing as well as 
forced immigrants. Large numbers of Alabama's convicts 
were sent to Jefferson County to work in the Pratt and 
other mines. If a convict miner survived his sentence 
and was released, few welcomed him as a rehabilitated 
returning member of the community. Rather, ex-convicts 
and other young black male migrants made Jefferson 
County seem a dangerous place to its white citizens. 
There were fifteen lynchings in Jefferson County from 
1882 to 1910.
Jefferson (Birmingham) and Dallas (Selma) Counties 
in Alabama and Hinds (Jackson), Lauderdale (Meridian), 
and Warren (Natchez) Counties in Mississippi were the 
only urban places to be categorized as lynch-prone.
They each had average population densities of above 
fifty people per square mile and had urban centers that 
attracted rural migrants of both races looking for
36. Martha Mitchell Bigelow, "Birmingham's Carnival of 
Crime," The Alabama Review (April, 1950), pp. 123, 125, 
128.
37. ibid., p. 129.
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work. The addition of new, mostly black and largely 
unskilled labor brought instability to the wealthier 
and more established places as well as to the largely 
white, rural, and impoverished counties. When the 
status quo was threatened by outsiders, especially 
black outsiders, violence often resulted.
The seven other lynch-prone counties with low 
black populations were primarily producing lumber or 
turpentine. A sudden and rapid movement of unskilled 
labor into a county seems to have been an important 
impetus to increased and sustained lynching activity. 
These lynch-prone counties generally had low population 
densities, and are considered to have been rural 
places. Rural lynch-prone counties also experienced 
the social upheaval as newcomers arrived to work in the 
fields, or more often to work in the timber industry.
There were eleven lynch-prone counties in the pine 
forests of southeast and south central Georgia and 
central and southern Mississippi. Dodge County,
Georgia was a lynch-prone county that had a high 
lynching rate from 1891 to 1910. It was a rural 
county, voted 42 percent Populist in the 1896 election, 
and had a high rate of black population increase during 
the period. It grew very little cotton, had low rates 
of execution and incarceration, and could certainly be
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considered to have had frontier qualities at the time. 
So too could Perry County, Mississippi (later 
subdivided to form Perry and Forrest Counties). It 
was, like Dodge in Georgia, a poor rural, mostly white 
county that received a tremendous influx of blacks to 
work in the lumber and naval stores industries after 
1880.38 Perry County's average black population 
(thirty-two percent on average) increased by forty- 
three percent from 1880 to 1890 and by sixty-two 
percent from 1890 to 1900. From 1882 to 1910 there 
were eight lynchings of blacks by white mobs, and by 
1910 Perry County's black population decreased by 
eighty-nine percent. Perry County had the highest 
lynching rate (6.2 from 1891 to 1900 and 9.1 from 1901 
to 1910 per 10,000) of all the counties considered.
In 1901 a front page headline informed "Another 
Black Burned Alive For a Cowardly Attack and Assault on 
a White Woman..." in Perry County, Mississippi.39 In 
Forrest County, which had recently split from Perry, 
two black men were lynched in Hattiesburg for the 
killing of the white street foreman of the city convict 
gang in an escape attempt.40 "Kid" George and William
38. Clark, 1984, pp. 2-23.
39. New Orleans Daily Picayune November 4, 1901.
40. Forrest and Perry became separate counties after 
1900.
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Hall had killed J.G. Smith with his own gun on the 
streets of Hattiesburg. Hall escaped and was thought 
to be hiding in a canebrake, but George was captured 
along with Ed "Brock11 Lewis, who had "struck the 
shackles from the legs of the prisoners." Lewis was 
"severely whipped," but he would or could not disclose 
Hall's whereabouts. George and Lewis were jailed.
That night a "mob of 200 to 300 men took them out and 
hanged them to a bridge under the glare of an electric 
streetlight."41
Harrison County, Mississippi was another lynch- 
prone county to the south of Perry and Forrest on the 
Gulf Coast. Gulfport is located there and much of the 
northern part of the county was worked by turpentine 
farmers. In 1901 Abe Barrett, a black turpentine 
worker, was lynched outside of Gulfport for the 
attempted rape of a 15 year old daughter of a 
"prominent citizen in Hancock County." A newspaper 
account stated that his capture was aided by John 
Mason, "the big six foot negro grocer, who accompanied 
the two white men to the turpentine orchard where 
Barrett secured employment Monday morning." The report 
continued: "Mason is a very shrewd and brave man and a
colored citizen who looks out for the interests of the 
whites." Barrett was taken to his alleged victim, who
41. New Orleans Daily Picayune August 5, 1905.
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identified him, and he was subsequently taken from 
custody and hanged and shot. The reporter concluded 
that "Gulfport is peopled by a class who realize what a 
mean negro is, and recognize that there are times when 
mean negroes must be very severely dealt with..."42
Certain attributes of lynch-prone counties that 
were found in other places. Of greatest importance was 
sudden social instability brought about by a rapid 
influx of generally unskilled and mainly black labor. 
Although the labor was necessary and desired, in fact 
much of it was forced, unruly immigrants were not 
tolerated by an alarmed resident white population.43
42. New Orleans Daily Picayune June 19, 1901
43. See Pete Daniel, The Shadow of Slavery: Peonage in
the South. 1901-1969 (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1972) .
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LYNCHING AND COUNTY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CLUSTERS
This study's most fruitful quantitative analysis 
of lynching and its relationship to social and economic 
variables came from a simple chi square test of the 
contingency tables developed from variable rates of 
lynching and four county clusters derived from Ward's 
cluster analysis, as described in Chapter III.
The hypothesis (8) that there was no difference 
among the lynching levels of the four clusters of 
counties was tested for 1890, 1900, and 1910. The null 
hypothesis was rejected and a statistically significant 
variation between lynching behavior among the groups 
was confirmed for 1890 and 1910. Table IV.5 displays 
observed and expected lynching rate levels in the four 
groups characterized by 1890 data and Figure IV.4 shows 
the results of the cluster analysis for 1890.
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Table IV.5. Contingency Table of Chi Square Values for
Observed and Expected Lynching Rates in Four County
Clusters, 1890.*
COUNTY LYNCHING RATE LEVELS
CLUSTER NONE LOW MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL
1.COTTON 52 34 24 4 114
FRINGE 54 34 19 8 115
2.FRONTIER 51 14 12 6 83
39 25 14 6 84
3.URBAN 10 13 2 5 30
14 9 5 2 30
4.BLACK 42 34 15 7 98
BELT 46 29 16 6 97
TOTAL** 155 96 53 22 326
153 97 54 22 326
Chi Square with 15 degrees of freedom = 26.4
(0.03 confidence level).
* Observed lynching levels precede expected levels.
** Unclassified counties were discarded.
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Figure IV.4. County Clusters, 1890.
CLUSTER TYPE1 COTTON FRINGEFRONTIER URBAN BLACK BELT
Figure IV.5. County Clusters, 1900.
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In the 1890s, more frontier counties than expected 
had no lynchings (39 expected; 51 observed), but fewer 
urban and black belt counties were without lynchings 
than expected.
Fewer frontier counties had low lynching levels 
(0.01 to 1.0 per 10,000) than expected (25 expected; 14 
observed), but medium (1.01 to 2.50) and high (2.51 or 
more) levels of lynching in the frontier counties were 
not unusual, at least not in quantitative terms. There 
were more urban counties with both low and high 
lynching levels than expected, and only low levels were 
common in black belt counties. Finally, fewer cotton 
fringe counties had high lynching rates (8 expected; 4 
observed) than expected, but many more had medium rates 
(19 expected; 24 observed).
These distributions are interesting and raise a 
number of issues. First, they show that the so-called 
frontier proclivity to lynch was not operating in the 
1890s in the Deep South. Although there were lynch- 
prone counties among the frontier group, the overall 
lynching levels were lower than expected. Second, 
there was more lynching in the urban counties than 
would be expected. Urban counties, with their more 
stable community institutions, law enforcement in 
particular, experienced more lynchings than common 
wisdom could suggest. The reason is found in the
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instability that towns and cities experienced as 
newcomers from abroad and especially the rural South 
arrived seeking their fortunes. Thirdly, the cotton 
fringe counties, those bastions of white Baptist grain 
producers and subsistence farmers, with active timber 
industries, maintained order with moderate levels of 
lynching in the 1890s.
Table IV.6 displays observed and expected lynching 
rate levels in the four groups characterized by the 
1900 United States Census. These groups are similar to 
the 1890 clusters in pattern, but the number of black 
belt counties increased in all states, while the number 
of frontier declined, as would be expected.
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Table IV.6. Contingency Table of Chi Square Values for
Observed and Expected Lynching Rates in Four County
Clusters, 1900.*
COUNTY LYNCHING RATE LEVELS
CLUSTER NONE LOW MEDIUM HIGH TOTAL
1.COTTON 34 33 25 8 97
FRINGE 32 28 27 10 97
2.FRONTIER 29 10 22 10 71
24 20 2C 7 71
3.URBAN 4 11 3 3 21
7 6 6 2 21
4.BLACK 44 42 43 12 141
BELT 47 40 39 14 141
TOTAL** 111 96 93 33 330
110 94 92 33 330
Chi Square with 15 degrees of freedom = 21.7
(0.12 confidence level).
* Observed lynching levels precede expected levels.
** Unclassified counties were discarded.
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Although the analysis of the 1900 data was not 
statistically as significant (confidence level 0.12), 
it is useful to consider some of the distributions of 
the 1900 information as a transitional period between 
1890 and 1910.
In 1900, there were still more frontier counties 
without lynchings than expected, and although there 
were also fewer with low lynching levels, more frontier 
counties had high lynching rates. Thus, a few counties 
in this category began to experience more lynchings as 
more blacks arrived.
The black belt also began to have more lynchings 
at medium levels than expected (39 expected; 43 
observed). Conditions between the races worsened in 
the frontier counties as their economies developed and 
in the black belt as these economies declined.
By 1910, low lynching levels were most common in 
the old cotton belt, but medium and high levels were 
rare. The Delta, which was no longer assigned to the 
same category by the cluster analysis as the old cotton 
belt, had more counties with medium and high lynching 
rates than previously. There were still many urban 
counties with low lynching rates, but the number of 
observed urban counties with medium rates matched that 
expected and high rates in urban counties had greatly 
declined (Table IV.7, Figure IV.6).
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Table IV.7. Contingency Tables of Chi Square Values








1.COTTON 55 34 38 7 134
FRINGE/ 47 44 34 8 134
FRONTIER
2.URBAN 8 13 8 1 30
11 10 8 2 30
3. OLD
COTTON 38 55 29 5 127
BELT 45 42 32 8 127
4.DELTA 7 9 13 9 38
13 12 10 2 38
TOTAL** 108 111 88 22 329
116 108 84 20 329
Chi Square with 15 degrees of freedom = 56.3 
(0.001 confidence level).
* Observed lynching levels precede expected levels.
** Unclassified counties were discarded.






I  OLD COTTON BELT
Figure IV.6. County Clusters, 1910.
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The urban places had experienced at least a 
modicum of revitalization through industrial 
development (Standard Oil came to Baton Rouge in 1909), 
which helped them weather the decline in cotton prices 
in the earliest years of the century. Also, public 
opinion began to demand the end to ''frontier justice" 
in the South's self-conscious urban places. The old 
cotton belt continued growing cotton on small farms 
with tenant labor, but many counties remained under 
fifty percent black, therefore diminishing the racial 
threat. The status quo there had in large measure been 
preserved. Similarly, the cotton fringe and the 
frontier counties, which had lost black population, 
began to enjoy at least minimal participation in the 
economic and social advances evident in more developed 
counties. The Delta of Mississippi and Louisiana and 
the Red River Valley, however, had come to depend even 
more heavily on cotton, ironically as the value of 
their crops declined. These counties were dominated 
numerically by blacks, many of whom were worse off 
financially than they had been in the 1890s. A further 
irony was that in this poorest and most racially 
homogenous of regions, lurked the greatest number of 
lynchers of both races.
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LYNCHING AND LEGAL EXECUTION
Unlike lynching, legal execution in the postbellum 
South has received little attention from most 
researchers. Possible reasons are the lack of data and 
the fact that lynching simply overshadowed capital 
punishment at the turn of the century. The most 
important historical work on legal execution is William 
J. Bowers's 1974 Execution in America, which examines 
the historical precedents of capital punishment in the 
light of Furman v. Georgia. Bowers also published the 
most complete record of modern American executions 
conducted under state authority.44
Bowers found no evidence of the alleged deterrent 
power of the death penalty and "that as retribution it 
has been contingent on the offender's race and that of 
his victim." He notes further that the death penalty 
has been most common in the South where its retributive 
justification is "obviously questionable in view of the 
discriminatory way in which it has been applied, and 
its deterrent power is plainly doubtful in view of the 
relatively high rates of criminal homicide in this 
region."45
44. Negley K. Teeters and Charles J. Zibulka, Executions 
Under State Authority: 1864-1967. in William J. Bowers,
Executions in America. 1974, pp. 201-401.
45. Bowers, 1974, p. 165.
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He found strong evidence of racial discrimination 
in the historic (and modern) administration of capital 
punishment in the South in particular, which suggests 
that the capital punishment was another "instrument of 
minority group oppression —  [used] to keep blacks in 
the South in a position of subjugation and 
subservience." The fact that the death penalty for 
rape was most often received by blacks whose victims 
were white further suggests that the death penalty was 
used as an instrument of majority group protection —  
to secure the integrity of the white family and 
community in the face of threats or perceived 
challenges from blacks."46
Bowers also notes that the peak of legal 
executions during the 1930s indicates that the death 
penalty "may have served as a repressive response to 
conditions of social dislocation and turmoil in this 
time of economic hardship," just as lynching had done 
in the South in the 1890s. Figures IV.7 a and b show 
the distribution of legal executions in the United 
States from 1891 to 1910.
E.M. Beck and John Massey found that counties with 
large concentrations of blacks had significantly higher 
rates of execution before the "widespread 
implementation of restrictive "Jim Crow" legislation"
46. Bowers, 1974, p. 165.
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(about 1908) and that counties where rates of white 
farm tenancy approached that of black farm tenancy, 
blacks were "in greater jeopardy being executed.1,47 
Thus, in counties where blacks and whites competed more 
directly in the economic arena, more black executions 
occurred. This relationship diminished after about 
1910 with the entrenchment of Jim Crow and as many 
blacks left the South.48
47. "Black Competition and White Vengeance: Legal 
Execution of Blacks as Social Control in the American 
South, 1890 to 1929," Submitted to the American 
Sociological Review. May, 1989.
4S. ibid.: Stewart E. Tolnay and E.M. Beck, "Racial 
Violence and Black Migration in the South, 1910 to 
1930," American Sociological Review 
57(February,1991):103-116.
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Figure IV.7a. Legal Executions in the United States, 
1891-1900.
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Figure IV.7b. Legal Executions in the United States, 
1901-1910.
Source: Eliza Husband, "A Geographical Perspective on
United States Capital Punishment, 1800-1960." 
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, LSU, 1990.
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Capital punishment has a long history. Accounts 
of capital offenses and punishments from ancient to 
modern times fill volumes.49 The spectrum of capital 
offenses and their punishments has run from petty 
offenses to regicide.50 England had 222 capital 
offenses by the 1700s, France 115, although most were 
not rigidly carried out.
Laws concerning capital offenses have varied 
within the United States. Although a number of capital 
offenses have been on the books since the colonial 
period — including treason, arson, piracy, robbery of 
the mails with jeopardy to the lives of persons in 
charge, rescue of a convict about to be executed, and 
burning a vessel of war51 —  most convicts have been 
executed for murder. Murder was, and is, a capital 
offense in all death penalty jurisdictions, while rape 
and armed robbery, in addition to murder, have been 
capital offenses only in the southern and border 
states.52
49. See John Laurence's A History of Capital Punishment. 
1963; Leon Radzinowicz's A History of English Common Law 
from 1750. (Volumes 1 and 4), 1948; and Thorsten Sellin's, 
The Death Penalty. 1959.
50. Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish; The Birth of 
Prisons. 1977.
51. Laurence, 1963, p. 19.
52. William J. Bowers, Executions in America. 1974.
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The public and often carnival-like nature of 
executions declined in the United States, earlier in 
the 1830s and 1840s, when most states moved them to the 
privacy of county jails and, later, in the 1860s and 
1870s when they were conducted within the walls of 
state prisons.53 However, many legal executions in 
the South continued to be carried out at county 
facilities well into the this century, some of which 
were conducted publicly.54
During the 300 or so years of slavery, although 
slaves were often severely punished, they were rarely 
intentionally killed. Considered too valuable as 
labor, indeed as property, they were whipped and 
returned to service for all but the most lethal of 
crimes. The killing of whites often resulted in a 
slave's death, as in cases like Nat Turner's Rebellion 
in Virginia in 1831, but otherwise slave deaths brought 
about through legal channels were rare.
After the Civil War, lethal punishments of blacks 
were more likely to be in the form of extra-legal 
lynchings, as considered previously. It was not until 
national sentiment turned against lynching, that the 
legal execution of blacks convicted of murder, and,
53. William J. Bowers, 1974, p. 35; Eliza Husband, 1990.
54. Personal correspondence from M. Watt Espy, Jr., 
Research Specialist, Capital Punishment Research 
Project, Headland, Alabama, July 27, 1988.
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less often, of rape and armed robbery, drew national 
attention, either in the form of protest or approval.
Was lynching a substitute form of justice in a 
place where law enforcement and court systems were 
weak? If so, places where a strong aggressive police 
and judicial system existed would have had no 
lynchings. This was seldom the case.
Figure IV.8 a and b show the distribution of legal 
executions in the Deep South from 1891 to 1910. While 
the general absence of patterns appear to be similar to 
maps of lynching rates (Figures IV.1 a and b), there is 
only a very slight statistically significant positive 
relationship between lynching and execution.55 
Therefore several counties that had high rates of 
lynching, also had high rates of legal execution.
55. See Table IV.l.
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Source: Capital Punishment Research Project.
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Table IV.8. Legal Executions in Four Deep South
States, 1891-1910.
1891-1900
STATE BLACK WHITE UNKNOWN TOTAL
Alabama 68 5 0 73
Georgia 111 15 5 131
Louisiana 63 10 3 76
Mississippi 46 3 3 52
TOTAL 228 33 11 332
1901-1910
STATE BLACK WHITE UNKNOWN TOTAL
Alabama 74 6 1 81
Georgia 114 10 0 124
Louisiana 78 11 1 90
Mississippi 66 7 7 80
TOTAL 332 34 9 375
Source: Capital Punishment Research Project.
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Between 1891 and 1910 707 people were executed in 
the Deep South, 620 (87 percent) of whom were black.
Legal executions increased after 1900, exceeding 
the number of lynchings in some places. Figure IV.9 
shows the relationship between lynching and execution 
for the Deep South between 1891 and 1910. Lines have 
been smoothed by graphing the five-year moving average 
of numbers of executed persons.
Although the overall numbers of lynchings 
declined, lynchings continued to dominate punishments 
in some states. Figures IV.10 a, b, c, and d show the 
individual patterns for the four states of the Deep 
South.
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Figure IV.9. Five-Year Moving Average of Lynchings and 
Legal Executions in the Deep South, 1891-1910.
Sources: Beck et al. 1990 and the Capital Punishment
Research Project.
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Figure IV.10a. Five-Year Moving Average of Lynchings 
and Legal Executions in Alabama, 1891-1910.
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Figure IV.10b. Five-Year Moving Average of Lynchings 
and Legal Executions in Georgia, 1891-1910.
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Figure IV.lOd. Five-Year Moving Average of Lynchings 
and Legal Executions in Mississippi, 1891-1910.
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Legal executions exceeded lynchings in Alabama 
after 1903, and both punishment forms declined in 
number until about 1906 when the number of lynching 
events increased and exceeded the number of legal 
executions. This may have been in part a result of the 
debate over disenfranchisement in which Radical racist 
J. Thomas Heflin predicted a coming race war and warned 
of his intention to "disarm the Negro politically and 
educationally" before it occurred.56 The emotional 
public debates that ensured adoption of Jim Crow 
legislation throughout the South must have stirred the 
imaginations of the already fearful whites.
Lynchers in all regions of Georgia and Mississippi 
were the dominant arbiters of lethal punishment there 
at least until 1910. Indeed, the practice of lynching 
persisted throughout the South, ever more irregularly 
but with a distinct and dramatic rise just after World 
War I and again in the Depression years of the 1930s.
Legal executions gradually replaced lynchings in 
Louisiana. Although there were some setbacks after 
1900, by about 1906 the practice of lynching there was 
in decline, while legal executions were on the rise.
Thus, the practice of lynching was slowly replaced 
with legally sanctioned punishments. As William Bowers
56. Williamson, Crucible of Race. 1984, p. 234.
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and others claim, legal executions have been, and still 
are, most common in the southern states.
Some Deep South legal executions were little more 
than legal lynchings in the early twentieth century, as 
the following account clearly demonstrates.
In Edgard, St. John the Baptist Parish, Louisiana 
in 1907 Louis Young, a black "youth," was legally 
executed for the rape of a sixty-year old white woman. 
The front page headline announced that "Lewis Young 
Pays the Penalty of His Crime." The story recounted 
the assault and Young's surrender and confession, and, 
on the same day, the response of the citizens of 
Edgard and its law enforcement authorities —  "The 
people of St. John Parish were worked up to a pitch 
which called for the most radical kind of action.
Sheriff Berthelot realized the situation and he at once 
called the people before him. He gave them a talk that 
they will not soon forget, and later on in the evening 
Judge Edrington and District Attorney Marrero came from 
the city and they both talked to the people, urging 
them to await the action of the court. Finally it was 
agreed that the court should have a chance..." The 
events of the next day follow:
"About 10:00 o'clock this morning Sheriff 
Berthelot entered the jail and read the death warrant,
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and Young handed him the following letter, which he
wanted made public in the Parish:
Louis Young to the White Folks 
Edgard, Louisiana October 8, 1907
Dear White Folks I  am writing this letter to one 
and all to tell you all that I  no [know] I done 
wrong and I  on [own] it please white folks dont 
hang me I am nothing but a kid I  beg you all 
partner old and young I beg 20,000,000 perner 
[pretty near?] you all no me well I  was born and 
raised in St. John Parish right on Mr. Thomas 
Bellow place. You all no my people well: none
never did fall in trouble but poor me and it is 
old devil what send me in trouble. My father is 
a good old man you all no him good and I  also the 
same. I beg you all partner please white folks 
try and let me out I will work for any one of 
you. Please white folks forgive me for this time 
I will never do this no more as long as I live.
I beg you all partner and also that old lady let 
me out and I will never do this no more.
From Louis Young that boy in jail have mercy on 
him white folks...
Young died later the same day in a bungled 
hanging: "when the trap was sprung... The rope was
entirely too long and when Young shot through to the 
ground he struck the grass with his feet... Sheriff 
Berthelot ordered the hangman to make the execution 
complete. The man ran down the steps of the scaffold 
and kicking the feet of the negro from the ground: he
swung on the neck of the condemned man until death came 
by strangulation. The coroner of the parish... 
pronounced the body dead after the hangman had been 
swinging on to the neck of the negro for 7 or 8 minutes."
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The trap was sprung at 12:18 but Young was not 
pronounced dead until 12:45. The execution took place 
"before a crowd which represented the best people of 
the Parish."
"The family of the negro youth at first declined 
to take charge of the body and for fully half an hour 
it was allowed to remain on the ground. Finally the 
father of the young man agreed to have the remains 
buried in the family burying ground..."
The article concluded that "There was no 
excitement connected with the affair at all. In fact, 
it was one of the quietest executions ever in the 
parish.1,57
57. New Orleans Daily Picayune October 12, 1907.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The geography of post be Hum lynching in the Deep 
South has been examined by questioning whether lynching 
was tied to particular places using eight hypotheses 
enumerated in Chapter I. Lynching levels were measured 
in two ways —  rates per 10,000 people for equitable 
comparison and number of events over time (lynch-prone) 
to determine where lynching was endemic. Conclusions 
based on the eight hypotheses are:
1) Counties with high lynching rates were slightly 
more common in the upper Mississippi River Delta, but 
were not strongly associated with other 
physiographically defined economic regions.
2) Counties with black majorities did not 
experience disproportionately high lynching rates as a 
group, nor were poor rural counties more likely than 
wealthier urbanized counties to have high lynching 
rates or to be lynch-prone.
3) Large white Baptist concentrations were not 
determinants of high lynching rates.
4) High lynching rates were not strongly related 
to past racially-charged events and episodes, such as 
slave rebellions and Ku Klux Klan terrorism during
195
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Reconstruction, although there was a slight positive 
relationship between Ku Klux Klan terrorism and lynch- 
prone counties.
5) Lynch-prone counties differed socially and 
economically from non-lynch-prone counties in that 
lynch-prone counties generally had larger black 
population proportions, yet they produced less cotton 
than did non-lynch-prone counties, thus were not as 
wealthy.
6) Counties with high lynching rates also had high 
rates of legal execution and incarceration, but lynch- 
prone counties generally had lower rates of legal 
executions and incarcerations.
7) Counties with high lynching rates were 
scattered throughout the Deep South, and rather than 
influencing increased lynching in adjacent counties, 
counties with high lynching rates were often isolated 
from other counties with high rates. Thus, there was 
little mimicry of the lynching behavior of counties 
with high rates. However, some counties adjacent to 
lynch-prone counties displayed imitative behavior of 
the lynch-prone county's lynching behavior by having 
one or two lynchings following those in the adjacent 
lynch-prone county. In addition, lynching as a 
cultural practice was adopted by blacks in or near 
lynch-prone counties.
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8) Lynching levels varied among four groups of 
counties generated through cluster analysis using 
social and economic characteristics. There were fewer 
numbers of counties with frontier-like conditions with 
lynchings than expected and more urbanized counties 
with low and high rates of lynching than expected.
This study relies primarily upon a generalized 
large-scale or extensive examination of the phenomenon 
of lynching in the Deep South. At this scale, the 
complexity of the phenomenon is apparent and its causes 
seem obscure and contradictory. The value of specific 
small-scale or intensive research becomes increasingly 
apparent with the investigation of sequences of 
individual lynching events and the circumstances 
surrounding them. The obligatory suggestion for 
further study urges that future research designs 
include elements of extensive study, while 
concentrating on intensive study at the sub-regional 
and local levels.1
Despite the complicating problems of scale, 
lynching had geographical attributes. Most obvious was 
its concentration in the states of the Deep South at 
the turn of the century. The dispersed nature of
1. See Andrew Sayer Method in Social Science; A Realist 
Approach (London: Hutchinson, 1984), pp. 219-28.
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counties with high lynching rates and lynch-prone 
counties suggests that, within the Deep South, lynching 
was random racial violence. However, when the 
publicity surrounding lynchings is considered, it is 
obvious that a lynching in one county served as a 
warning to blacks in neighboring counties and 
throughout the South. Therefore, lynching, as a tool 
of social control, did not need to be widespread; 
sporadic and isolated incidents delivered an abundantly 
clear message.
The practice of the lynching of blacks in the Deep 
South arose during Reconstruction and, with escalating 
frequency during the 1890s, continued after 1910 with 
episodic revivals after the First World War and during 
the Great Depression.2 The greatest number of 
lynching events occurred between 1882 and 1910.
Several factors contributed to rise in lynching in 
the decades surrounding the turn of the century. One 
was the hysterical yet widespread white fear of the 
coming of age of the first generation of blacks who had 
not known slavery. These fears were founded in and 
fueled by a short-lived but virulent political dogma 
referred to by Joel Williamson as "Radical Racism."3
2. Beck et al. 1991.
3. Williamson, 1984.
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Radical racial demagoguery denounced blacks as "beasts" 
and "savages" and envisioned a totally white South.
Radical racists were preoccupied with inter-racial 
sex. The myth of black sexual prowess was widely 
accepted —  black men and women were supposedly more 
highly sexed than whites, and only slavery had kept 
them in check. The sexual maturation of young black 
males, who had not been "civilized by slavery", 
terrorized whites of both sexes, who insisted that 
black males found all white females irresistible and 
would stop at nothing to have them. Rebecca Lattimer 
Felton, a strident Georgia racist and suffragist, 
"openly denounced white men for failing to adequately 
protect white womanhood from black rapists."4 Felton 
and other radical racists spoke often and published 
widely on the black sexual threat to white racial 
purity and the sanctity of southern white women. Black 
women, who had endured the sexual advances of white 
males for hundreds of years during slavery, were never 
mentioned. Although seldom openly referred to, many 
whites surely feared the sexual retribution of black 
males as much as they feared the mongrelization of the 
white race.
Another factor that contributed to escalation of 
lynching during the 1890s was the threat that the
4* ibid.. p. 115
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Populist Party posed to Democratic hegemony in the 
South. In its early stages, Populism sought alliance 
with southern blacks to mount a stronger political 
assault on the ruling Democrats. When Populism failed, 
blacks became the scapegoats.
Racial violence accompanied the economically 
depressed years of the mid-1890s. Economic frustration 
brought on by declines in cotton price and increased 
inter-racial competition for land and resources was 
another factor that contributed to the rise in 
lynchings in and after 1893.
However, economic frustration and political 
turmoil did not cause increases in lynchings uniformly 
throughout the South. Places that experienced the 
social disruption brought on by rapid in-migration of 
unskilled and often rowdy, usually black, laborers 
often addressed the problem with demonstrations of 
white power, of which lynching was the most forceful.
The white response to the so-called "Negro mafia" in 
Bossier Parish, Louisiana is one example of local 
whites' violent reaction to threatening newcomers. 
Fifteen lynchings in Jefferson County, Alabama between 
1882 and 1910 represent another example. Jefferson 
County, perhaps more than any other Deep South county, 
was a magnet to free (and forced) laborers who came
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there to work the mines. Timber producing counties of 
the Hilly and Level coastal plains had similar 
experiences with incoming workers and several of the 
timber counties had either high lynching rates or were 
lynch-prone.
Finally, some lynchings appear to have resulted 
when mobs mimicked the lynching behavior of lynch mobs 
in adjacent counties. Most counties that lynched had 
only one or two events. Apparently, they tried it and 
abandoned it, either because it was distasteful or 
unnecessary.
In 73 cases, black lynch mobs adopted the 
practice, either from fear of white retaliation when 
the lynched offender's victim was white or because they 
viewed lynching as the most effective method of 
handling a rapist or murderer whose victim was black, 
whom they felt would not receive justice in the white- 
controlled courts.
Lynching began to decline in the decades after 
1910, although it was revived during and following 
World War I and during the Great Depression. Several 
factors contributed to lynching's decline. Perhaps 
most important was the entrenchment of Jim Crow 
legislation, which limited contact between blacks and 
whites. Blacks were sufficiently oppressed by Jim Crow
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restrictions on their activities to ensure white 
hegemony. Another is the decline of racial 
demagoguery, which was accompanied by white recognition 
of the necessity of black labor.
As racial demagoguery declined, public sentiment 
turned against lynching. The National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People, in calling attention 
to the racial carnage, helped bring about this change 
in public opinion. Jesse Daniel Ames and the other 
activists in the Association of Southern Women for the 
Prevention of Lynching were also instrumental in the 
decline of lynching. The ASWPL denounced lynching as 
an affront to southern white women, many of whom wanted 
the independence from white males that the suffrage 
movement promised and who felt that the gratitude that 
was expected of white women for being protected from 
black rapists was ridiculous, and as a stain on the 
image of the New South. Many politicians and 
businessmen listened. These changes in southern and 
national public opinion meant that lynchers faced the 
increased possibility of prosecution and conviction for 
their acts.
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EPILOGUE
The effectiveness of lynching as a form of social 
control was undeniable. Lynching demonstrated the 
white South's refusal to grant economic and social 
parity to blacks, and served as an object lesson to all 
blacks that no transgression would be tolerated.
However, lynching was more than just a show of white 
force in the face of some real or imagined black 
threat. It was a peculiarly southern cultural trait, 
which was practiced with greater or lesser frequency 
throughout the South during the decades of greatest 
inter-racial crisis, the turn of the nineteenth into 
the twentieth century. By far the greatest number of 
lynchings was carried out by whites against blacks, but 
not all whites lynched (although most tolerated it 
before World War I), and indeed 87 (8.8 percent) of the 
989 lynching events between 1882 and 1910 were 
conducted by black or integrated mobs.
The news of an actual lynching and eventually the 
mere threat of a possible lynching loomed over the 
lives of most blacks. John Dollard remarked that in 
Indianola, Mississippi as late as 1937, although there 
had been no lynching there for years, fear of lynching 
was "one of the major facts in the life of any Negro" 
and "the threat of lynching is likely to be in the mind
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of the Negro child from the earliest days."5 Richard 
Wright called lynching "the white death" and stated 
that the fear of lynching "hung over every male black 
in the South."6
Ironically, the Jim Crow laws that finally brought 
some relief of black dread of violent death relegated 
blacks to the status of social outcasts by restricting 
almost all of them to minimum levels of educational and 
economic participation. But, even after Jim Crow was 
iron clad, lynchings continued. Most were "quiet 
affairs," many so quiet that, although rumored, they 
were unreported.7 Others were quite sensational.
Joel Williamson has argued that in the 1920s white 
southerners replaced their fear of the "strange negro" 
with the fear of other strangers —  foreigners, Jews, 
Catholics, Communists and, during World War II, Germans 
and Nazis. Southern whites had become comfortable with 
"their" blacks, who knew and kept their place, were in 
essence "neo-Sambos" and only an occasional show of 
force was necessary when that place was forgotten.
Blacks were subdued by the sheer amount of 
violence that had been directed toward them. They knew 
that a lynching could be quickly arranged if whites
5. Dollard, 1937, pp.331, 359-60.
6. Black Bov, pp. 83-84.
7. McMillen, 1989, pp. 228-29.
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felt the need. The memory of other violent events, 
among them the Atlanta riots in 1906, also haunted 
blacks: many simply picked up and moved north. Others
strove for invisibility. Between 1911 and 1930 there 
were 390 lynchings of blacks and 14 lynchings of whites 
in the Deep South.8
One of the whites was Leo Frank, a Jewish northern 
industrialist, who in 1913 was arrested and tried in 
Atlanta for the attempted rape and murder of Mary 
Phagan, a 13-year old white girl who worked in the 
pencil factory he managed. The prosecuting attorney 
portrayed Frank as a lecher who preyed on the young 
girls who worked in his factory. Frank was further 
vilified for being a northern capitalist and a 
representative of the outsiders who were bringing 
offending factories and rapid industrialization to the 
South.
The mood of the gallery was ugly as Frank was 
convicted and sentenced to death while a white crowd 
outside the courthouse hollered "Hang the Jew or we'll 
hang you!" Ironically, Frank's legal fate was sealed 
by the testimony of a black janitor who was probably 
the real murderer. In prison in Millegeville Frank 
was attacked by a prisoner who cut his throat. Another 
inmate, a doctor, saved him by stitching the wound.
8. Beck et al. 1991.
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The anti-Semitism associated with the story was 
comparable to the Dreyfus affair in France.
Politicians and thousands of concerned citizens 
demanded that Frank's life be saved. In 1915, Governor 
John Slaton, believing that Frank was innocent and 
feeling the pressure, commuted his sentence, although 
this meant political suicide in Georgia.9
Word of the commutation spread. Two weeks before 
he was to be released, a group of Marietta men broke 
into the compound at Millegeville, took Frank the 70 
miles to Mary Phagan's birthplace in Marietta and 
hanged him. When the table he was made to stand on was 
kicked from beneath him, the rope around his neck tore 
the stitches in his throat and he bled to death.10
That Frank was a wealthy, college educated, Jewish 
northerner seemed to negate his whiteness to the 
lynchers. He represented the "other," the outsider, 
the bestial rapist, a stereotype formerly reserved for 
black males, who preyed on the virginal young Mary 
Phagan.
The Frank affair brought much unwelcome publicity 
to Atlanta, to Georgia, and to the South. National 
public attention was slowly turning against the
9. Frank was officially exonerated in Mary Phagan's 
death in 1986, 71 years after he was lynched.
10. Leonard Dinnerstein, The Leo Frank Case. 1968; 
Williamson, 1984, p. 471.
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familiar practice. Although increasingly infrequent, 
lynching continued. In fact, the South experienced a 
sharp rise in the number of lynchings just after World 
War I. There were 74 lynchings in the Deep South in 
1918 and 1919. Several were of black soldiers 
returning from Europe; some died in uniform. A 
Chicago paper reported the following story:
"When Private William Little, a Negro 
soldier returning from the war, arrived at the 
railroad station [in Blakely, Georgia, Early 
County] here several weeks ago, he was 
encountered by a band of whites. The whites 
ordered him to doff his Army uniform and walk 
home in his underwear. Several other whites 
prevailed upon the hoodlums to leave Little alone 
and he was permitted to walk home unmolested.
"Little continued to wear his uniform over 
the next few weeks, as he had no other clothing. 
Anonymous notes were sent him warning him not to 
wear his Army uniform "too long" and advising him 
to leave town if he wished to "sport around in 
khaki." Little ignored the notes.
"Yesterday [April 3, 1919] Private Little 
was found dead on the outskirts of [Blakely], 
apparently beaten by a mob. He was wearing his 
Army uniform.11
Whites who viewed any black advancement as a 
personal threat were sure to have felt doubly menaced 
by a black man who had known war, French women, and 
undoubtedly more of the world than they had.
Nine young black hoboes riding the rails in 
northern Alabama on a cold Spring night were a 
decidedly unenviable group. Accused of fighting with
11. Chicago Defender April 5, 1919, in Ralph Ginzburg 
100 Years of Lynching Baltimore: Black Classic Press, 
1988. Little's death was not included in Beck's list.
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some young white hoboes and then of raping two white 
girls who had also stowed away on the train, the 
incident surrounding the 'Scottsboro Boys' reinforced 
the fear of the black rapist in the minds of some 
Southerners and ushered in a new fear —  the Communist 
threat. The incident also focused national and 
international attention on the South's inequitable 
racial climate.
The Scottsboro incident did not involve an actual 
lynching, although the threat was always there. In 
addition to the familiar themes of race and sex, it 
exemplified the new threat of communism to the white 
South's social and political hegemony. After the 
Russian Revolution, the Communist International's 
proposal to remedy the American racial problem was 
revealed. Based on the ideology of Joseph Stalin, the 
communist "expert on racial and ethnic affairs," the 
plan would reserve Deep South states after the American 
communist revolution for the "exclusive occupation by 
blacks." Not insignificantly, many of "the visible 
communists happened to be Jewish."12 The revelation 
of communist support for the 'Scottsboro Boys' in 1931 
alarmed southerners and Americans. It seemed that all 
the bogeymen were joining forces.
12. Williamson, 1984, pp. 473-74; Dan T. Carter 
Scottsboro; An American Tragedy (Baton Rouge: LSU 
Press, 1962.
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The Scottsboro incident began when a fight broke 
out among several young white and black hoboes riding a 
coal train through northern Alabama on the evening of 
March 25, 1931. A bleeding white boy complained to a 
station master at Stevenson that he wanted to press 
charges against the black boys who were still on the 
train and who had beaten and then thrown him off. The 
station master called the next station down the line, 
Scottsboro, but the train had already passed. The 
authorities were notified at the next stop, Paint Rock, 
where a posse was organized and the nine black 
'Scottsboro Boys', aged 13 to 20, were taken into 
custody.
The posse was alarmed to find two white girls in 
men's clothing also stowed away in one of the cars.
Ruby Bates, who had been all but ignored by the posse 
as they loaded the nine boys on a truck for transport, 
reported that she and her friend, Victoria Price, had 
been raped by the black boys. An immediate lynching 
was averted by the stern counsel of Trenton Deputy 
Sheriff Charles Latham and they were all taken to 
Scottsboro.
The Scottsboro Sheriff brought in National 
Guardsmen to prevent the mass lynching that local 
whites were demanding. The press coverage was 
sensational, the gossip more so. The trial took place
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three weeks after the arrests. Eight of the Scottsboro 
boys were convicted and sentenced to death in the first 
trial.
The American Communist Party took up the cause of 
the Scottsboro boys and the International Labor Defense 
(ILD) provided a Jewish lawyer, Samuel S. Leibowitz of 
New York. Leibowitz appealed to the Supreme Court 
arguing that blacks were systematically excluded from 
juries. The court concurred, the earlier convictions 
were overturned and, following a six-year ordeal, a 
second trial was granted. Four Scottsboro boys were 
ultimately pardoned in 1937 and they had a brief career 
in Vaudeville in which they appeared at the Apollo 
Theatre in New York. Three others were paroled in the 
1940s. Haywood Patterson, considered to be the most 
incorrigible, escaped in 1948 and was found in 1950 in 
Michigan. Michigan authorities refused to extradite 
him, and Alabama acquiesced. He subsequently killed a 
man in a knife fight and was sentenced for manslaughter 
to the Michigan prison, where he died in 1952. The 
last survivor, Clarence Norris, paroled in 1946, was 
pardoned in 1977 by Governor George Wallace.13
It is virtually certain that the rape charges were 
unfounded —  Ruby Bates later recanted her accusations, 
although Victoria Price never did. Also certain is
13. Carter, 1979.
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that the combination of black rapists defended by a 
northern Jewish lawyer representing the Communist ILD 
was, to many white southerners, a horrifying specter.
What one historian has termed "the last showy 
lynching"14 took place in the wake of Scottsboro in 
October of 1934. Claude Neal, a black farm hand, was 
accused of the spectacularly brutal rape and murder of 
Lola Cannidy, his white employer's "attractive young" 
daughter, who may have been his lover, outside 
Marianna, Florida. He was arrested and taken into 
protective custody in the Brewton County jail, across 
the state line in Alabama.
The details of the atrocities inflicted on Lola so 
enraged the local population that the lynching was 
practically inevitable, although the evidence against 
Neal was inconclusive and local blacks believed that a 
white man had attacked the girl. Neal, however, 
remained the prime suspect. He was taken from deputies 
by a mob nine days after Lola's death and horribly 
tortured, mutilated and killed, in secret, while 
hundreds of bitterly disappointed people waited for the 
public spectacle that newspaper reports and radio 
broadcasts had promised. The NAACP, alarmed at the
14. Gaines Foster, personal communication, Baton Rouge, 
1987.
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advanced warning, had tried unsuccessfully to prevent 
the lynching. His corpse was dragged to the Cannidy 
family farm and presented to Lola's father, who further 
assaulted the body. Neal's body was then taken to the 
Jackson County, Florida Courthouse and hanged to a tree 
beside the building for public inspection. The hanging 
body was repeatedly photographed and picture postcards 
of it were later sold to Jackson County tourists. In 
the aftermath, white rioters attempted to drive all 
blacks from the Marianna city limits.15
The public carnival-like nature of Claude Neal's 
death and the atrocities he suffered prior to and after 
death and the subsequent riot revolted the nation. 
Belatedly, Americans gave popular support to the 
crusades of the NAACP and the Association of Southern 
Women for the Prevention of Lynching (ASWPL) to end the 
practice. Although no federal anti-lynching 
legislation has ever been enacted, public opinion 
demanded that it stop.16
Jesse Daniel Ames, founder of the ASWPL, was 
instrumental in altering southern attitudes towards 
lynching. The Texas women's rights leader, cooperating 
with the NAACP and the Commission on Inter-racial
15. James R. McGovern, Anatomy of a Lynching; The 
Killing of Claude Neal Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1982.
16. Two federal anti-lynching bills were defeated by 
southern filibusters in 1922 and 1937.
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Cooperation, spoke to numerous women's clubs throughout 
the South, convincing many southern feminists to turn 
their attentions to the eradication of lynching. ASWPL 
members were able to prevent several incipient 
lynchings by concerted action. Ames split with the 
Commission and the NAACP when she opposed federal anti- 
lynching legislation because she felt that southern 
women should and could handle the problem themselves.
It had become a feminist cause. They demanded that 
local law enforcement act decisively to prevent 
lynchings and argued that southern women did not want 
nor need to be protected from anyone or anything if 
such protection involved an event as reprehensible as 
the Neal affair.17
Lynchings declined dramatically after the 1930s, 
but occasionally still occurred. These were less 
"showy" events and proponents of the anti-lynching 
legislation lamented that the old fashioned lynching 
bee had been supplanted by more subtle and difficult- 
to-prosecute racial murders."18
In August of 1955, a fourteen year old black boy 
from Chicago, Emmett Louis Till, was visiting an uncle 
three miles outside of the tiny community of Money,
17. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Revolt Against Chivalry; Jesse 
Daniel Ames and the Woman's Campaign Against Lynching 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1979.
18. McMillen, 1989, p. 252.
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near Greenwood, Leflore County, Mississippi in the 
upper Delta. During a visit to the Money drug store, 
Emmett had made "fresh remarks to a white woman," the 
21 year old wife of the store's owner, and given her a 
wolf whistle. That night two white men, one the 
husband of the woman Emmett had allegedly flirted with, 
took Emmett from his uncle's "shack" for "questioning," 
while his uncle pleaded at gunpoint that he would 
return Emmett to Chicago if they would only let him 
live. Two days later his bludgeoned body was found 
with a bullet hole in his temple, weighted with a 125 
pound cotton blower, but floating nevertheless in the 
Tallahatchie River.19
The NAACP branded Emmett's killing a lynching, and 
although technically a murder,20 it had the same 
chilling effect as thousands of previous lynchings. 
However, one major difference in the usual story 
followed Emmett's death. Leflore County authorities 
charged Roy Bryant, owner of the Money store and his 
half-brother, W.J. Milan, with kidnapping. In their 
defense they said that Emmett had been released after 
Mrs. Bryant had told them he was "not the one" who had
19. Washington Post-Times-HeraId September 1, 1955, 
reprinted in 100 Years of Lynching. Ralph Ginzburg, 
ed., 1962, reissued in 1988, pp. 240-41.
20. There were only two killers, hence no mob, and they 
were arrested and tried, although acquitted.
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insulted her. Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the
NAACP urged Governor Hugh White to expedite the Bryant-
Milan proceedings. White denied having "heard from
anyone about the Till boy's death," and referring to
the NAACP said, "They're in the press all the time,
that gang."21
Although Bryant and Milan were identified by
Emmett's uncle, Moses Wright, as the men who kidnapped
Emmett in their trial, held in Sumner, Mississippi,
they were acquitted. On September 27, 1955, a
newspaper headline crowed:
"Two Cleared in Till Case." Since before the 
turn of the twentieth century no white man in 
Mississippi has been given the death penalty for 
killing a Negro and here Friday evening the 
state's approximately 65 year record was kept 
intact when an all white Tallahatchie County jury 
found Roy Bryant and J.W. Milam (sic), the 
defendants in the nationwide publicized "wolf 
whistle" trial, not guilty.22
Despite the acquittal, Emmett's death, which 
occurred one year after Brown v. the Topeka. Kansas 
Board of Education and the end of legal segregation and 
"three months, and three days" before Rosa Parks 
refused to give her seat to a white man on a
21. Washington Post-Times-Herald September 1, 1955, 
reprinted in 100 Years of Lynching. Ralph Ginzburg, 
ed., 1962, reissued in 1988, pp. 240-41.
22. Birmingham, Alabama World September 27, 1955, in 
Ginzburg, 1988, p. 243.
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Montgomery, Alabama bus, was a seminal event in the 
birth of the modern Civil Rights movement because it so 
outraged American blacks and white liberals. Brown 
provided hope, the Montgomery bus boycott was a point 
of pride, but the ugliness of the Till killing angered 
and thus mobilized the South and the nation's 
blacks.23
Emmett Till's death was the last reported lynching 
until that of Mack Charles Parker in Poplarville, Pearl 
River County, Mississippi in 1959. Parker was accused 
of raping a pregnant white woman who was stranded with 
her daughter on a lonely country road after their car 
had broken down and her husband had gone for help. 
Parker was arrested and later taken from the 
Poplarville jail, after a frightened or sympathetic 
deputy gave the mob the keys. He was badly beaten, 
taken to the Bogalusa bridge over the Pearl River and 
shot. Many of the people of Poplarville were aware of 
the impending lynching and, as usual, no indictments 
were returned against the widely known mob. There was 
a national outcry against the lynching, although, like 
the Till case, it was quickly forgotten. Look magazine 
accused Poplarville of being the "world-wide
23. Clenora Hudson-Weems, "Emmett Till: The Impetus for 
the Modern Civil Rights Movement," Unpublished Ph.D. 
diss., University of Iowa, 1988; Personal communication 
with Clenora Hudson-Weems, June 1, 1992.
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symbol of race violence." Although the Parker case 
damaged Poplarville's reputation and ultimately its 
self-respect, at the time many people who did not 
openly support the deed still believed it to have been 
necessary.24 Apparently, interracial rape was still 
worse than murder.
Deaths during 1960s Civil Rights struggle revived 
the specter of lynching. Some of the killers were 
arrested and convicted. The Freedom Summer lynchers of 
Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman (both of whom were 
Jewish) and James Chaney (who was black) were tried in 
federal courts for depriving their victims, all 
northern Civil Rights activists, of their civil rights. 
Vernon Dahmer's killers also served short sentences.
But the murders of black voting-rights activists Lamar 
Smith, George Lee, and Medgar Evers remain 
unpunished.25
In its 1972 landmark decision, Furman v. Georgia, 
the United States Supreme Court abolished the death 
penalty, declaring that it had been applied arbitrarily 
and with discrimination. That is, that capital
24. Smead, Blood Justice: The Lynching of Mack Charles 
Parker New York: Oxford University Press, 1989.
25. McMillen, 1989, pp. 252-53. White supremacist 
Byron De La Beckwith is scheduled to face his third 
trial in Medgar Ever's death in Jackson, Mississippi on 
September 8, 1992, Baton Rouge Advocate June 29, 1992.
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punishment, as it stood before Furman. had been 
dispensed without "legitimate distinctions between 
cases that received death sentences and those that did 
not" and "that death sentences were imposed in part on 
the basis of impermissible distinctions, in particular 
race."26 The court reversed itself in 1976 with Gregg 
v. Georgia, believing that the arbitrariness and 
discrimination that had troubled it in 1972 would be 
eliminated. That the argument continues is beyond the 
scope of this study. Suffice it to say that it appears 
that the death penalty is still meted out to a 
disproportionate number of black murderers of white 
victims. The conditions that led to Furman v. Georgia 
began in the postbellum South at the turn of the 
century.
In 1981, members of the Mobile, Alabama Klavern of 
the Ku Klux Klan kidnapped Michael Donald, a 19-year 
old black junior college student, from a Mobile street 
as he was walking toward a convenience store. Donald 
was found the next day beaten to death and hanged 
"solely because he was black" and as a "show [of] Klan 
strength in Alabama."27 Morris Dees, the attorney
26. Samuel R. Gross and Robert Mauro, Death and 
Discrimination: Racial Disparities in Capital
Sentencing. (Boston: Northeastern University Press,
1989), p. xi.
27. Morris Dees, Klanwatch and the Southern Poverty Law 
Center, 1983.
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for Klanwatch, called it a lynching. Dees and others 
were doubly alarmed by the murder because it followed 
other acts of violence by the Klan and neo-Nazis, most 
notably that of the killings of five northern Communist 
Worker's Party members in Greensboro, North Carolina in 
1979.
Donald's death had all the aspects of a lynching,
except that his confessed murderer, James Knowles, is
in jail and the murderer's organization paid $7 million
in damages to Michael Donald's mother, who also
received the Klan's only other material asset, their
headquarters in Tuscaloosa.28 Klanwatch continues to
successfully monitor and legally challenge Klan and
other paramilitary hate groups around the country.
Morris Dees wrote:
I was born in Alabama and I love the South, but 
I'm ashamed of the small group of mean-spirited 
racists whose hatred of blacks and Jews has given 
our region a bad name. From my office, I can see 
the Alabama state capitol building on whose front 
steps Jefferson Davis was sworn in as the 
President of the Confederacy in 1861. The tragic 
murder of Michael Donald makes me wonder how far 
we have really come since that far away time.29
In the 1990s Americans, not just Southerners, face 
a still smoldering racial dilemma.30 There have been
28. Baton Rouae Morning Advocate February 5, 1989.
29. Dees, Klanwatch Newsletter, 1985.
30. In a country deeply divided by issues of race and 
gender, Clarence Thomas, the second black Supreme Court
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significant, if incomplete, improvements in the racial 
equity of punishments on a national scale. Although, 
the majority of all lynching victims were young black 
males, and today, the majority of incarcerated persons 
are young black males, sixty-nine percent of all 
executions between 1977 and 1989 have been of whites, 
and as of April 24, 1991, whites outnumbered blacks on 
death row by 1243 (66 percent) to 966 (44 percent).31
Lynching was the most violent and terrifying 
symptom of the racial conflict that America has 
experienced. It lurks as a phantom in our national 
imagination and may never be destroyed. An interview 
with a Headland, Alabama woman in 1987 prompted her to 
produce a faded and tattered photograph that her long 
dead father had "carried always in his wallet." It was
nominee, accused the press and the Congress of 
subjecting him to a "high-tech lynching," when he 
answered charges of sexual harassment, ironically, 
brought by Anita Hill, a black female law professor. 
Justice Thomas attempted to play to American's 
sympathies by raising the issue of race and conjuring 
up the ugly past. The video-taped beating of Rodney 
King in March, 1991, the subsequent acquittal of the 
four white Los Angeles policemen in April 1992, and the 
resultant riots, the worst in America of this century, 
have resuscitated the ugly past.
31. Source Book of Criminal Justice Statistics - 1990. 
Bureau of Criminal Statistics (Washington, D.C.: US 
GPO, 1991) .
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the image of a hanging black man who had been lynched 
outside of Headland in 1936. She would not say why her 
father carried it or why she kept it, and left her 
interviewer to wonder whether it was an icon of pride 
or of shame.32
32. Personal interview with Mrs. X, Headland Alabama, 
October, 1987.
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ALABAMA 100 57 157






ARIZONA 3 1 4






ARKANSAS 87 48 135






CALIFORNIA 11 5 16






COLORADO 9 2 11






CONNECTICUTT 0 0 0






DELAWARE 0 1 1






FLORIDA 58 47 105






GEORGIA 123 89 212






IDAHO 2 1 3






ILLINOIS 11 8 19
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INDIANA 7 2 9






IOWA 5 2 7






KANSAS 13 3 16






KENTUCKY 76 30 106






LOUISIANA 120 76 196






MAINE 0 1 1






MARYLAND 10 5 15






MASSACHUSETTS 0 0 0






MICHIGAN 1 1 2






MINNESOTA 3 0 3






MISSISSIPPI 129 106 235
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MISSOURI 35 21 56






MONTANA 5 6 11






NEBRASKA 7 0 7






NEVADA 2 2 4






NEW HAMPSHIRE 0 0 0






NEW JERSEY 1 0 1






NEW MEXICO 5 1 6






NEW YORK 2 0 2






NORTH CAROLINA 21 12 33






NORTH DAKOTA 0 2 2






OHIO 9 2 11
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OKLAHOMA 30 12 42
pop. in 1000s 790 1,657
lyn./100,000 3.8 0.7 2.25
OREGON 2 1 3
pop. in 1000s 414 673
lyn./100,000 0.5 0.2 0.35
PENNSYLVANIA 3 0 3
pop. in 1000s 6,302 7,665
lyn./100,000 0.1 0 0.05
RHODE ISLAND 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 429 543
lyn./100,000 0 0 0
SOUTH CAROLINA 42 31 73
pop. in 1000s 1,340 1,515
lyn./100,000 3.1 2.1 2.6
SOUTH DAKOTA 8 1 9
pop. in 1000s 402 584
lyn./100,000 2 0.2 1.1
TENNESSEE 98 34 132
pop. in 1000s 2,021 2,185
lyn./100,000 4.9 1.6 3.25
TEXAS 84 69 153
pop. in 1000s 3,049 3,897
lyn./100,000 2.8 1.8 2.3
UTAH 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 277 373
lyn./100,000 0 0 0
VERMONT 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 344 356
lyn./100,000 0 0 0
VIRGINIA 36 14 50
pop. in 1000s 1,854 2,062
lyn./100,000 1.9 0.7 1.3
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WASHINGTON 8 1 9
pop. in 1000s 518 1,142
lyn./100,000 1.5 0.1 0.8
WEST VIRGINIA 11 8 19
pop. in 1000s 959 1,221
lyn./100,000 1.1 0.7 0.9
WISCONSIN 2 1 3
pop. in 1000s 2,069 2,334
lyn./100,000 0.1 0.04 0.07
WYOMING 7 5 12
pop. in 1000s 93 146
lyn./100,000 7.5 3.4 5.45
Source: NAACP, Thirty years of Lynching. 1919.
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APPENDIX BLYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAH MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
AL Franklin 1882 1 17 Britton, Fred w m murderAL Dallas 1882 4 13 Ivy, Henry b m murderAL Dallas 1882 4 13 Acoff, Jim b m murderAL Choctaw 1882 8 19 Turner, Jack b m arsonAL Macon 1882 8 25 Coker, Leonard b m rape, murderAL Calhoun 1882 10 4 Brooks, John b m rapeAL Colbert 1883 4 28 Ware, George b m murderAL Coosa 1883 6 13 Corbin, Jordan b m murder
AL Madison 1883 10 9 Brown, Wes b m murder
AL Jefferson 1883 11 24 Houston, Lewis b m rape attempt* AL Greene 1884 7 16 Robertson, Joe b m rape
AL Tuscaloosa 1884 7 18 Burke, Andy b m rape attempt
AL Hale 1884 9 18 Short b ro rape
AL Colbert 1885 5 9 Jordan b m rape attempt
AL Chilton 1885 5 Atchison, Scipio b m threats
AL Barbour 1885 10 21 Ward, George b m murder
AL Clarke 1885 12 28 Reed, Alexander b m murder
AL Sumter 1886 7 13 Renfroe, John b m murder
AL Pickens 1886 10 21 unknown1 b m arson
AL Pickens 1886 10 21 unknown2 b m arson
AL Pickens 1886 10 21 unknown3 b m arson
AL Lee 1886 11 3 Hart, John b m murder
AL Bibb 1886 11 23 Davis, John b m rape
AL Bibb 1887 6 2 unknown b m rape attempt
* AL Henry 1887 8 23 Myrick, Jack b m rape
AL Jefferson 1887 9 18 Johnson, Monroe b m murder
AL Lee 1887 11 5 Hart, George b m murder
AL Colbert 1888 1 1 Coger, Oscar b m arson
AL Franklin 1888 1 27 Dunce, David m murderAL Jefferson 1888 3 18 Curry, Jeff b m threats
AL Lowndes 1888 3 29 Calloway, Theo b m murder
AL Jefferson 1888 4 23 Posey, Hardy b m rape attempt
AL Jefferson 1888 5 1 Martin, George w m murder
* AL Lawrence 1888 7 1 Moody, Calvin b m murder
AL St. Clair 1888 7 13 Stone, Frank b m rape attempt
AL St. Clair 1888 7 13 Torney, Jim b m miscegenation
AL Jefferson 1889 1 15 Meadows, George b m rape, murder
AL Etowah 1889 5 21 Dickson, Noah b m rape attempt
AL Jefferson 1889 9 27 Sleet, John b m murder
AL Chilton 1889 10 15 Hickey, James w m murder
AL Tuscaloosa 1889 12 26 Wilson, Bud b m rape attempt
AL Marengo 1890 3 20 Stratton, J w m murderAL Madison 1890 3 21 Moseley, Robert b m rape attempt
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
AL Chilton 1890 3 29 Griffin, Frank b m rapeAL Shelby 1890 6 7 unknown b m rapeAL Blount 1890 7 23 Williams, Tobe b m rape
AL Montgomery 1890 8 9 Cook, Ike b m terrorismAL Jefferson 1890 11 16 Smith, Henry b m rapeAL Jefferson 1890 11 17 unknown b m inciting riotAL Franklin 1891 3 28 Hudson, El b m arson
AL Franklin 1891 3 28 Denzmore, Jeff b m arson
AL Mobile 1891 3 31 Graham, Zachariah b m rape attemptAL Henry 1891 8 6 Williams, Ella b f arsonAL Henry 1891 8 6 Lowe, Willis b m arson
AL Henry 1891 8 6 Lowe, Eliza b f arsonAL Henry
Chilton
1891 8 6 Williams, Belle b f arson
AL 1891 8 21 Porter, Ray b m murderAL Butler 1891 9 25 unknown2 b m murderAL Butler 1891 9 25 unknownl b m murderAL Talledega 1891 9 29 Brown, John b m testified
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Sims, Robert w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Savage, Tom w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Savage, John w m outlawAL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Savage, Young w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Savage w m outlawAL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Sims, John w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Sims, Mosely w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1891 12 25 Sims, Robert w m outlaw
AL Choctaw 1892 1 17 Hinton, Harry b m outlaw
AL Tuscaloosa 1892 2 10 unknownl b m arson, robbery
AL Tuscaloosa 1892 2 10 unknown2 b m arson, robbery
AL Dallas 1892 2 13 Webb, William b m rape
AL Calhoun 1892 3 3 unknown b m rape attempt
AL Choctaw 1892 5 5 Rose, George. H. b m rape attempt
AL Talledega 1892 5 16 Roden, James b m rape
AL Talledega 1892 5 16 Roden, Berry b m rape
AL Talledega 1892 5 16 Carter, William b m rape
AL Washington 1892 6 18 Chalma, Christian w m murder attemptAL Clay 1892 7 8 Prater, Edward b m rape
AL Monroe 1892 10 13 Packard, Jim b m murder
AL Monroe 1892 10 13 Johnson, Moses b m murder
AL Monroe 1892 10 13 Jones, Burrill b m murderAL Monroe 1892 10 13 Packard, John b m murder
AL Monroe 1892 10 30 Parker, Allen b m arson




12 29 Kelly, Charles m murder
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME
AL Pickens 1893 1AL St. Clair 1893 2AL Dallas 1893 6AL Tallapoosa 1893 6AL Bibb 1893 7AL Chilton 1893 7AL Clarke 1893 8AL Clarke 1893 8AL Clarke 1893 8
AL Clarke 1893 8
AL Marengo 1893 8AL Pickens 1893 8AL Bibb 1893 9AL Pickens 1893 9
AL Pickens 1893 9
AL Pickens 1893 9AL Pickens 1893 9
AL Pickens 1893 9
AL Henry 1893 10
AL Dallas 1893 12
AL Dallas 1893 12AL Dallas 1893 12
AL Crenshaw 1893 12
AL Butler 1894 1
AL Chilton 1894 2AL Chilton 1894 2
AL Chilton 1894 2AL Sumter 1894 2
AL Montgomery 1894 3
AL Wilcox 1894 4AL Colbert 1894 4
AL Colbert 1894 4AL Colbert 1894 4
AL Lamar 1894 6
AL Butler 1895 4
AL Butler 1895 4
AL Butler 1895 4
AL Butler 1895 4
AL Butler 1895 4
AL Jackson 1895 5
AL Chilton 1895 6
AL Bullock 1895 10
AL Washington 1895 10
AL St. Clair 1896 2
denotes black mob
17 Williams, David 
20 Mays, Dick 
24 Edwards, Dan 
22 Murphy, Ernest 17 unknown 
28 Harper, Lindsay
10 Bedsoe, Tooch
11 James, Kirk11 James, Levi
12 Smith, Henry
20 Smith, Monroe 
Floyd, Joe
5 unknown
14 Hill, Polk 
14 Fant, Ellen 
14 Archer, Paul 
14 Archer, William
14 Guyton, Ed
9 Davis, John Booker 
8 Givham, Joseph
6 Minter, Benjamin 
6 Wilkins, Jim
28 Segars, Mack 
8 Smith, Samuel15 Hendricks, Lewis
16 George, William 
16 Seddon, Abram
26 Douglas, Thomas
29 Jackson, Oliver 
12 Lewis, William 22 Delaney, Fayett 
22 Delaney, Emmet 
22 Felton, Ed
27 White, Ed
21 Deane, Mary 
21 Rateler, Jhon 
21 Colley, Zeb 





























b m murder attempt
b m murder, rape
b m murder, rape
















b m rape attemptb m rape
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME
AL Montgomery 1896 2AL Russell 1896 4AL Greene 1896 5AL Morgan 1896 6* AL Lowndes 1896 6AL Dallas 1896 8AL Dallas 1896 8AL Chambers 1896 9AL Jefferson 1896 10AL Jefferson 1896 12
AL Bibb 1896 12
AL Bibb 1897 1
AL Lamar 1897 3AL Jackson 1897 3AL Madison 1897 5
AL Madison 1897 5
AL Madison 1897 5
AL Lamar 1897 6
AL Jefferson 1897 7
AL Clay 1897 7
AL Monroe 1897 8
* AL Montgomery 1897 11
AL Lamar 1897 12
AL Lamar 1897 12
AL Cherokee 1898 2
AL Cherokee 1898 3
AL Dallas 1898 3
AL Elmore 1898 6
AL Elmore 1898 6
AL Elmore 1898 6
AL Elmore 1898 6
AL Tuscaloosa 1898 7
AL Lamar 1898 9
AL Chambers 1898 10AL Pike 1899 1
AL Bibb 1899 6
AL Butler 1899 7
AL Crenshaw 1899 8
AL Elmore 1899 8
AL Elmore 1899 8
AL Lawrence 1899 11
AL Lowndes 1900 3
AL Lowndes 1900 3
* denotes black mob
15 Williams, Robert 
12 Adams, Reddrick8 Williams, Redden 
20 Orr, Leon
24 Westmoreland, Wm.1 Hunter, William
1 Mobley, Isadore 
18 Fitch, John9 Anderson, James 
7 Wardley, Willima
22 James, Joseph 
31 Jackson, James
15 Beard, Andy
18 Smith, John 





19 Richardson, George 
26 Pharr, John
25 Abrams, Henry
13 Bonner, Lewis 




17 Jackson, Soloman 
17 Spier, Louis 
17 Thompson, Ham 
17 Thompson, Reese 
13 Johnson, Sidney 
11 Anderson, Albert
23 Anderson, John4 McGregor, Marsal 
6 Hill, William30 Jones, Soloman
16 Hurt, Charles 
20 Louin, Peter
20 Son of Peter Louin2 Sloss, Andrew 
2 Cross, Jim
2 Mrs. Jim Cross
R S CRIME




b m murder attempt




b m rape attempt
b m miscegenation




b m mistaken ID
b m rape attempt
b m rape attempt
b m murder
b m incest
b m gave evidence
b m gave evidence
b m rape attemptb m flirting




b m murderb m rape
b m murder
b m murderb m arson
b m murderb m rape attemptb m rape attemptb m assault
b m assault
b m rape attempt
b m unknown
b f unknown
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
AL Lowndes 1900 3 2 Cross son b m unknown
AL Lowndes 1900 3 2 Cross daughter b f unknownAL Lee 1900 3 18 Humphries, Charles b m rape attemptAL Geneva 1900 5 5 unknown b m rapeAL Houston 1900 7 5 Roe, John b m rape attemptAL Shelby 1900 7 10 Jennings, John b m murderAL Madison 1900 7 23 Clark, Elijah b m rape
AL Elmore 1900 9 10 Floyd, Zeb b m rape attempt
AL Elmore 1900 10 2 Townsend, Wallace b m rape attempt
AL Calhoun 1900 10 29 Abernathy b m rape attempt
AL Perry 1900 12 28 Fuller, George b m barn burning
AL Shelby 1901 1 2 McAdams, Louis b m assault
AL Lawrence 1901 3 3 Davis, Bud b m shot woman
AL Dallas 1901 5 1 Mayes, Dock b m aid murderer
AL Dallas 1901 5 1 Mayes, Edward b m aid murdererAL Dallas 1901 5 1 Dawson, Robert b m aid murderer
AL Jefferson 1901 5 10 unknown b m mistaken ID
AL Butler 1901 5 29 Reeves, Frank b m rape attempt
AL Limestone 1901 6 15 Harris, Joe b m arson
AL Elmore 1901 7 White, Bob b in shot at man
AL Lawrence 1901 7 16 Herman, Alexander b m murder
AL St. Clair 1901 8 2 Bentley, Charles b m murder
AL Coffee 1901 8 7 Pennington, John b m rape
AL Pike 1901 9 3 Fournery, Bill b m attacked girls
AL Pike 1902 3 22 Ziegler, Ben b m rape attempt
AL Colbert 1902 4 6 Reynolds, William b m murder
AL Choctaw 1902 6 21 Campbell, Wiley b m murder attempt
AL Lee 1902 11 3 Harris, Samuel b m assault
AL Jackson 1903 6 29 Dimms, Andrew b m rape attempt
AL Wilcox 1903 12 26 Stewart, Arthur b m shot man
AL Autauga 1904 4 30 Hall, Gaines b m rape
AL Bibb 1904 6 23 Scott, Joe b m murder
AL Pickens 1904 7 9 unknown b m insults
AL Dallas 1904 8 6 Bell, Edmund b m murder
AL Marengo 1904 8 16 Lesseur, Rufus b m robbery
AL Madison 1904 9 7 Maples, Horace b m murder
AL Wilcox 1905 3 14 Ptomey, Edward b m murder
AL Wilcox 1905 3 14 Ptomey, Will b m murder
AL Etowah 1906 2 11 Richardson, Bunk b m rape, murder
AL Covington 1906 2 20 Pedigree b m rape
AL Mobile 1906 10 6 Robinson, Cornelius b ro rape
AL Mobile 1906 10 6 Thompson, Will b m rape
AL Bullock 1907 1 4 Scott, Will b m rape attempt
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
AL Lauderdale 1907 3 24 Harding, Cleveland b m rape attemptAL Geneva 1907 3 26 unknown b m rape attemptAL Pickens 1907 8 21 Lipsey, John b m rapeAL Jefferson 1907 9 3 Johnson, Jerry b m rape attemptAL Mobile 1907 9 22 Dossett, Moses b m rape attemptAL Washington 1907 11 2 Lucas, Hank b m murderAL Washington 1907 11 2 Sumrell, Abe b m murderAL Talledega 1907 11 3 Singleton, Fred b m murderAL Covington 1907 11 30 Sanders, Neal b m rapeAL Baldwin 1908 4 5 Clayton, Walter b m rapeAL Jefferson 1908 8 5 Millans, Will b m dynamitingAL Morgan 1908 10 21 Stover, Tom b m rape attemptAL Mobile 1909 1 22 Robertson, Douglass b m murderAL Colbert 1909 1 24 Davenport, Samuel b m barn burningAL Jefferson 1909 4 25 Thomas, John b m rapeAL Sumter 1909 9 13 Holly, John b m murderAL Cleburne 1909 11 23 Rolston, Ray b m rapeAL Marengo 1909 12 20 Montgomery, Clinton b m murderAL Shelby 1910 5 27 Matson, Jesse b m murderAL Houston 1910 7 3 McKerny, Henry b m rape attemptAL Mobile 1910 8 1 Walker,Bill b m rape, murderAL St. Clair 1910 9 14 Glover, Isaac b m murderAL Calhoun 1910 10 1 unknown b m rapeAL Covington 1910 10 3 Reeves b m rape, murderAL Covington 1910 10 3 Withers, Bush b m rapeAL Montgomery 1910 10 7 Dell, John b m race prejudiceAL Bibb 1910 10 11 Richardson, Grant b m rape
GA Gwinnett 1882 2 13 unknown b m theftGA Coweta 1882 8 9 Brown, Alex b m rapeGA Johnson 1882 9 20 Knight, Augustus b m rapeGA Miller 1883 8 14 Fulford, Joseph w m murderGA Miller 1883 8 14 Bradley, Harry b m murderGA Miller 1883 8 14 Robinson, Reuben b m murderGA Miller 1883 8 26 Warren, Lewis b m rape attemptGA Miller 1883 8 29 Fountain, Frank b m rape attemptGA Decatur 1883 10 13 Jenkins, Henry b m rapeGA Walker 1884 2 3 Rogers, Jeff b m rapeGA Effingham 1884 5 14 Grady, Hardy b m rape attemptGA Troup 1884 7 11 Hardin, Willis b m rapeGA Troup 1884 7 18 Gibson, Samuel b m incestGA Chattooga 1884 10 20 Dorsey, JR w m murder
* denotes black nob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA Chattooga 1884 10 20 Wade, Jane w f murderGA Dooly 1885 3 29 Rouse, George b m rape, murderGA Douglas 1885 7 25 Stamps, Peter b m rapeGA Decatur 1885 7 29 Brantley, Thomas K. w m wife beating
GA Jasper 1885 7 31 Hopkins, John b m murderGA Randolph 1885 8 9 Davis, Henry b m rape
GA Early 1885 9 18 Birdsong, Robert b m rape attemptGA Hancock 1885 11 25 Etheridge, Alexanderb m burglary* GA Bulloch 1886 7 15 Braswell, Jake b m rapeGA Tattnall 1886 7 25 Hollenbeck, Mary b f murderGA Bibb 1886 8 12 Moore, James b m rapeGA Hare 1886 9 9 unknown b m rape attemptGA Burke 1886 9 16 Odwell, Daniel b m rape
GA Screven 1886 10 4 Israel, Thomas b m rapeGA Catoosa 1886 12 10 Parks, George b m arson
GA Catoosa 1886 12 10 Smith, Monroe b m arson
GA Franklin 1886 12 16 Sanders, WPF w m murderGA Meriwether 1887 1 14 Samuel b m rape attempt
GA Chattooga 1887 2 6 unknown b m rapeGA Oglethorpe 1887 7 9 Griffith, Ross b m rape attemptGA DeKalb 1887 7 27 Hudson, Reuben b m rape attemptGA Laurens 1888 1 11 Burney, Henry b m robbery
GA Whitfield 1888 3 9 Thomas, William b m rape attemptGA Dade 1888 3 10 Roof, Thomas b m rape
GA Chatooga 1888 5 1 Pope, Henry b m rapeGA Wilkes 1888 5 6 Sales, Dan b m rape attempt
GA McDuffie 1888 6 3 Sturgis, Allen b m burglary
GA Worth 1888 6 26 Clark, Ned b m rape attemptGA Miller 1888 9 4 Long, Sam b m rape, assaultGA Pulaski 1888 10 14 Johnson, William b m rape
GA Wayne 1888 10 15 Edwards, Lewis b m murderGA Wilkes 1888 11 27 Smith, Tom b m insurrectionGA Wilkes 1888 11 27 Coleman, John b m insurrectionGA Irwin 1889 6 26 unknown b m rape attemptGA Whitfield 1889 7 10 Love, Martin b m rape attemptGA Newton 1889 7 22 Malone, Van b m rape attemptGA Chatham 1889 8 18 Asbury, Walter b m rape attemptGA Fulton 1889 9 4 Powell, Warren b m rape attemptGA Murray 1889 9 29 Duncan, John b m miscegenation
GA Emanuel 1889 11 8 Thomas, James b m rape
GA Lincoln 1889 11 13 Anthony, John b m rape attempt
* GA Madison 1889 11 15 Moss, Tom b m race troubles
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA Wayne 1889 12 25 Jackson, Peter b m race hatredGA Wayne 1889 12 25 Hopps, William b m race hatredGA Morgan 1890 2 27 Washington, Brown b m rape, murderGA Johnson 1890 3 22 Martin, Sim b m murderGA Dodge 1890 6 2 Poke, Jesse b m murderGA Elbert 1890 6 5 Penn, George b m rape attemptGA Clinch 1890 6 26 Robinson, Andres b m rape attemptGA Walton 1890 7 9 Harmon, James b m rape attemptGA Burke 1890 10 23 Thomas, General b m murderGA Lowndes 1890 10 30 Polasco b m rapeGA Pulaski 1890 10 31 Jones, Owen b m rapeGA Thomas 1890 11 18 Simmons, John b m rape attemptGA Floyd 1890 12 2 unknown b m unknownGA Dawson 1890 12 7 unknown w m informingGA Glynn 1891 2 21 Lewis, Wesley b m murderGA Glynn 1891 2 21 Jackson, Henry b m murderGA Wilcox 1891 2 25 West, Allen b m rapeGA Clay 1891 6 29 Buck, Daniel b m rape attemptGA Pierce 1891 7 7 Brown, Robert b m rapeGA Wayne 1891 8 26 Sutton, Will b m rape attemptGA Effingham 1891 9 1 Allen, William b m murderGA Emanuel 1891 9 26 Mack, Charles b m rapeGA Laurens 1891 9 27 unknown b m assaultGA Thomas 1891 11 1 Nix, Larkin w m murderGA Ware 1891 12 13 Golding, Welcome b m riotingGA Ware 1891 12 13 Knight, Robert b m rioting
GA Pierce 1892 8 Lewis, Daniel b m rapeGA Pierce 1892 8 Taylor, James b m rapeGA Dooly 1892 4 10 West, William b m murderGA Habersham 1892 5 17 Redmond, Jim b m murderGA Habersham 1892 5 17 Robertson, Gus b m murderGA Habersham 1892 5 17 Addison, Bob b m murderGA Monroe 1892 6 8 Moreland, Anderson b m rapeGA Whitfield 1892 7 28 McDaniel, Lee b m rape attemptGA Liberty 1892 8 23 Howard, Benjamin b m shooting manGA Monroe 1892 8 30 Jossey, John b m rapeGA Dodge 1892 9 8 Williams, Jesse b m rape attemptGA Whitfield 1892 10 23 Wilson, Jack b m Democratic
GA Decatur 1893 4 7 unknown b m rape attemptGA Clay 1893 4 13 ED b m murder
GA Appling 1893 5 21 Merche1, Ephra im b m murder
GA Appling 1893 5 21 unknown b m murder
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAH MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA Pierce 1893 8 9 Chambers, Jack b m rapeGA Chattooga 1893 10 17 Richardson, Bill b m murderGA Chattooga 1893 10 17 Dickson, James b m murderGA Clayton 1893 10 21 Bennett, Arthur b m murder attemptGA Appling 1893 11 29 Jones, Newton b m murder
GA Pike 1893 12 1 Holt, Lucius b m murder
GA Berrien 1893 12 17 Ferguson, William b m informerGA Decatur 1893 12 25 Thomas, Calvin b m rape
GA Oglethorpe 1894 2 9 Collins, Robert b m enticing
GA Tattnall 1894 3 5 Rhodes, Sylvester b m murder
GA Greene 1894 4 6 Ahern, Daniel b m rape
GA Gordon 1894 4 Bran, Alfred b m unknown
GA Gilmer 1894 4 20 Worley, Henry w m testifying
GA Glynn 1894 4 22 Evarts, Robert b m rapeGA Miller 1894 5 21 unknown b m rape attempt
GA Laurens 1894 6 3 Thompson, Gus b m rape attempt
GA Pierce 1894 6 12 unknown b m rape
GA Monroe 1894 6 16 Ogletree, Owen b m rape attempt
GA Mitchell 1894 5 25 Franklin, Fayette b m rape
GA Lowndes 1894 9 18 Goosby, Dave b m rape, murder
GA Jasper 1894 11 8 Lawrence, Lee b m rape
GA Brooks 1894 12 22 Taylor, Samuel b m aided murderer
GA Brooks 1894 12 22 Frazier, Eli b m aided murderer
GA Brooks 1894 12 22 Pike, Samuel b m aided murderer
GA Brooks 1894 12 22 Sherod, Henry b m aided murderer
GA Colquitt 1895 1 8 Coldhand, George b m murder
GA Monroe 1895 3 13 Gibson, Amos b m rape
GA Montgomery 1895 6 14 Harris, George b m scared woman
GA Ware 1895 9 2 Weaver, Wesley b m attempted rape
GA Dade 1895 10 3 South, Neal b m rape
GA Clinch 1895 11 9 Jefferson, Lewis b m rape attempt
GA Montgomery 1895 11 22 Perdue, T.W. w m rape
GA Dooly 1895 11 28 Sutton, Tony w m murder
GA Dooly 1895 11 28 Sutton, Henry w m murderer's kin
GA Coffee 1896 5 9 Hardee, William b m flogged white
GA Muscogee 1896 6 1 Slayton, Jesse b m rape
GA Muscogee 1896 6 1 Miles, William b m rape
GA Lincoln 1896 7 1 unknown b m rape
GA Emanuel 1896 10 7 Williams, Charles b m murder
GA Spalding 1896 10 15 Milner, Henry b m rape
GA Early 1896 12 31 Grist, Sidney b m political
GA Dooly 1897 1 6 Henderson, Anthony b m murder
GA Twiggs 1897 1 22 White, Willis b m murder
* denotes black mob
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ST COUNTY YEAR HO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA Twiggs 1897 1 22 Forsythe, Charles b m murderGA Harris 1897 7 19 Ryder, WL w m murderGA Spalding 1897 7 22 Williams, Oscar b m rapeGA Laurens 1897 8 22 Green, Andrew b m murderGA Echols 1897 9 2 Teott, Ben b m cattle thiefGA Bibb 1897 9 12 Gibson, Charles b m murderGA Glascock 1897 11 14 Ruff, Joshua b m rapeGA Fannin 1898 2 13 Dillard, Whit w m murderGA Colguiit 1898 3 23 Allen, James b m rapeGA Decatur 1898 5 27 Oliver, Richard b m rapeGA Spalding 1898 8 8 Meadows, John b m rape attemptGA Sumter 1898 8 20 unknown b m murderGA Decatur 1898 9 6 McFadgen b m rapeGA Spalding 1898 9 10 Burden, George b m rape attemptGA Jasper 1898 11 22 Merriweather, Edwardb m murder
GA Jasper 1898 12 6 Glover, Jacob b m murderGA Jackson 1898 12 25 Bolden, Jeff b m murder attemptGA Lee 1899 2 11 Fort, George b m rapeGA Lee 1899 2 11 Holt, William b m rape
GA Lee 1899 2 11 Bivens, George b m rapeGA Campbell 1899 3 16 Cotton, Bud b m unknown
GA Campbell 1899 3 16 Hutson, Henry b m arson
GA Campbell 1899 3 16 Brown, Edward b m arson
GA Coweta 1899 4 23 Holt, Samuel b m murderGA Campbell 1899 4 23 Strickland, Lige b m murder
GA Lee 1899 4 27 Thurman, Alfred b m informerGA Appling 1899 6 15 Clark, David b m murder attemptGA Appling 1899 6 16 Williams b m rape attempt
GA Hall 1899 7 15 Smith, Si w m murderGA Early 1899 7 23 Sammin, Louis b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 7 23 Johnson, Bob b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 7 23 Clark, Monroe b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 7 23 unknownl b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 7 23 unknown2 b m rape, robberyGA Lee 1899 7 24 unknown b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 7 25 Mack, Charles b m rape, robberyGA Early 1899 8 3 Henderson, Louis b m rape attemptGA Carroll 1899 8 11 McClure, William b m rape attemptGA Worth 1899 9 14 Henderson, Ed b m rapeGA Twiggs 1899 10 26 Goolsby, John b m murderGA Butts 1899 11 23 unknown b m rape attemptGA Cobb 1900 3 18 Bailey, John b m rape attempt
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA Chatham 1900 4 3 Brooks, Allan b m rapeGA Coffee 1900 5 4 Jones, Marshall b m murderGA Richmond 1900 5 14 Willis, William B b m murderGA Muscogee 1900 6 8 Adams, Simon b m rape attemptGA Thomas 1900 6 11 Jefferson, Renny b m rape attemptGA Pike 1900 6 25 Hines, Jordan b m unkGA Crawford 1900 7 23 Hilsman, Jack b m rape attemptGA Houston 1900 10 16 Hardeman, Frank b m rape attemptGA Floyd 1900 12 7 Rufus, Bud b m murder* GA Brooks 1901 1 2 Dodson, Ed b m rape
GA Campbell 1901 1 3 Thompson, Sterling b m race prejudiceGA Floyd 1901 1 3 Reede, George b m rapeGA Bryan 1901 2 27 Moody, John b m unknownGA Randolph 1901 3 12 Harris, Sherman b m murderGA Bulloch 1901 4 11 Gordon, Kennedy b m rape attempt
GA Elbert 1901 4 25 Goolsby, William b m rapeGA Quitman 1901 6 28 Magruder, Billie b m rape attemptGA Montgomery 1901 7 25 Erie, Frank b m robberyGA Bryan 1901 8 10 Washington, Joe b m rape
GA Wilkinson 1901 11 1 Booth, Theo b m rape attemptGA Floyd 1902 4 1 Allen, Walter b m rape attempt
GA Thomas 1902 4 15 Young, Henry b m unknown
GA Harris 1902 7 26 McCauly, Arthur b m unknownGA Bryan 1902 7 28 Wise, John b m rape
GA Jasper 1902 8 30 Brown, John b m rape attempt
GA Dooly 1902 9 6 Mobley, William b m rape
GA Haralson 1902 10 23 Brown, Benjamin b m rape
GA Johnson 1903 2 6 Hall, Lee b m murderGA Spalding 1903 2 24 Fambro, William b m insulted womanGA Decatur 1903 4 20 Rainey, Andrew b m arsonGA Webster 1903 5 29 Gorman, Benjamin b m murderGA Houston 1903 6 8 Peavey, Banjo b m murderGA Baker 1903 6 26 McCoy, Garfield b m murder
GA Baker 1903 6 26 McKinney, George b m murder
GA Baker 1903 6 26 Annett, Wiley b m murderGA Dodge 1903 7 14 Claus, Edward b m rapeGA Decatur 1903 9 26 unknown b m rape
GA Dooly 1903 10 16 unknown b m unknown
GA Columbia 1904 5 15 Cumming, John b m rape
GA Calhoun 1904 5 31 Thompson, Arthur b m murder
GA Bartow 1904 7 1 Jones, John b m rape
GA Bulloch 1904 8 16 Reid, Paul b m murder
GA Bulloch 1904 8 16 Cato, William b m murder
* denotes black nob
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ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
GA PoJk 1904 8 22 Glover, James b m rapeGA Wilcox 1904 8 29 Scott b m murderGA Bulloch 1904 8 27 McBride, Sebastian b m unknownGA Franklin 1904 9 18 Ware, John b m murderGA Talbot 1904 9 20 Martin, Edward b m race hatredGA Talbot 1904 9 20 Troy, Jack b m race hatred
GA Pike 1904 12 29 Simmons, Herbert b m murder
GA Oconee 1905 6 29 Aycock, Lon J. w m murderGA Oconee 1905 6 29 Robinson, Lewis b m murderGA Oconee 1905 6 29 Elder, Claude b m murder
GA Oconee 1905 6 29 Price, Sandy b m rape attemptGA Oconee 1905 6 29 Robinson, Rich b m murder
GA Oconee 1905 6 29 Harris, Robert b m assault
GA Oconee 1905 6 29 Yerby, Gene b m burglary
GA Oconee 1905 6 29 Allen, Rich b m murder
* GA Decatur 1905 10 7 Seabright, Thomas b m rapeGA Decatur 1905 10 28 Goodman, Augustus b m murder
GA Dodge 1906 5 14 Wommock, Will b m rape
GA Emanuel 1906 7 11 Pearson, Ed. b m rape attempt
GA Fulton 1906 7 31 Carmichael, Floyd b m rapeGA Monroe 1906 9 10 Fuller, Charles b m rape attempt
GA Johnson 1906 11 5 William, Newsome b m murder
GA Mitchell 1906 11 8 Hicks, Jett b m murder
GA Mitchell 1906 11 8 Hicks, Meta b f murder
GA McDuffie 1907 5 6 Harris, Charles b m assault
GA Tattnall 1907 5 21 Padgett, Sim b m aid criminal
GA Tattnall 1907 5 21 wife of Padgett b f race hatred
GA Tattnall 1907 5 21 son of Padgett b m race hatred
GA Tattnall 1907 5 21 daughter of Padgett b f race hatred
GA Whitfield 1907 7 1 Posey, "Dock" w m rape
GA Madison 1907 7 1 Herbert, George b m assault
GA Houston 1907 10 27 Walker, John b m robbery
GA Pulaski 1908 1 8 Coley, Henry b m assault
GA Pulaski 1908 1 8 Webb, Abe b m assault
GA Bulloch 1908 2 26 Johnson, Sam b m conspiracy
GA Pulaski 1908 3 5 Robertson, Curry b m murder
GA Pulaski 1908 3 5 Henry, John b m murder
GA Ware 1908 6 27 Wilkins, Walter b m rape
GA Ware 1908 6 27 Baker, Albert b m rape
GA Wayne 1908 6 27 unknown b m rape
GA Toombs 1908 7 28 Williams, Alonzo b m rape
GA Tift 1908 8 9 Lokie, Charles b m insulted white
GA Jefferson 1908 8 25 Williams, Vince b m murder
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME
GA Early 1908 9GA Clay 1908 9GA Dodge 1908 10GA Early 1909 3GA Lincoln 1909 5GA Talbot 1909 6GA Talbot 1909 6GA Randolph 1909 6GA Colquitt 1909 7GA Dodge 1909 7GA Houston 1909 7GA Montgomery 1909 8GA Pulaski 1909 12GA Columbia 1910 1
GA Toombs 1910 3
GA Turner 1910 4
GA Turner 1910 4GA Baker 1910 5
GA Screven 1910 7
GA Grady 1910 7GA Montgomery 1910 8
GA Madison 1910 9
GA Macon 1910 11
LA St. Martin 1882 5LA St. Martin 1882 5LA Lincoln 1882 10LA Lincoln 1882 11
LA Lincoln 1882 11LA Franklin 1882 11LA Morehouse 1882 12
LA Morehouse 1882 12LA Morehouse 1882 12
LA Bossier 1883 5
LA Morehouse 1883 7
LA Calcasieu 1883 10
LA Ouachita 1884 4
LA Ouachita 1884 4
LA Ouachita 1884 4
LA Bossier 1884 10
LA St. Tamman 1884 10
LA St. Tamman 1884 10
LA St. Tamman 1884 10
denotes black mob
4 Towns, John 
22 Thomas, George 
11 White, Henry 
2 Fowler, John 
24 Aiken, Albert 22 Carroker, William
19 Hardy, Joseph
24 Reese, Albert 2 Isaac, Henry
20 Green, King
30 Anderson, Simeon
27 Sweeney, John 
1 Harvard, John25 Lambkin, Daniel 
1 Williamson, Will
14 Royal, Albert
14 Jackson, Charles 
19 Wilson, Charles 
18 Roberts, Evan
30 unknownl
11 Toler, Jim 
1 Oglesby
8 Walker, John
15 Jenkins, Joseph E. 
15 Azar, Eugene
28 Harris, William 
7 unknown
7 unknown
18 Lee, N. David
8 Robinson, Tim
8 Cephas, William
8 Andrews, Wesley 
13 Hutchins, DC
9 Lee, Henderson12 Woods, Louis 
27 Mullican, John 
27 Clark, John
27 Hill, King





b m rape attemptb m assault




b m rape attempt
b m scared woman
b m peeping Tom
b m murderb m murderb m murder
b m rape attempt
b m sued white
b m testifiedb m rape attempt
b m rape
b m rape attemptb m rape attempt
b m buglaryb m murder
w m murderb m murder
b m rape attempt
b m murder attemptb m murder attemptb m stealing
b m murder attemptb m murder attemptb m murder attemptw m murderb m larcenyb m rapew m murderw m murderm murder
w m arson
b m murder
b m murderb m murder
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
LA St. Tamman 1884 10 24 unknown4 b m murderLA St. Tamman 1884 12 22 Fleitas, William w m assaultLA Webster 1885 7 22 Green, Cicero b m murder attemptLA Webster 1885 7 22 Figures, John 
Harris, Sampson
b m murder
LA Winn 1885 9 30 b m gave evidenceLA Ouachita 1886 2 16 Robinson, George b m murderLA St. Bernar 1886 5 6 Smith, Robert b m murderLA DeSoto 1886 10 18 Smith, Reeves b m rape attemptLA Bienville 1886 12 28 Elia, John Jr. w m murderLA Tangipahoa 1887 1 8 Brunfield b m unknownLA W. Carroll 1887 4 28 Goodwin, Richard b m robbery
LA W. Carroll 1887 4 28 Blanton, Gracy b f robberyLA DeSoto 1887 6 6 Washington, MW b m rape attempt
LA Lincoln 1887 6 30 Walden, James b m larcenyLA Morehouse 1887 8 9 Scott, Thomas w m murder* LA St. Mary 1887 8 11 Pleasants, Daniel b m murderLA Union 1887 8 13 Hosley, Green b m race prejudice
LA Franklin 1887 10 20 King, Perry b m rape attemptLA Franklin 1887 10 20 Green, Drew b m rape attemptLA Caddo 1887 11 17 unknown b m miscegenation* LA Webster 1887 12 9 Edwards, Andrew b m voodooismLA Tangipahoa 1888 1 28 Edwards, Ben b m rape
LA Tangipahoa 1888 2 9 unknown b m rape attemptLA Pointe Cou 1888 5 6 Southall, Dave w m murder attempt
LA St. Landry 1888 9 17 Salet, Jean-Pierre b m threats
LA St. Landry 1888 9 17 Sidairo b m threats
LA Ascension 1888 11 13 unknown b m rape attemptLA St. Helena 1888 11 22 Taylor, Jerry b m rape
LA Iberia 1889 1 25 Wakefield, Samuel b m murderLA Iberia 1889 1 29 Rosemond, James b m theft
LA Bossier 1889 2 8 Handy, Haywood b m assault* LA Concordia 1889 4 14 McIntosh, Steve m rapeLA Iberia 1889 4 16 Junior, Hector b m assaultLA Caldwell 1889 5 18 unknown b m burglaryLA Lafayette 1889 7 11 Keys, Felix b m murderLA Concordia 1889 11 16 Gray, Ed b m arsonLA Bossier 1889 12 31 Holmes, Henry b m assaultLA W. Felicia 1890 1 8 Ward, Henry b m murderLA Tensas 1890 2 18 Emerson, RF w m assault






8 21 Alexander b m rape attempt
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO
LA Claiborne 1890 10LA EBR 1890 11LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3
LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3LA Orleans 1891 3
LA Bienville 1891 5LA Pointe Cou 1891 6
LA Pointe Cou 1891 6LA Point Coup 1891 6
LA Bienville 1891 9
LA Caldwell 1891 10LA St.Tammany 1891 10* LA Bossier 1891 10LA Claiborne 1891 11LA Morehouse 1891 11
LA Morehouse 1891 11LA Sabine 1891 11
LA Concordia 1891 12
LA Richland 1892 1LA Richland 1892 1* LA Bossier 1892 1LA Richland 1892 3
LA Bienville 1892 3
LA Jefferson 1892 3
LA Grant 1892 4
LA Grant 1892 4
LA Grant 1892 4
LA Grant 1892 4
LA Pointe Cou 1892 4
LA Bienville 1892 5
LA Avoyelles 1892 9
LA Avoyells 1892 9
LA Jefferson 1892 9
* LA Morehouse 1892 9




14 Romero, Frank 14 Marchesi, Antonio 14 Traina, Charles 
14 Scoffedi, Antonio 
14 Comitz, Loretto 
14 Monastero, Pietro 14 Caruso, James 
14 Gerachi, Rocco 
14 Politz, Manuel 
14 Bagnetto, Antonio 
14 Macheca, Joseph P.
21 Hampton, Tennis 





10 Cagle, John 
14 Felton, WS 14 Smith, JT 
27 Maxey, John 
27 unknown 
7 Foster, Eli7 Dishroon, Horace
9 Andrews, Nathan
12 Ella26 Cobb, Dennis
27 Tillman, Jack 










b m incendiarismb unknown








b m outrageous act




b m murderb m murder
n m murderb f murder attemptb m unknownb m arguing
b m murder
b m murderb m murderb m murder
w m murder, robberb m bad conductb m aid murdererb m threats
b m theft
b m murder
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
LA Concordia 1892 9LA Iberville 1892 10LA Catahoula 1892 11LA Catahoula 1892 11
LA Catahoula 1892 11LA Bossier 1892 11LA Bossier 1892 11LA St. Charle 1892 12LA St. Charle 1892 12LA Union 1893 1LA St. James 1893 1LA St. James 1893 1LA St. James 1893 1
LA Orleans 1893 1
LA Assumption 1893 5
* LA Tangipahoa 1893 7
LA Jefferson 1893 9
LA Jefferson 1893 9
LA Jefferson 1893 9LA Bossier 1893 9
* LA Bossier 1893 10
* LA Bossier 1893 10
LA Caldwell 1893 12LA W. Felicia 1894 1
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Madison 1894 4
LA Pointe Cou 1894 5
LA Bienville 1894 6
LA Ouachita 1894 6
LA Iberia 1894 7LA Webster 1894 9
* LA Concordia 1894 9LA Rapides 1894 11
LA Rapides 1894 11
LA St. Bernar 1894 12
* LA Concordia 1894 12
LA Jefferson 1895 6
LA Lafayette 1895 7
LA Bossier 1895 9
27 Walkers, Benny 
21 Courtney, Thomas
1 Hasting's son 
1 Hasting's daughter 
4 Hohn Hastings 
29 Magee, Richard 
29 Carmichael
28 Gripson, Adam28 Fox, Lewis
8 unknown20 Landry, Robert 
20 Chicken George 
20 Davis, Richard 
25 Fisher, William 
6 Holloway, Israel13 Lewis, Meredith 
16 Julian, Valsin 
16 Julian, Basile 16 Julian, Paul
29 Coleman, Henry 
19 unknown
19 unknown 
27 Green, Tillman 
18 unknown 
23 Claxton, Thomas 23 Slaughter, Samuel 
23 Hawkins, David 
27 McCoy, Tony 
27 claxton, Pomp 
27 Claxton, Shell
27 Harvey, Scott 
23 Paul, George 
10 Jacobs, Mark
14 Day, John H.
23 McClure, Vance9 Waggoner, Link 
10 Williams, Robert
9 Williams, Charlie 
9 Younger, Lawrence
23 King, George
28 Serman, Scott24 Fry, John24 Belzaire, Ovide 
8 unknown
b m rape attemptb m shot man
b m murder
b f murder













b m murder attempt
b m stealing
b m stealing
b m rape attempt
b m arson
b m murderb m murder
b m murderb m murderb m murderb m murderb m murderb m offended white
b m unknownw m arsonb m rape attemptw m assaultb m murdero m murderb m murder
b m assaultb m mistaken idw m arsonb m race prejudiceb m rape
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
LA Tangipahoa 1895 9 21 Smith, Edward b m murder, robberyLA Jefferson 1895 9 25 Francis, Aleck b m dangerousLA Ouachita 1896 1 10 Smart, Abraham b m murderLA Jefferson 1896 1 12 Morris, Patrick w m miscegenationLA Jefferson 1896 1 12 Morris, Charlotte b f miscegenationLA St. James 1896 2 28 Francis, Gilbert b m rape, buglaryLA St. James 1896 2 28 Francis, Paul b m rape, buglaryLA Morehouse 1896 3 11 Love, Bud b m burglaryLA Lafayette 1896 3 24 Senegal, Louis b m rapeLA Bossier 1896 5 17 unknown b m insultsLA St. Bernar 1896 5 19 Dandy, James b m rape attemptLA St. Mary 1896 6 9 Starks, Wallis b m rapeLA Webster 1896 7 11 Porter, James b m murderLA Webster 1896 7 11 Dudley, Monch b m murderLA Claiborne 1896 7 24 McGee, Isom b m rape attemptLA Avoyelles 1896 7 31 Mullens, Louis P. w m rape attemptLA Franklin 1896 8 4 Weightman, Hiram b m rape, murderLA St. Charle 1896 8 8 Saladino, Lorenzo w m murderLA St. Charle 1896 8 8 Sorcoro, Decino w m murderLA St. Charle 1896 8 8 Marcuso, Angelo w m murderLA Jefferson 1896 9 24 Hawkins, Jim b m assaulted boy* LA Ouachita 1896 9 12 McCauley, Jones b m sexual assaultLA Bossier 1896 10 1 Hamilton, Lewis b m arsonLA Livingston 1896 12 22 Burke, Jerry b m murder attemptLA Iberville 1897 1 17 unknown b m robbery hwyLA Tangipahoa 1897 1 19 Williams, Gustave b m murderLA Tangipahoa 1897 1 19 Joiner, Archie b m murderLA Tangipahoa 1897 1 19 Johnson, John b m murderLA E. Felicia 1897 5 11 Jackson, Charles b m trainwreckingLA St. Mary 1897 7 21 Davis, Jack b m rape
LA Jefferson 1897 9 28 Oliver, William b m violated lawLA Ouachita 1897 10 2 Ferren, Wash b m rape
LA Jefferson 1897 10 15 Boutte, Douglas b m quarantineLA Iberville 1897 12 13 Alexander, Joseph b m murderLA Iberville 1897 12 13 Alexander, Charles b m murder
LA Iberville 1897 12 13 Thomas, James b m murderLA Tangipahoa 1898 4 2 Bell, William b m unk
LA Lincoln 1898 4 23 Lewis, Columbus b m insults
LA Webster 1898 6 4 Steake, William b m rape attempt
LA Morehouse 1898 6 11 unknown b m assaultLA St. John B 1898 11 17 Morrell, Charles b m robbery
LA Bossier 1898 12 5 Hearn, Bedney b m murderLA Bossier 1898 12 5 Richardson, John b m murderLA St. John 1899 6 14 Gray, Edward b m burglary
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
LA St. Charle 1899 7 11 Jones, George b m horse theftLA Madison 1899 7 21 Cereno, Joseph w m shooting manLA Madison 1899 7 21 Defatta, Charles w m shooting man shooting manLA Madison 1899 7 21 Defatta, Frank w mLA Madison 1899 7 21 Defatta, Joseph w m shooting manLA Madison 1899 7 21 Deferroch, Sy w m shooting manLA Grant 1899 8 2 Singleton, Man b m rape attemptLA Tangipahoa 1899 8 9 Brown, Echo b m various crimesLA St. Charle 1899 10 10 LaPlace, Basile w rupoliticalLA E.Felician 1899 10 15 Smith, James w m desperadoLA Morehouse 1899 12 13 unknown b m rapeLA Bossier 1900 4 21 Humley, John b m plot to killLA Bossier 1900 4 21 Amos, Edward b m plot to killLA Rapides 1900 5 12 Harris, Henry b m rape
LA WBR 1900 6 12 Cobb, Ned b m murderLA Livingston 1900 6 23 Gilmour, Frank w m murderLA Rapides 1900 9 1 Amos, Thomas J. b m murderLA Tangipahoa 1900 9 21 Beckham, George b m robbery
LA Tangipahoa 1900 9 21 Elliott, Charles b m robbery
LA Tangipahoa 1900 9 21 Rollins, Iziah b m robbery
LA Tangipahoa 1900 9 21 Bowman, Nathaniel b m robbery
LA WBR 1900 10 19 Dotson, Melby b m shot manLA Webster 1901 1 24 Larkington b m rape attemptLA St. John 1901 2 17 Jackson, Thomas b m murderLA Calcasieu 1901 2 21 Vital, Thomas b m rape
aid rapistLA Calcasieu 1901 2 21 Thibodeaux, Samuel b mLA Caddo 1901 3 6 Davis, William b m rapeLA Bossier 1901 5 1 Johnson, Grant b m murder
LA Caddo 1901 5 3 Brigman, Felton b m rapeLA Bossier 1901 6 19 McLand, FD b m murderLA Bossier 1901 6 19 Smith, Frank b m murder
LA Richland 1901 7 15 Thomas, Louis b m assaultLA Acadia 1901 7 19 unknown b m resist arrest
LA WashingtonBossier
1901 10 24 Morris, William b m assaultLA 1901 11 24 Thomas, Frank b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1901 12 8 Paydras, Sol b m assault
LA W. Carroll 1902 1 25 unknownl • b m murder
LA W. Carroll 1902 1 25 unknown2 b m murder
LA W. Carroll 1902 1 25 unknown3 b m murder




3 31 Franklin, George b m assault
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME
LA Natchitoch 1902 4LA Morehouse 1902 5LA Iberia 1902 5LA Claiborne 1902 8LA Calcasieu 1902 10LA W. Felicia 1902 11LA St. Charle 1903 1LA Bossier 1903 2LA Bossier 1903 3
LA Rapides 1903 6
LA Catahoula 1903 6LA Caddo 1903 7LA Bossier 1903 10LA Bossier 1903 11LA Caddo 1903 11LA Caddo 1903 11LA Caddo 1903 11LA Madison 1904 1
LA Rapides 1904 5LA Claiborne 1905 4LA Pointe Cou 1905 6LA Jackson 1905 8LA Tangipahoa 1905 11LA Bienville 1906 2LA Iberville 1906 3LA W. Carroll 1906 3
LA E.Felician 1906 5LA Caddo 1906 5LA Ouachita 1906 5
LA Claiborne 1906 7
LA Ouachita 1906 8LA Lafayette 1906 11LA Ouachita 1907 3LA Ouachita 1907 3
LA Avoyelles 1907 4LA E.Felician 1907 4
LA Bossier 1907 5LA Rapides 1907 6
LA Claiborne 1907 6
LA Rapides 1907 6
LA Rapides 1907 6
LA Morehouse 1907 12
LA Jackson 1907 12
denotes black mob
12 unknown4 Sins, John
9 Deblanc, Nicholas
7 Benton, Henry
13 unknown26 Lamb, Joseph
26 Monas, Joseph
24 Brown, Jin27 Robertson, Frank 
12 Dupree, Frank
25 Whitley, Lamb26 Steer, Jennie 
18 Kennedy, George
2 Craddock, Joseph 
30 Davis, Phillip 
30 Carter, Walter 
30 Thomas, Clinton
14 Riley, Butch 
9 Pipes, Frank
26 Craighead, Richard 
1 Washington, Henry 
12 unknown 
26 Williams, Monsie
24 Page, Willie 
18 Carr, William
28 Cotton
6 Whitner, George 
22 Jackson, Thomas






16 Strauss, Charles 
18 Kilbourne, Fred3 Faly, Silas
1 Johnson, Henry
8 Wilson, James





b m murderw n aid murderer
b m rape attemptb n rape
b m murder attemptb n rape attemptb n murderb m murder attemptb n arson
b n murder
b n assault
b f murderb m threat to killb n murder
b m assaultb m assault
b m assault
b m shot man




b m rape attemptb m insult lady
b m robberyw m murderb m rape attemptb m rape attemptb m unknownb m rape, robbery
b m rape, robberyb m rape attemptb m rape attemptb m rapeb m rape attemptb m rape attemptb m rapeb m rape
b m murder attemptw m foreign worker
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO
LA Jackson 1907 12
LA W. Carroll 1908 2LA Claiborne 1908 6
LA Catahoula 1908 7LA Catahoula 1908 7LA Catahoula 1908 7
LA Caddo 1908 •9tLA Pointe Cou 1908 9LA St. Landry 1909 7
LA St. Landry 1909 7
LA Franklin 1909 9
LA St. Helena 1909 10
LA Vernon 1909 10
LA W. Carroll 1909 10
LA W. Carroll 1909 10
LA Richland 1909 11LA Caddo 1909 11
LA Richland 1910 3
LA Richland 1910 7
MS Prentiss 1882 6MS Panola 1882 6
MS Noxubee 1882 11* MS Sharkey 1883 4
MS Franklin 1883 4
MS Franklin 1883 5
MS Kemper 1883 6
MS Clarke 1883 6
MS Issaquena 1883 7MS Issaquena 1883 8
MS Yalobusha 1883 8
MS Hinds 1883 9MS Hinds 1883 9
MS Hinds 1883 12* MS Issaquena 1883 12
MS Yazoo 1883 12
MS Yazoo 1883 12
MS Yazoo 1883 12
MS Yazoo 1883 12
MS Pike 1884 4* MS Issaquena 1884 4
MS Lauderdale 1884 5
MS Bolivar 1884 5
* denotes black mob
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DAY NAME R S CRIME
15 unknown2 w m foreign worker
6 Mitchell, Robert b m murder4 Cooper, Bird b m murder
16 Godlin, Albert b m inciting arson
16 Gaines, Miller b m arson16 Gaines, Sam b m arson
26 Harris, Andrew b m rape attempt16 Miles, John b m robbery
30 Antoione, Emile b m aid murderer
30 Thomas, Onez ime b m murder
6 Hill, Henry b m rape attempt
1 Ard, Ap b m assault7 Rodrigauez, Mike w m robbery
28 Gilford, Joseph b m murder
28 Hill, Alexander b m murder
20 Estes, William b m murder
27 Thomas, Simmie b m rape attempt
14 Dempsey, Eli b m murder
10 Freeman, JC w m murder
17 Hamilton, Morgan b m murder
21 Lacid, Nathan b m rape9 unknown b m rape, murder
Williams, Alex b m rape
16 Bailey, Tom b m rape, murder
1 Bailey, Amos b m murder
4 unknown b m assault
12 Harris, Aaron b m murder
2 Jones, Martin b m murder
1 Pressell, DW w m rape
15 Payne, Joseph b m murder
4 King, James b m grave robbery
4 Gaddis, George b m grave robbery
19 unknown b m rape
20 Howard b m murder
29 Foote, WH b m murder
29 Parker, Micajah b m murder
29 Gibbs, Richard b m murder
29 Swayze, Robert b m murder
4 Lee, George b m rape
28 Wilson, Samuel T. w m assault
19 Moore, Mark w m rape, murder
22 Henderson, John b m rape
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
* MS Oktibbeha 1884 7 13 Carpenter, Newton b m poisoned boys* MS Oktibbeha 1884 7 13 Mack, Ned b m poisoned boysMS Tate 1884 8 30 Thomas, Edward b m rape attemptMS Claiborne 1884 9 21 Keife b m rape attemptMS Franklin 1884 9 20 Williams, Monroe b m rape attemptMS Franklin 1884 9 20 Johnson, Thomas b m murderMS Franklin 1884 9 20 Taylor, Richard b m murder* MS Franklin 1884 9 20 Cassels, Andrew b m robbery, arson
* MS Franklin 1884 9 30 Smith, William b m rapeMS Sharkey 1884 10 10 Martin, Dock b m murderMS Montgomery 1884 10 18 McCuiston, Hollis b m arsonMS Lamar 1884 12 27 Parker, Jordan b m train wrecking
MS Warren 1885 1 15 Carnahan, Dan b m rape
MS Pike 1885 1 22 Woods, Patrick b m murder
MS Kemper 1885 1 26 Bill b m rape
* MS Lowndes 1885 3 19 Doss, Jacob b m murderMS Coahoma 1885 5 6 unknown Chinese o m assaulted girl
MS Greene 1885 6 4 Fairly, David w m murderMS Yazoo 1885 6 14 unknown b m rape attempt
* MS Hinds 1885 6 29 Holt, Ben b m murder
MS Lafayette 1885 7 12 Tunstal, Harris b m rape* MS Sharkey 1885 6 30 unknown b m rape
MS Grenada 1885 7 7 Williams, Felix b m murder
MS Grenada 1885 7 7 McChristian, Perry b m murder
MS Grenada 1885 7 8 James, Bartly b m murder
MS Madison 1885 9 15 Cockrill, Leon b m murder
MS Marshall 1885 10 21 Doxey, Robert w m murder
* MS Jones 1885 12 17 Wilson, Samuel b m rape, murder
MS Lowndes 1885 12 29 Sly, Thomas b m arson
MS Lowndes 1885 12 29 Sharp, Thomas b m arson
MS Sunflower 1886 1 7 Key, Emmett b m murder
MS Sunflower 1886 1 7 Forbes, Nat b m murder
MS Issaquena 1886 1 31 Fowler, Ebenezer b m insulted white
MS Copiah 1886 2 17 James, Joe b m murder, arson
MS Carroll 1886 2 19 unknown b m murder
MS Warren 1886 3 29 Villerosa, Fred w m rape
MS Coahoma 1886 4 29 unknownl w m cutting levee
MS Coahoma 1886 4 29 unknown2 w m cutting levee
MS Madison 1886 5 7 Chambers, Ben b m rape attempt
MS Hancock 1886 7 3 Parker, George C. b m rape
* MS Sharkey 1886 8 11 White, Columbus b m arson
MS Pike 1886 8 25 Nelson, Leander b m murder
MS Pike 1886 8 25 Nelson, John b m murder
* denotes black mob
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ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
MS Leflore 1886 8 31 unknownl b m planning rapeMS Leflore 1886 8 31 unknown2 b m planning rapeMS Leflore 1886 8 31 unknowns b m planning rapeMS Wilkinson 1886 9 20 Flowers, Stephen b m murderMS Bolivar 1886 10 23 Haynes, James b m murderMS Franklin 1886 11 25 unknownl b arson, theftMS Franklin 1886 11 25 unknown2 b arson, theftMS Franklin 1886 11 25 unknown3 b arson, theftMS Warren 1886 12 29 Beasley, Robert b m murderMS Warren 1886 12 29 Murphy, Raymond b m murder
MS Leflore 1887 3 1 Mack, Thomas b m arsonMS Leflore 1887 3 1 Mack, Levry b m arsonMS Montgomery 1887 3 7 Crawford, Alexander b m murderMS Union 1887 4 11 Williamson, Bud m murderMS Jefferson 1887 4 13 Wallace, Jerry b m murderMS Attala 1887 6 23 Webb, James M. w m murder
MS Harrison 1887 7 23 Washington, George b m rape attempt
MS Sunflower 1887 7 27 Martin, Lloyd b m murder
MS Leflore 1887 8 4 Evans, George b m murderMS Tallahatch 1887 12 3 Tribble, Joseph b m murder attemptMS Tallahatch 1887 12 3 Harris, Monroe b m murder attemptMS Tallahatch 1887 12 3 Taylor, Charles b m murder attempt
MS Pike 1887 12 30 Ratcliff, Jo b m unknownMS Warren 1888 4 30 Harris, Tom b m rape
MS Warren 1888 5 8 Marley o m murderMS Adams 1888 6 17 Ives, Washington b m rape attempt
MS Lee 1888 6 19 Davis b m rape attempt
MS Winston 1888 7 27 Bryan, Eli b m rape attempt
MS Hinds 1888 8 14 Broome, Bob b m murderMS Smith 1888 8 17 unknownl b m murderMS Smith 1888 8 17 unknown2 b m murderMS Montgomery 1888 8 27 Poe, Pony b m rapeMS Holmes 1888 9 3 Lewis, William b m unk
MS Hinds 1888 9 12 Shortney, Curtis b m murder
MS Yazoo 1888 11 19 Arnold, Wilks b m murder
MS Amite 1889 2 6 unknown b m rape
MS Lowndes 1889 2 Smith, DH b m unk
MS Warren 1889 2 22 Thomas, Wesley b m rape attemptMS Claiborne 1889 2 22 Perkins, Allen b m murderMS Attala 1889 5 19 Mitchell, James b m rape
MS Pike 1889 6 4 Connelly, Dock b m unknown
MS Pike 1889 6 4 Huey, Nelson b m indecent
MS Tishomingo 1889 7 11 Luster, Prince b m rape
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIMEMS Tishomingo 1889 7 14 Burnes, Swan b m murderMS Grenada 1889 7 15 Tillman, Jim b m testifyingMS Kemper 1889 7 30 Talbott, Thomas w m rapeMS Monroe 1889 8 13 Bowen, Keith b m rape attemptMS Lauderdale 1889 8 21 Lewis, Sherman b m unkMS Monroe 1889 8 28 Harris, Thomas w m burglaryMS Leflore 1889 9 12 Mortimer, Louis b m murderMS DeSoto 1889 10 12 Biggs, Robert b m rapeMS DeSoto 1889 10 19 unknown b m rapeMS Lowndes 1889 10 25 Harrial, Joe b m rape attempt 
mistaken idMS DeSoto 1889 11 14 Mobly, Joe b mMS Pike 1889 11 15 Washington, George b m rape attemptMS Leflore 1890 2 28 Martin, Burt b m murderMS Lowndes 1890 5 20 Anderson, Grant b m rape attemptMS Forrest 1890 6 1 Stevenson, George b m rape attemptMS Jasper 1890 7 25 Cook, FMB w m politicalMS Yalobusha 1890 9 3 Rogers, John b m rapeMS Monroe 1890 9 11 Crump, Stephen b m rapeMS Monroe 1890 9 11 Boalter, George b m rapeMS Yalobusha 1890 11 13 McGregory, William b m rape attemptMS Panola 1890 11 15 Wallace, Sandy b m rapeMS Leflore 1890 12 6 Martin, Dennis b m murderMS Leflore 1890 12 8 Lemons, Mose b m conspiracyMS Neshoba 1890 12 28 Burnside b m robberyMS Neshoba 1890 12 29 Sharp w m robberyMS Washington 1891 2 5 Jackson, Green b m murderMS Franklin 1891 2 13 Brown, William b m rapeMS Neshoba 1891 2 16 Bull, John o m murderMS Winston 1891 3 7 Hodge, Louis b m murder attemptMS Amite 1891 4 19 Curtis, Charles b m rape attemptMS Lowndes 1891 5 8 Barrentine, John b m murderMS Marshall 1891 5 2 Watters, Monroe b m murder attemptMS Lowndes 1891 5 8 Lee, Wesley b m murder attemptMS Lowndes 1891 5 9 mother of Lee b f murderMS Lamar 1891 5 9 Walters, Monroe b m murderMS Copiah 1891 6 11 Turner, William b m rapeMS Lincoln 1891 6 11 unknown b m rapeMS Clay 1891 6 28 Gates, William. b m rape attemptMS Warren 1891 7 3 Gentry, Henry Kontz, Willie b m murderMS Wilkinson 1891 7 7 b m robberyMS Clarke 1891 7 13 Gillespie, Sam b m larcenyMS Pike 1891 8 Andrews, Lucius b m theftMS Lafayette 1891 9 2 unknown b m rape
MS Claiborne 1891 9 4 Smith, William b m rape
MS Washington 1891 9 27 Stevenson, Louise b f murder
* denotes black mob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
MS Washington 1891 9 27 White, Grant b f murderMS Attala 1891 11 22 Gladney, Daniel b m race prejudiceMS Lauderdale 1891 11 28 Rainsey, Arthur b m race prejudiceMS Lauderdale 1891 12 17 unknown b m rape
MS Bolivar 1892 2 24 Robinson, John b m murderMS Washington 1892 4 30 unknown b m rapeMS Pike 1892 6 18 Johnson, John b m murderMS Warren 1892 7 5 Tooley, Smith b m murder
MS Warren 1892 7 5 Adams, John L. b m murder
MS Grenada 1892 7 16 Monday, Manuel b m rape
MS Hinds 1892 7 19 Davis, Doc b m rape
MS Sinpson 1892 8 9 Magee, Port b m rape attempt
MS Rankin 1892 10 4 Meeks, Gabe b m theftMS Rankin 1892 10 4 Goff, Charles b m theft
MS Lauderdale 1892 11 5 Tolbert, James w m murder
MS Warren 1892 12 28 unknown b m rape
MS Amite 1893 2 9 Felder, Nelly b m robbery
MS Amite 1893 2 9 Harrell, Frank b m robbery
MS Grenada 1893 2 14 Turman, Richard b m rape
MS Yazoo 1893 4 9 Jeffcoats, JJ m murder
MS Harrison 1893 7 2 unknownl b m rapeMS Harrison 1893 7 2 unknown2 b m rape
MS Lowndes 1893 7 11 Fleming, Henry b m murder
MS Lafayette 1893 7 30 Steele, Hill b m unknown
MS Coahoma 1893 8 20 Tart, Charles b m assault
MS Newton 1893 9 8 Smith, Frank b m rape
MS Monroe 1893 9 8 Jackson, Benjamin b m murder
MS Monroe 1893 9 14 Jackson, Mahaley b f murder
MS Monroe 1893 9 14 Broughs, Rufus b m murder
MS Monroe 1893 9 14 Carter, Louisa b f murder
MS Claiborne 1894 5 5 Hicks, Amos b m arson
MS Hinds 1894 5 25 Smith, Henry b m burglary
MS Hinds 1894 5 25 James, William b m burglary
MS Yazoo 1894 6 4 Murdock, Ready b m rape
MS Copiah 1894 6 7 Williams, Lewis b m rape attempt
MS Lincoln 1894 6 27 Linton, George b m rape attemptMS Amite 1894 7 2 Hood b m murderMS Itawamba 1894 7 4 Pond, George b m rape attempt
MS Harrison 1894 7 14 unknown b m rape attemptMS Rankin 1894 7 14 Myers, Allen b m voodooismMS Simpson 1894 7 24 unknown b m conspiracyMS Winston 1894 12 23 McDonald, Daniel b m murder
MS Winston 1894 12 24 Carter, Will 0 m murder
* denotes black nob
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ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIMEMS Madison 1895 1 7 Costello, Spencer b n nurderMS Jackson 1895 3 27 Bethain, Robert b n arsonMS Hinds 1895 3 27 unknown b n insulted girlsMS Jefferson 1895 5 20 Dunbar, Robert b n rapeMS Lafayette 1895 6 19 Chandler, Willian b n robberyMS Lincoln 1895 6 27 Bowen, Thos b n rapeMS Hinds 1895 7 5 Puckett, Theodore b n robberyMS Jackson 1895 7 18 Thonas, Andrew b n rapeMS Forrest 1895 7 26 Johnson, Thonas b n nurder
MS Lauderdale 1895 7 27 Burwell, Chas b n robberyniscegenationMS Sinpson 1895 8 28 unknown b fMS Copiah 1895 11 23 Yarbrough, Jack b n nurderMS Sinpson 1895 12 30 Brown, Andrew b n theft
MS Lee 1896 4 3 Mabry, Harvey b n rape attenpt
MS Jefferson 1896 4 11 Fountain, Jin b n race prejudice
MS Monroe 1896 4 13 Jones, John b n rape
MS Montgnery 1896 6 26 Young, Perry b n rape attenpt
MS Oktibbeha 1896 6 27 Outlaw, John M. b n rape attenp
MS Panola 1896 7 6 Cross, Ninrod b n outraged girl
MS Marshall 1896 9 19 Brown, Walter b n assault
MS Leflore 1896 10 19 unknown b n nurder
MS Lowndes 1896 11 17 Collier, Mins b n rape attenpt
MS Montgonery 1897 1 5 unknown1 b unknown
MS Montgonery 1897 1 5 unknown2 b unknownMS Tallahatch 1897 2 9 unknown1 b n arson, robbery
MS Tallahatch 1897 2 9 unknown2 b f arson, robbery
MS Quitnan 1897 3 30 Haines b n nurder
MS Hinds 1897 4 16 Evans, Jesse b n rape attenptMS Neshoba 1897 5 14 Cooper, Janes b n nurder attenpt
MS Copiah 1897 6 25 Moses, John M. b n nurder
MS Monroe 1897 6 28 Gillian, Harry b n rape attenpt
MS Snith 1897 7 9 Thonpson, Atticus b n rape
MS Calhoun 1897 7 23 Sellers, Janes b n nurder
MS Warren 1897 8 9 Gordon, John b n nurder
MS De Soto 1897 10 6 Crowell, Harry b n niscegenation
MS Franklin 1897 10 16 Willians, Willian b n rape
MS Lawrence 1897 12 10 Lewis, Charley b n rape, nurderMS Lawrence 1897 12 16 Waller, Thos b n nurder
MS Tallahatch 1897 12 28 Hopkins, Joseph b n nurder
MS Noxubee 1897 12 31 Jones, Janes b n arson
* MS Kenper 1898 1 6 Watts, Janes b n adultery
* MS Kenper 1898 1 6 Cole, Sanuel b n adultery
MS Tate 1898 3 2 Moore, Frederick b n nurder
* denotes black nob
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
MS DeSoto 1898 3 6 Jones, Willian b n rapeMS Grenada 1898 3 17 Anderson, Alex b n rape attenptMS Washington 1898 7 7 Gould, Wesley b n mistaken idMS Sinpson 1898 7 19 Pattison, WT w n murderMS Tippah 1898 8 8 Thurnond, Richard b n rape attemptMS Alcorn 1898 8 11 Walker, Mullock b n assaultMS Lauderdale i898 11 26 unknownl b n assault whiteMS Lauderdale 1898 11 26 unknown3 b n assault whiteMS Lauderdale 1898 11 26 unknown2 b n assault whiteMS Tallahatch 1898 12 White b n murderMS Sinpson 1899 3 6 Thanes, Allen b n insulted whiteMS Yazoo 1899 3 18 Boyd, Willis b n race prejudiceMS Yazoo 1899 3 18 Reed, CC b n race prejudiceMS Yazoo 1899 3 18 Wilson, Minor b n race prejudiceMS Noxubee 1899 4 6 Janison, Forest b n nurderMS Noxubee 1899 4 6 Anderson, Mose b n murder* MS Panola 1899 6 11 Brooks, Sinon b n rapeMS Jackson 1899 6 21 Patrick, Daniel w n rapeMS Harrison 1899 7 24 Novels, Henry b n rape attemptMS Rankin 1899 7 26 Hayes, Stnley b n rape attemptMS Claiborne 1899 8 11 Wilson, Willian b n rapeMS Forrest 1899 9 26 Oatis, Willian b n indecentMS Leake 1899 10 20 Leflore, Joseph b n murderMS Hinds 1899 12 23 West, Charlie b n murderMS Hinds 1899 12 23 Martin, Janes b n nurder* MS DeSoto 1900 3 10 Clayton, Thonas b n rapeMS Washington 1900 3 27 Edward, Willian b n murderMS Tunica 1900 4 16 York, Moses b n murderMS Hinds 1900 4 19 McAfee, Henry b n rape attemptMS Tallahatch 1900 4 30 Gordon, George b n assault whtMS Anite 1900 4 30 Ratcliff, Henry b n altercationMS Neshoba 1900 5 13 Hinson, Sanuel b n assault* MS Tallahatch 1900 5 31 Pete, Dago b n rapeMS Harrison 1900 6 9 Askew, Henry b n nurderMS Harrison 1900 6 9 Russ, Ed b n murderMS Alcorn 1900 8 13 Betts, Jack b n rapeMS Tunica 1900 9 14 Brown, Frank b m nurderMS Tunica 1900 9 14 Moore, David b n murderMS Tunica 1900 9 14 Brown, Willian b n murderMS Coahona 1900 11 8 Nabors, Lit b n murderMS Issaquena 1900 12 18 unknownl b n murderMS Issaquena 1900 12 18 unknown2 b n murder* MS Jackson 1901 2 2 Matthews, Warner b n rape attempt
* denotes black nob
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ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME
MS Noxubee 1901 2MS Noxubee 1901 2MS Jackson 1901 2MS Hinds 1901 3MS Clay 1901 5MS Clay 1901 5MS Harrison 1901 6MS Washington 1901 7
MS Washington 1901 7
MS Bolivar 1901 7MS Carroll 1901 8
MS Carroll 1901 8MS Carroll 1901 8
MS Carroll 1901 8
MS Neshoba 1901 8
MS Perry 1901 11
MS Montgomery 1902 2
MS Simpson 1902 5
MS Coahoma 1902 5
MS Tunica 1902 7
MS Attala 1902 7MS Attala 1902 7
MS Amite 1902 8MS Leake 1902 8
MS Alcorn 1902 9
MS Jones 1902 10* MS Quitman 1902 11
MS Sunflower 1903 1
MS Warren 1903 5
MS Wilkinson 1903 5
MS Washington 1903 6
MS Smith 1903 6MS Smith 1903 6
MS Smith 1903 6
MS Smith 1903 6
MS Smith 1903 6
MS Bolivar 1903 6
MS Warren 1903 7
MS Issaquena 1903 8
MS Wilkinson 1903 9
MS Forrest 1903 10* MS Harrison 1903 11
MS Lincoln 1903 12
* denotes black mob
18 Isham, Fred 18 Isham, Henry 26 Knox, John20 Bell, Jody21 Calvert, Milt 
21 unknown
18 Barrett, Abe 
11 Serio, John 
11 Serio, Vincent 
20 Phillips, Jesse P. 
1 McCray, Ida 
1 McCray, Betsy 
1 McCray, Belford 
4 Price, William 
29 Hill, Richard3 unknown
10 Bibb, Oliver
8 May, Paid
11 Mullen, Horace 17 Ody, William 
17 Ha Hum, Monroe 
17 Gaston, Jim9 McDaniel, John 
16 Johnson, Charles
28 Clark, Thomas 20 unknown
1 "Bear"10 Hollins, John
2 Bryant, Ben 10 unknown





23 Kincaid, George 
7 Garrett, Cato 
31 Jones, George 
15 Williams, Will
29 Hicks, Joe




b m arsonw m murder
b m rape attemptb m rape attempt
b m cohabitation
b m assaulted girl
w m unknown
w m unknown
b m murderb f murderb f murderb m murder
b m murder




b m rape attempt
b m incendiarismb m incendiarism
b m lawlessness
b m rape
b m rape, murder
b m rape attemptb m murderb m rape attempt
b m murder
b m arsonb m rape
b m murderb m murder
b m murder
b m murderb f murderb m assaultb m murder
b m arson
b m murderb m entered houseb m rapeb m race prejudice
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ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
MS Harrison 1903 12 26 Carr, James b m murderMS Lincoln 1903 12 27 Bagnets, Jesse b m unknownMS Sunflower 1904 2 4 unknown b m accessoryMS Yazoo 1904 2 6 unknownl b m mistaken idMS Yazoo 1904 2 6 unknown2 b m mistaken idMS Sunflower 1904 2 7 Holbert, Luther b m murderMS Sunflower 1904 2 7 Holbert's wife b f murderMS Harrison 1904 3 13 unknown b m murderMS Bolivar 1904 3 19 Sawyer, Fayette b m murderMS Bolivar 1904 3 19 Harris, Burke b m murderMS Amite 1904 5 23 unknown b m murderMS Washington 1904 6 3 Vanhorn b m murderMS Washington 1904 6 3 Mayfield b m aid murderMS Webster 1904 6 26 Dunham, Starling b m rapeMS Chickasaw 1904 7 9 Tucker, Jesse b m rape attemptMS Bolivar 1905 1 2 unknown b m rape attemptMS Washington 1905 3 5 unknown b m murderMS Newton 1905 6 23 Mobley, Pierce 
Harris, Henry 
Harris, William




10 11 Jackson, William b m burglary
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LYNCHINGS IN THE DEEP SOUTH, 1882-1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO DAY NAME R S CRIME
MS Tunica 1907 10 11 Shoots, James b m burglaryMS Tunica 1907 10 11 Robinson, George b m burglaryMS Chickasaw 1907 10 22 Sykes, Henry b m obscene phoneMS Carroll 1907 10 27 Myers b m refused posseMS Quitman 1907 10 28 Gorman, Charles b m rapeMS Harrison 1907 12 16 Husband, Pat b m rapeMS Lincoln 1908 1 2 Autman, Coot b m assaultMS Tunica 1908 1 28 unknownl b m murderMS Tunica 1908 1 28 unknown2 b m murderMS Lincoln 1908 2 10 Piggott, Eli b m rapeMS Jackson 1908 3 10 Poe, David b m arsonMS Jackson 1908 3 10 Ranston, Thomas b m arsonMS Jackson 1908 3 10 Jenkins, bro2 b m arsonMS Jackson 1908 3 10 Jenkins, brol b m arsonMS Copiah 1908 4 5 Winston, John b m murderMS Leflore 1908 8 28 Smith, John b m burglaryMS Lafayette 1908 9 8 Patton, Nib b m murderMS Yazoo 1908 9 20 Jones, Charles b m murderMS Newton 1908 10 10 Dawkins, Dee b m murderMS Newton 1908 10 10 Johnson, Frank b m murderMS Newton 1908 10 10 Fielder, Bill b m murderMS Coahoma 1908 10 11 Davis, Jim b m assaultMS Coahoma 1908 10 11 Davis, Frank b m assaultMS De Soto 1908 10 15 Jackson, W.J. b m theftMS Newton 1908 11 2 Hodges, William b m rape attemptMS Harrison 1908 11 10 Leidy, Henry b m rapeMS Pearl Rive 1909 1 10 Willis, Pink b m rape attemptMS Chickasaw 1909 2 9 Baskin, Roby b m murderMS Leflore 1909 3 12 Gordon, Joseph b m assaultMS Yazoo 1909 4 11 Montgomery, Horace b m murder attemptMS Washington 1909 8 12 Robinson, William b m unk
MS Coahoma 1909 9 6 McDaniels, Hiram b m murderMS Kemper 1909 10 28 unknownl b m murder
MS Kemper 1909 10 28 unknown2 b m murderMS Kemper 1909 10 28 unknown3 b ro murderMS Kemper 1909 10 28 unknown4 b m murderMS Lauderdale 1909 11 25 Chambers, Morgan b m robberyMS Lauderdale 1910 4 13 O'Neil, Thomas b m murderMS Panola 1910 6 13 Curl, Elmo b m murderMS Holmes 1910 6 15 Mitchell, Otho b m murder attemptMS Simpson 1910 6 27 Jones b m murderMS Monroe 1910 9 1 Thompson, Nicholas b m rape
* denotes black mob
Source: Beck et al. 1991.
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ILLINOIS 42 27 69
pop. in 1000s 4,822 5,639
exe./100,000 0.87 0.48 0.675
INDIANA 2 12 14
pop. in 1000s 2,516 2,701
exe./100,000 0.08 0.44 0.26
IOWA 2 2 4
pop. in 1000s 2,232 2,225
exe./100,000 0.09 0.09 0.09
KANSAS 3 0 3
pop. in 1000s 1,470 1,691
exe./100,000 0.2 0 0.1
KENTUCKY 41 30 71
pop. in 1000s 2,147 2,290
exe./100,000 1.91 1.31 1.61
LOUISIANA 75 91 166
pop. in 1000s 1,382 1,656
exe./100,000 5.43 5.5 5.465
MAINE 5 0 5
pop. in 1000s 694 742
exe./100,000 0.72 0 0.36
MARYLAND 36 25 61
pop. in 1000s 1,042 1,188
exe./100,000 3.03 1.93 2.48
MASSACHUSETTS 8 10 18
pop. in 1000s 2,805 3,366
exe./100,000 0.29 0.3 0.295
MICHIGAN 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 2,421 2,810
exe./100,000 0 0 0
MINNESOTA 8 7 15
pop. in 1000s 1,751 2,076
exe./100,000 0.46 0.34 0.4
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APPENDIX C continued
LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES,
1891-1910
1891- 1901- 1891-
STATE 1900 1910 1910
MISSISSIPPI
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
MISSOURI
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
MONTANA
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEBRASKA
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEVADA
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEW HAMPSHIRE
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEW JERSEY
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEW MEXICO
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NEW YORK
pop. in 1000s 
exe./100,000
NORTH CAROLINA
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NORTH DAKOTA 4 4 8
pop. in 1000s 319 577
exe./100,000 1.25 0.69 0.97
OHIO 24 28 52
pop. in 1000s 4,158 4,767
exe./100,000 0.58 0.59 0.585
OKLAHOMA 37 12 49
pop. in 1000s 790 1,657
exe./100,000 4.68 0.72 2.7
OREGON 12 26 38
pop. in 1000s 414 673
exe./100,000 2.9 3.86 3.38
PENNSYLVANIA 72 143 215
pop. in 1000s 6,302 7,665
exe./100,000 1.14 1.87 1.505
RHODE ISLAND 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 429 543
exe./100,000 0 0 0
SOUTH CAROLINA 59 41 100
pop. in 1000s 1,340 1,515
exe./100,000 4.4 2.71 3.555
SOUTH DAKOTA 5 4 9
pop. in 1000s 402 584
exe./100,000 1.24 0.68 0.96
TENNESSEE 39 37 76
pop. in 1000s 2,021 2,185
exe./100,000 1.93 1.69 1.81
TEXAS 115 74 189
pop. in 1000s 3,049 3,897
exe./100,000 3.77 1.9 2.835
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UTAH 3 2 5
pop. in 1000s 277 373
exe./100,000 1.08 0.54 0.81
VERMONT 1 1 2
pop. in 1000s 344 356
exe./100,000 0.29 0.28 0.285
VIRGINIA 62 109 171
pop. in 1000s 1,854 2,062
exe./100,000 3.34 5.29 4.315
WASHINGTON 9 21 30
pop. in 1000s 518 1,142
exe./100,000 1.74 1.84 1.79
WEST VIRGINIA 1 11 12
pop. in 1000s 959 1,221
exe./100,000 0.1 0.9 0.5
WISCONSIN 0 0 0
pop. in 1000s 2,069 2,334
exe./100,000 0 0 0
WYOMING 2 2 4
pop. in 1000s 93 146
exe./100,000 2.15 1.37 1.76
Source: Eliza Husband, 1990
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAH MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
AL Lee 1891 Jam 6 Johnson, John b m 15 murder
AL Geneva 1891 May08 Flournoy, Monk b m rape
AL Lowndes 1891 Jun26 Davidson, Jim b m murder
AL Jackson 1892 Jan22 McCord, Bob b m murder
AL Wilcox 1892 Marl 9 Carter,Robert b m murder
AL Lowndes 1892 JU108 Maull, Sam b m 17 murder
AL Wilcox 1892 JU129 Edwards, Peter b m 19 murder
AL Jefferson 1893 Feb02 Smith, Sam b m 19 murder
AL Jefferson 1893 Jan27 Scroggins, Wm w m 19 murder
AL Jefferson 1893 Mar03 Sims, Bob b m 20 murder
AL Cherokee 1893 MarlO Arp, Sherman b m murder
AL Greene 1893 Mayl2 Rencher, Jim b m murder
AL Macon 1893 May 2 6 Pugh, Howard b m 17 rape
AL Macon 1893 May 2 6 Alexander, Robt b m 18 rape
AL Macon 1893 May 2 6 Pugh, Louis b m 18 rape
AL Escambia 1893 Jul07 Hodges, Amos b m murder
AL Sumter 1893 Sepl5 Green, Steptoe b m 33 murder
AL Walker 1893 0ct09 Lacy, Will b m 21 rape
AL Dale 1893 NOV21 Wooten, Mitchell b m murder
AL Tuscaloosa 1894 Jan05 Farmer, Will b m 24 murder
AL Bullock 1894 Mar 30 Johnson, Israel b m murder
AL Covington 1894 Apr 20 Jackson, Jesse b m murder
AL Greene 1894 Mayl8 Rice, Armistead b m murder
AL Mobile 1894 Mayl8 McNeil, Wm b m murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Jull3 Woodely, Joe b m murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Jull3 Calloway, Jim b m murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Jul20 Davis, Porter b m 23 murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Jul20 Washington, Dan b m 20 murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Jul20 Exell, Chas. b m 30 murder
AL Montgomery 1894 Sep 10 Woodley, Wm b m murder
AL Bullock 1894 Octll Hicks, Jackson b m murder
AL Bullock 1894 Oct 11 Tyson, Amos b m murder
AL Dale 1894 Novl6 Summers, Jim b m murder
AL Jefferson 1895 Feb08 Byars, Eugene w m 31 murder
AL Jefferson 1895 Jun07 Harris, Lee b m 23 murder
AL Jefferson 1895 Jun07 Mitchell, Abe b m 22 murder
AL Mobile 1895 Junl4 Goodwin, Phillip b m murder
AL Mobile 1895 Jul05 Norville, Thos. b m murder
AL Lowndes 1895 Aug 02 Roundtree, Phil. b m murder
AL Macon 1896 Janll Collins, Freeman b m murder
AL Bullock 1896 Apr04 Burton, Chas. b m murder
AL Bullock 1896 Apr 04 Brown, Jordan b m murder
AL Jefferson 1896 May 08 Walton, John b m murder
AL Dale 1896 May09 McCrea, Mike b m murder
269
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
AL Mobile 1896 Aug21 Graham, W.H.M. b m murder
AL Macon 1896 NOV21 Dawson, Henry b m murder
AL Russell 1896 NOV28 Young, Jackson b m murder
AL Shelby 1897 Febl9 McAdams, Ha1ter b m 24 murder
AL Etowah 1897 Mar05 Daughorill, Colinw m 26 murder
AL Sumter 1897 Jul30 Johnson, John b m 25 murder
AL Dallas 1897 Jul30 Newell, Pig b m murder
AL Monroe 1897 Sepl7 Bradley,Geo. b m murder
AL Henry 1897 DeclO Fields, Sam b m murder
AL Henry 1897 DeclO Glover, Jim b m murder
AL Pickens 1897 Decl7 Beard, Brad b m 14 rape
AL Hale 1898 Feb25 Scott, Bill b m murder
AL Mobile 1898 Jan 21 Knight, Jeff. b m murder
AL Lowndes 1898 Sep30 Klaus, Thos. b m 30 murder
AL Mobile 1899 Feb03 Davis, Iasish b m murder
AL Montgomery 1899 Jan20 Hall, John b m murder
AL Montgomery 1899 Jan20 Hall, Henry b m murder
AL Coffee 1899 Marl7 Terry, Mage b m murder
AL Pike 1899 Mar 31 Johnson, Thos. w m murder
AL Pike 1899 Mar 31 Hale, Richard w m murder
AL Pike 1899 Mar 31 Rivers, Sam b m murder
AL Jefferson 1899 Jun30 Cook, Frank b m 23 murder
AL Bibb 1899 Aug 04 Hill, Alex b m 25 murder
AL Mobile 1899 Sepl5 Gardner, Henry b m 18 rape
AL Jefferson 1900 Feb09 Golson, Will b m 28 murder
AL Russell 1900 JanlO Harris, Bill b m murder
AL Talladega 1900 May 18 Curry, Elbert b m murder
AL Greene 1900 Mayl8 Gordon, Walter b m murder
AL Greene 1900 Mayl8 Ingram, Beauty b m 18 murder
AL Talladega 1901 Mayl6 Keith, Vincent b m murder
AL Jefferson 1901 Jun28 Williams, Alonzo b m murder
AL Jefferson 1901 Jun28 Miller, Frank w m murder
AL St. Clair 1901 Sep 20 Brown, Jim b m rape
AL Jefferson 1901 Dec20 Winton, Jim b m 25 murder
AL Jefferson 1901 Dec20 Redding, Will b m 26 murder
AL Barbour 1902 Jan03 Brown, Bob b m 18 murder
AL Perry 1902 Mar 06 Sanders, Luke b m murder
AL Dallas 1902 Mar 2 8 Harris, Will b m murder
AL Talladega 1902 May 2 2 Wood, George b m murder
AL Talladega 1902 May 2 2 Wood, Charner b m murder
AL Dallas 1902 Aug22 Bailey, Walter b m 27 murder
AL Jefferson 1902 Sep 05 Charleston, Tayl.>b m 33 murder
AL Perry 1902 Sep 13 Sanders, J.G. b m murder
AL Jefferson 1903 Mar 13 Webb, James b m 22 murder
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
AL Jefferson 1903 Mar 2 7 Dorsey, Will b m 30 murder
AL Randolph
Bibb
1903 Apr 10 Barsh, Tom b m murder
AL 1903 Apr 2 4 Walker, Ed b m murder
AL Barbour 1903 Junl2 Cooper, Wm 
King, Sidney
b m murder
AL Jefferson 1903 JU131 b m 23 murder
AL Montgomery 1903 Jul31 Menas, Alex b m murder
AL Montgomery 1903 JU131 Starks, Will b m murder
AL Jefferson 1903 Aug07 Jones, Will b m armrob
AL Jefferson 1903 Aug07 Hudson, Will b m 26 armrob
AL Geneva 1903 Aug21 Tinsel, Luther b m murder
AL Randolph 1903 Sep25 Stevens, Sherman b m murder
AL Jefferson 1903 Oct 2 2 Hall, Felix b m 35 murder
AL Crenshaw 1903 Oct 30 Chambers, Jim b m murder
AL Crenshaw 1903 Oct 30 Shaw, Lon b m murder
AL Jefferson 1903 Decl7 Stringer, John b m 27 murder
AL Jefferson 1903 Dec31 Brooks, J.W. b m murder
AL Lee 1904 Mar05 Sparks, Chas. b m murder
AL Jefferson 1904 Mar 2 5 Stone, Robt. b m murder
AL Escambia 1904 Mayl3 Kelly, Charles M,.b m murder
AL Jefferson 1904 Mayl3 Page, Steve b m murder
AL Baldwin 1904 Jul08 Plant, Thos. b m murder
AL Mobile 1904 Sep08 Hudson, Ed b m 29 murder
AL Montgomery 1904 Sep09 Jones, Tony b m 20 murder
AL Calhoun 1904 Sep09 Burton, Andrew b m murder
AL Shelby 1904 Sep09 Jahnson, Larkin b m murder
AL Perry 1904 Oct 21 Allen, Jeff b m murder
AL Jefferson 1904 Nov25 Duncan, Frank w m 36 murder
AL Washington 1905 Janl4 Carter, Ira b m murder
AL Jefferson 1905 MarlO Robertson, Alf. b m murder
AL Jefferson 1905 MarlO Braham, Jud b m 23 murder















AL Morgan 1905 Junl6 Smith Harvey b m murder
AL Morgan 1905 Junl6 Collier, John b m murder
AL Tuscaloosa 1905 Jun23 Carpenter, John b m murder
AL Barbour 1905 Jun29 Card, b m murder
AL Jefferson 1905 Oct 05 Hale, Wesley b m murder
AL Jefferson 1905 Oct 2 7 Shelton, Andersonb m murder
AL Etowah 1905 Dec29 Hunter, Jack b m murder
AL Etowah 1905 Dec29 Garner, Vance b m murder
AL Jefferson 1906 Mar 09 Walker, Jim,jr. b m murder
AL Randolph 1906 Mar 30 Chappell, Ed b m murder
AL Lowndes 1906 Apr 06 Haley, Albert b m murder
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
AL Lowndes 1906 Apr06 Patton, John b m murder
AL Marengo 1906 Jun29 Richardson, Robt .b m murder
AL Jefferson 1906 AuglO Fletcher, Earle b m 23 murder
AL Mobile 1907 Mar 15 Thomas, Andrew w m 28 murder
AL Marshall 1907 Apr 2 5 Watts, Robert w m murder
AL Mobile 1907 Jun21 McClelland, Will b m murder
AL Montgomery 1907 JU126 Coleman, Calvin b m murder
AL Hale 1907 Novi 5 Taylor, Doss b m rape
AL Jefferson 1908 FeblO Thaxton, Henry b m murder
AL Choctaw 1908 MayOl DuBose, Arthella b m murder
AL Hale 1909 Feb04 Howard, Ed b m murder
AL Talladega 1909 Mar 31 Watson, Geo. b m armrob
AL Mobile 1909 Jun09 Sturtevant, Geo. b m murder
AL Clarke 1909 Oct 2 2 Balaam, Lewis b m 21 murder
AL Crenshaw 1909 Oct 2 2 Stevenson, Wm w m 27 murder
AL Franklin 1909 Decl7 Roberson, Tom w m murder'
AL Jefferson 1910 Mar 2 5 Rodgers, Jow b m murder
AL Jefferson 1910 May 20 Twitty, Eugene b m murder
AL Dallas 1910 Jun09 Harrell, Freeman b m murder
AL Hale 1910 Junl6 McDaniel, Joe b m murder
AL Chilton 1910 Jun21 Young, Wiley b m murder
AL Bibb 1910 Aug 13 Mason, Tolley b m murder
GA McIntosh 1891 Jan 15 Reeves, Chas. b m murder
GA Dade 1891 Mayl5 Moore, Rufus b m 21 murder
GA Ware 1891 May 2 2 Chambers, Benj. b m murder
GA Randolph 1891 May 2 8 Snelling, Sam b m murder
GA Jefferson 1891 Jun20 Brooks, Sherman b m murder
GA Decatur 1891 Jun26 Lemax, Exeguiel w m murder
GA Fulton 1891 Jul03 Washington, Geo. b m murder
GA Fulton 1891 Jul24 Ozborn, Chas. M. w m murder
GA Richmond 1891 Sep 04 Danforth, Frank b m murder
GA Chatham 1891 Sepl8 Morea, Albert b m murder
GA Butts 1891 Oct 16 Greer, Sam b m murder
GA Morgan 1891 Octl6 Morris, Alexanderb m murder
GA Washington 1891 Nov06 Webb, Tom b m rape
GA Dade 1891 Nov06 Weyman, A.B. b m murder
GA Montgomery 1891 NOV20 Blasch, Wm b m murder
GA Chatham 1892 Febl9 Cummings, Charlesb m murder
GA Calhoun 1892 Jan08 Rowell, Sol b m riot
GA Troup 1892 Jan08 Bray, Allen b m murder
GA Liberty 1892 Jan08 McCoy, Wm b m murder
GA Calhoun 1892 Jan08 Richards, Bob b m riot
GA Chatham 1892 Jan22 Dotson, Lucius b m murder
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
GA Campbell 1892 Apr 01 Cook Walter b m murder
GA Hare 1892 Mayl3 Cheevers, Elijah b m murder
GA McDuffie 1892 Mayl3 Wilson, Coleman b m murder
GA Fannin 1892 Jun24 Green, Edmund m murder
GA Macon 1892 Jun30 Banks, Edward m murder
GA Fulton 1892 Jull5 Daniels, Peter b m murder
GA Chatham 1892 Jul22 Williams, Gus b m murder
GA Walker 1892 Oct 06 Marable, Roscoe b m murder
GA Dooley 1892 Oct 2 8 Coney, Orin b m murder
GA Bibb 1892 NOV29 Bell, Willie b m 14 murder
GA Bibb 1893 Mar 31 Lewis, Louis b m murder
GA Crawford 1893 Apr 2 9 Smith, Nathan b m murder
GA Appling 1893 May05 Yarbrough, Jesse b m murder
GA Richmond 1893 May 2 6 Ransey, Henry b m murder
GA Chatham 1893 Jun30 Thorpe, Sam b m murder
GA Burke 1893 Jun30 Racken, Sumner b m murder
GA McIntosh 1893 JulOl Lamar, James b m murder
GA Ware 1893 Jul28 Courney, Jim b m murder
GA Montgomery 1893 Sep29 Brewington, H. b m murder
GA Montgomery 1893 Sep 2 9 Gordon, Weldon b m murder
GA Montgomery 1893 Sep29 jacobs, Hiram b m murder
GA Montgomery 1893 Sep29 Manuel, L. b m murder
GA Montgomery 1893 Sep29 Strickland, P. b m murder
GA Bartow 1893 Oct 20 Dutton, Will w m murder
GA Morgan 1893 0ct27 Williams, Ike b m murder
GA Dade 1893 Novl7 Rutherford, John b m murder
GA Pike 1893 NOV24 Stnely, Will b m murder
GA Emanuel 1893 DecOl Johnston, Chas. b m murder
GA Wayne 1894 Jan26 Mumford, Jerry b m murder
GA Thomas 1894 Mar 01 Spencer, henry b m 25 murder
GA Bibb 1894 May 2 5 Miller, Henry b m 26 murder
GA Jasper 1894 Junl5 Coleman, Frank b m murder
GA Elbert 1894 Dec 14 Williams, Alex b m murder
GA Richmond 1895 Feb08 Williams, Jabez b m murder
GA Screven 1895 Janll Archer, Henry m murder
GA Terrell 1895 Jan31 Stevens, Harrisonb m murder
GA Campbell 1895 Mar 01 Dean, John b m murder
GA Pulaski 1895 Marl 6 Strong, Wash b m murder
GA Brooks 1895 Apr 05 Jeffries, Jerry b m 22 murder
GA Troup 1895 Apr05 Gates, Richard b m murder
GA Sumter 1895 May03 Brooks, Edward b m 18 murder
GA Tatnall 1895 May 31 Birch, Irwin b m murder
GA Warren 1895 NOV22 Cody, Amanda b f murder
GA Warren 1895 NOV22 English, Florenceb f murder
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LEGAL EXECUTIONS IN THE DEEP SOUTH
1891 -1910
ST COUNTY YEAR MO/DAY NAME R S AGE CRIME
GA Rabun 1896 Febl4 Keener, Seymour w m murder
GA Meriwether 1896 Apr 2 8 Waters, Green b m murder
GA Fulton 1896 Sep04 Hayne, Arthur w m murder
GA Jefferson 1897 Feb26 Deas, William b m rape
GA Dougherty 1897 JanOl Cunningham, Sankyb m rape
GA Lowndes 1897 Jan22 Burney, Jake b m murder
GA Oconee 1897 Mar 2 6 Elder, George b m murder
GA Oglethorpe 1897 May 21 Finney, Linton b m murder
GA Telfair 1897 May 21 Morton, Elijah b m murder
GA Muscogee 1897 Jun04 White, Henry w m 19 murder
GA Pike 1897 Junl8 Deck, Thomas w m murder
GA Dekalb 1897 Jun25 Hudson, Terrell b m murder
GA McIntosh 1897 JU109 Jones, Jonas b m murder
GA DeKalb 1897 Sep08 Perry, Horace w m murder
GA Irwin 1897 DeclO Nesbit, Henry b m murder
GA Bulloch 1897 DeclO Brown, Erastus b m 31 murder
GA Jackson 1897 Decl7 Brooks, Bud w m murder
GA Jackson 1897 Decl7 Reynolds, Grady w m murder
GA Early 1898 Febl8 Luby, Christopherw m murder
GA Fulton 1898 Jan07 Cyrus, Tom b m murder
GA Decatur 1898 Jan07 Hopkins, Simon b m murder
GA Hancock 1898 Marll Thomas, Isaiah b m rape
GA Chatham 1898 Apr08 Graham, Br i ster b m murder
GA Dooley 1898 Junl7 Mills, Asbury b m murder
GA Upson 1898 Junl7 Weaver, John m rape
GA Bibb 1898 Decl6 Taylor, Abner m murder
GA Greene 1898 Dec 16 Battle, Reuben b m 17 murder
GA Chatham 1899 Janl3 Smalls, Abe b m murder
GA Macon 1899 Jan31 Hicks, Jeff b m murder
GA Chatham 1899 MarlO Charlton, Jon b m murder
GA Fulton 1899 Mar 14 Lewis, Robert w m murder
GA Chatham 1899 Apr 2 8 Wright, Frank b m murder
GA McDuffie 1899 May 03 Embree, Bill b m murder
GA Chatham 1899 Mayl2 Brown, Joly b m murder
GA Telfair 1899 Mayl9 Williams, Will b m murder
GA Burke 1899 May 2 5 Mobley, Crawford b m murder
GA Mitchell 1899 Junl6 Rembart, Jim b m murder
GA Dodge 1899 Jun23 Stephens, Cain b m murder
GA Appling 1899 Jun30 Angles, Will b m rape
GA Dodge 1899 Jull4 Wilson, Will b m murder
GA Chatham 1899 Jul21 Scott, Isaiah b m murder
GA Fulton 1899 Aug29 Carroll, Joe b m murder
GA Harris 1899 Sep 15 Brooks, Hillard b m murder
GA Early 1899 Sep28 Hall, James b m rape
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GA Wilkinson 1899 Oct 2 7 Cannon, Mack b m murder
GA Houston 1899 DecOl Smith, Richard b m murder
GA Richmond 1899 Dec 06 Taylor, Mack b m murder
GA Lowndes 1899 Decl5 Gooding, James b m murder
GA Lowndes 1899 Decl5 Powell, Wash. b m murder
GA Dougherty 1899 Decl5 Glasser, W.J. w m murder
GA Floyd 1900 Jan04 Harris, Sam b m 21 murder
GA Jackson 1900 Jan05 Fields, Ed b m murder
GA Emanuel 1900 Jan06 Rivers, Sherman b m murder
GA Richmond 1900 Jan09 Dunn, Sol b m murder
GA Decatur 1900 Janl2 Williams, Charleyb m murder
GA Decatur 1900 Janl 9 Denson, Phillip b m murder
GA Talbot 1900 Mar02 Leonard, Will b m murder
GA Bibb 1900 Apr 02 Fuller Allen b m murder
GA Appling 1900 Apr06 Goosbey, Buster b m 14 murder
GA Appling 1900 Apr06 Goosbey, King b m 16 murder
GA Pulaski 1900 Apr 20 Crawford, Homer b m murder
GA Wilkes 1900 Augl7 Herndon, Dillard w m murder
GA DeKalb 1900 Aug 2 8 Sharp, Hiram w m 51 murder
GA Cobb 1900 SepOl Robinson, Sam b m 22 rape
GA Elbert 1900 Oct 2 9 Branch, William b m murder
GA Newton 1900 Novi 5 Glover, Manzo b m murder
GA Mitchell 1901 JanlO Hines, Will b m murder
GA •Screven 1901 Junl4 Augustus, Arnold b m murder
GA Screven 1901 Junl4 Baldwin, Sam b m murder
GA Glynn 1901 Junl4 Griffin, Tricey b m 18 murder
GA Screven 1901 Junl4 Davis, Andrew b m murder
GA Screven 1901 Junl4 Sanders, Richard b m murder
GA Screven 1901 Junl4 Hudson, Wm b m murder
GA Chatham 1901 Aug 02 Mitchell, Geo. b m rape
GA Troup 1901 Aug02 Scott, Edmond b m 21 murder
GA Cherokee 1901 Aug27 Ross, Raymond b m 22 rape
GA Bibb 1901 Sep 05 Carroll, Levi b m 24 murder
GA Houston 1901 Sep06 Williams, Romulusb m murder
GA Banks 1901 Oct 19 Ryles, Neal b m 25 murder
GA Bartow 1901 NovOl Jackson, will b m 25 rape
GA Laurens 1902 Jan03 Robinson, John b m murder
GA Screven 1902 Jan03 Outland, Ernest b m murder
GA Dooley 1902 Mar 21 Peavey, John H. b m murder
GA Bibb 1902 May02 Price, Arthur b m 20 murder
GA Burke 1902 May 2 3 Reese, Floyd b m murder
GA Decatur 1902 Julll Sparkes, Jos. E. b m murder
GA Fulton 1902 Jul21 Wells, W.R. w m murder
GA Warren 1902 Aug08 Gibson, Jesse b m rape
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GA Berrien 1902 Sepl2 Bryant, Boisey b m 18 murder
GA Elbert 1902 OctlO Jones, Harry b m rape
GA Thomas 1902 Decl2 Tyus, Goldy b m murder
GA Richmond 1903 Feb06 Johnson, Miles b m rape
GA Thomas 1903 Mar 13 Steele, Henry b m murder
GA Colquitt 1903 Mar 20 Bryant, John Hen.b m murder
GA Sumter 1903 Mayl5 Adams, Monroe b m murder
GA Mitchell 1903 Junl2 Cicero, Oscar b m murder
GA Charlton 1903 JullO Miller, Dennis b m murder
GA Chatham 1903 JullO Cohen, Abe b m murder
GA Fulton 1903 Oct 30 Lee, Millard w m 23 murder
GA Bartow 1903 Decll Middlebrooks, Robb m murder
GA Worth 1903 Dec 18 Ferguson, Ned J. b m murder
GA Coffee 1903 Decl8 Cribb, Lee w m murder
GA Decatur 1903 Decl8 Grant, Wm b m murder
GA Wilcox 1904 FebOl Carruthers, Tom b m murder
GA Fulton 1904 JanOl Harris, John b m murder
GA Madison 1904 MarlO Strickland, Will b m murder
GA Colquitt 1904 Apr 16 Jenkins, Jim b m murder
GA Monroe 1904 Sepl9 Brooks, Smyth b m 22 murder
GA Walton 1904 Sep23 Ponder, GEo b m murder
GA Warren 1904 Sep24 Braddy, Alex b m murder
GA Burke 1904 NovOl Flournoy, Sampsonb m murder
GA McDuffie 1904 Dec06 Reed, Guy b m murder
GA McDuffie 1904 Dec27 Butler, John b m murder
GA Emanuel 1905 Feb04 Hilburn, Bud b m murder
GA Mitchell 1905 Janl3 Williford, Whitleb m murder
GA Houston 1905 Jan20 West, Lige b m murder
GA Floyd 1905 Mar07 Sutherland, Bob b m murder
GA Floyd 1905 Mar07 Baker, Courtney b m murder
GA Decatur 1905 Mar 2 2 Anderson, Noah b m murder
GA Webster 1905 Apr 2 7 Thornton, Tobe b m rape
GA Coweta 1905 May 05 Phillips, Grady b m murder
GA Rockdale 1905 Jun02 Sims, Will b m murder
GA Dougherty 1905 Jun02 Thomas, Peter b m murder
GA Fulton 1905 Dec08 Walker, Jim b m rape
GA Spaulding 1906 FeblO Greer, Lemuel b m murder
GA Spaulding 1906 FeblO Miller, Ralph b m murder
GA Terrell 1906 Febl7 Johnson, Essie b m murder
GA Heard 1906 Janl3 Hardy, Dock b m murder
GA Wilkes 1906 Mar 17 Andrews, richard b m rape
GA Sumter 1906 Mayl8 Broughton, Geo. b m murder
GA Morgan 1906 Mayl8 Grant, Huss b m murder
GA Sumter 1906 May 18 Grahma, John b m murder
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GA Sumter 1906 Sep07 Hichs, Jonas b m murder
GA White 1906 SeplO Moore, Bub b m murder
GA Morgan 1906 Oct 19 Bird, Earl b m murder
GA Baldwin 1906 NOVI 6 Devereaux, Sims b m murder
GA Lowndes 1906 Dec04 Moore, Alf b m murder
GA Lowndes 1906 Dec04 Rawlins, J.C. b m murder
GA Effingham 1906 Dec29 Perkins, Will b m murder
GA Cobb 1907 MarOl Bullard, John w m murder
GA Henry 1907 May 2 9 High, Buck b m 15 rape
GA Fulton 1907 Junl4 Johnson, Will b m rape
GA Cobb 1907 Jun21 Mitchell, John b m murder
GA Crisp 1907 Jun21 Bundrick, Geo.W. w m murder
GA Washington 1907 Aug 16 Nix, Will b m murder
GA Gwinnett 1907 Decl3 Howell, Matthew b m 26 murder
GA Carroll 1908 Feb 14 Summerlin, Chas. b m murder
GA Carroll 1908 Febl4 Summerlin, Wes b m murder
GA Chatham 1908 Feb25 Rogers, Willie w m murder
GA McIntosh 1908 Feb28 Holmes, Lee b m murder
GA Richmond 1908 Jan31 Glover, Arthur b m 55 murder
GA Fulton 1908 Mar 18 Johnson, Andrew b m murder
GA Troup 1908 Mar 20 Canady, Ingram b m rape
GA Mitchell 1908 Mar 20 Brown, Mack b m rape
GA Columbia 1908 Aprl7 Golatt, Bob b m 42 murder
GA Gwinnett 1908 May08 Campbe11, Henry b m murder
GA Hancock 1908 May 15 Cooper, Porter b m murder
GA Colquitt 1908 Junl9 Williams, Jonnie b m murder
GA Ware 1908 Jun23 Lyles, Harry w m murder
GA Murray 1908 Jun26 Harper, John w m murder
GA Appling 1908 SeplO Ryals, Neal b m rape
GA Jackson 1908 0ct09 Harrison, Leon b m murder
GA Fayette 1908 Octl5 Bennett, Jim b m 23 murder
GA Emanuel 1908 Dec 11 Joiner, Geo. b m murder
GA Houston 1908 Dec28 Willis, Fletcher b m murder
GA Troup 1909 Jan02 Truitt, Lucius b m murder
GA Macon 1909 JunOl Hicks, Isaiah b m murder
GA Jenkins 1909 Junll Jones, Jim b m murder
GA Dooley 1909 Jul08 Wiggins, Jim b m murder
GA Berrien 1909 Jul09 Lewis, Marshall b m murder
GA Wilkes 1909 Jul09 Fallin, Ed b m murder
GA Troup 1909 Aug 13 Elliott, J.M. b m murder
GA Clarke 1909 Oct 01 Hawkins, Wm. b m murder
GA Clay 1909 Oct 2 8 Bynam, Syl b m murder
GA Clarke 1909 Nov05 Whitman, Bud b m murder
GA Cherokee 1909 Novl9 Kellogg, J.B. b m murder
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GA Terrell 1909 Dec30 Bell, Henry b m murder
GA Cobb 1910 Febl9 Webb, Willard b m rape
GA Fulton 1910 Apr 15 Burge, George w m 36 murder
GA Columbia 1910 Aprl9 Lamkin, Julian b m murder
GA Jeff Davis 1910 May07 Suple, John b m murder
GA Sumter 1910 May 13 Patterson, Harry b m murder
GA Thomas 1910 May20 Harris, Howard b m rape
GA Troup 1910 JunlO Thomas, Walter b m rape
GA Fulton 1910 Junl7 Brooks, Frank b m 21 murder
GA Bartow 1910 Junl7 Cora, Jesse b m murder
GA DeKalb 1910 Jul29 Walker, Charles b m 32 murder
GA Washington 1910 Oct 2 8 Scott, Charles b m murder
GA Coffee 1910 NovlO DeVauss, Jake b m 35 murder
LA E. Carroll 1891 Mar 01 Jackson, James b m murder
LA Jefferson 1891 Aprl7 Green, William b m 23 murder
LA WBR 1891 Apr 2 4 Wilson, John b m rape
LA WBR 1891 Apr 2 4 Johnson, Melvilleb m murder
LA Caddo 1891 Jun25 Harris, Tom b m 35 murder
LA Calcasieu 1891 Sep04 Dial, W. M. b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1891 Sep04 Large, Charles b m murder
LA De Soto 1891 NOV27 Garrett, Frank b m murder
LA De Soto 1891 Nov27 Simmonds, Gus b m murder
LA Jefferson 1892 Febl9 Smith, William b m murder
LA Orleans 1892 Apr 2 2 Baker, Phillip w m murder
LA Orleans 1892 Mayl2 Deschamps w m 62 murder
LA ST. Tammany 1892 Augl9 Evans, Charles b m murder
LA St. Charles 1893 Feb24 Underwood, David b m murder
LA Orleans 1893 Janl3 Beadle, Allen b m murder
LA St. Martin 1893 Mar 2 4 Michael, Lewis b m murder
LA St. James 1893 Apr07 Fluker, Henry b m 22 murder
LA St. James 1893 Apr07 Howard, John b m 35 murder
LA Calcasieu 1893 Mayl9 Taylor, Lewis b m 27 rape
LA Orleans 1893 Jun30 Albert, Gus w m 26 murder
LA St. Charles 1893 Decl5 Ashley, leonard b m murder
LA EBR 1894 Mar02 Johnson, Dave b m murder
LA EBR 1894 Mar02 Washington,Mansf ib m murder
LA Tensas 1894 Mar09 Hill, Silas b m murder
LA Terrebone 1894 Mar09 Macre, Sidney b m murder
LA WBR 1894 Aug24 Causey, Ike b m murder
LA Assumption 1894 Oct 05 Butler, Randall m murder
LA LaFourche 1894 NOV09 Williams, Dunk b m 22 murder
LA Natchitoches 1895 Mar 2 2 Walsin, Joseph b m murder
LA Orleans 1895 Apr 19 Fuller, Frank b m murder
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LA Madison 1895 Aprl9 Brodder, Ben b m murder
LA LaFourche 1895 NOV08 Harris, Frank m 25 murder
LA Grant 1895 Dec 06 Hyams, Richard m murder
LA Iberia 1896 Janll Patterson, Wm b m murder
LA Orleans 1896 AprlO Schneider, Arthurw m 20 murder
LA Claiborne 1896 Jul24 Heard, John b m murder
LA Orleans 1896 JU124 Murray, Jim b m 38 murder
LA Union 1896 Oct02 Wilson, Mose b m murder
LA Concordia 1896 Oct 30 Armstrong, Sam b m murder
LA St. Landry 1896 NOV06 Chevis, will b m murder
LA Tarrebonne 1897 Marl3 Edwards, Willie b m rape
LA Lafayette 1897 Apr02 Blanc, Ernest w m murder
LA Lafayette 1897 Apr 02 Blanc, Alexis w m murder
LA De Soto 1897 Jun04 Willis, Jim b m murder
LA WBR 1897 Junl8 Butler, Allen b m murder
LA Ouachita 1897 Oct08 Pain, P. A. w m murder
LA St. Charles 1898 Jan07 Morris, Foxil b m murder
LA St. Charles 1898 Jan07 Richardson, Lewisb m murder
LA St. Charles 1898 Jan07 Washington, Georgb m murder
LA Franklin 1898 Mar04 Graham, John b m murder
LA Iberville 1898 Apr 01 Victor, Reuben b m 33 murder
LA St. James 1898 Aprl5 Jackson, Owen b m 20 murder
LA Rapides 1898 Aprl5 Timberlake, J.T. w m 32 murder
LA EBR 1898 Apr 2 2 Willi ams, Nathan b m murder
LA Livingston 1898 May 2 7 Durant, Louis w m murder
LA St. Helena 1898 Jun03 Robertson, Adam b m murder
LA W. Feliciana 1898 JunlO Hill, Joe b m murder
LA Franklin 1898 Oct 2 8 Grimble, Gus, Jr.. b m murder
LA Tensas 1898 Decl6 Fassett, Simon b m murder
LA Ascension 1899 Febl7 Tate, Albert b m 25 murder
LA Bienville 1899 Mar03 Bradley, Jack b m murder
LA Iberville 1899 Jun02 Mitchell, Alexandb m 29 murder
LA E. Feliciana 1899 Jul21 Fields, John b m murder
LA St. John 1899 Aug 04 Naska, Frank w m murder
LA St. Mary 1899 Augl8 Guidry, Louis b m 22 murder
LA EBR 1899 Novi 7 Bates, Val b m 30 rape
LA E. Carroll 1899 Novi 7 Walker, william b m murder
LA Plaquemine 1900 Feb23 Davis, Handy b m murder
LA Orleans 1900 Mar02 Green, John b m murder
LA Orleans 1900 Mar02 Brown, Charles b m murder
LA Orleans 1900 Mar06 Brown, Hypolite b m murder
LA Orleans 1900 Mar 06 Catley, Reuben b m murder
LA LaFourche 1900 Mar09 Nathaniel, Thos b m murder
LA EBR 1900 JunOl Williams, Oscar b m murder
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LA Richland 1900 JU106 McSwain, Bell b m murder
LA Richland 1900 JU106 Parker, Jim b m murder
LA Tensas 1901 Jan05 Smith, Gus b m murder
LA Tensas 1901 Jan05 Perry, Ben b m murder
LA De Soto 1901 Jan25 Williams, Sam b m murder
LA St. Mary 1901 Jan25 Pierre, Arthur b m murder
LA St. Landry 1901 Mar08 Gordon, Stanley b m murder
LA St. Landry 1901 Mar08 Payne, William b m 35 murder
LA St. Landry 1901 Mar08 Simpson, Nathan b m murder
LA Caddo 1901 Aprl2 Thomas, Joe b m murder
LA LaFourche 1901 Nov08 Wagner, Ed b m murder
LA De Soto 1902 Marl 3 Washington, Generb m murder
LA W. Feliciana 1902 Apr04 Carter, Ed b m murder
LA W. Feliciana 1902 Apr04 Canady, Marshall b m murder
LA W. Feliciana 1902 Apr04 Gibbs, Neal b m murder
LA Ascension 1902 AprlS Washington, Ellisb m murder
LA Ascension 1902 Aprl8 Wallace, Phillip b m murder
LA Pointe Coupe 1902 Dec 12 Williams, Willie b m murder
LA Caddo 1903 Jun04 Keziah, John b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1903 Augl4 Batson, A.E. w m murder
LA Cameron 1903 Sepl2 Comeaux, Joseph b m murder
LA Concordia 1903 Sepl8 Stewart, Sam b m 22 murder
LA Concordia 1903 Decl8 Smith Girard b m murder
LA Orleans 1904 Sep23 Lewis, Moses D. b m rape
LA Natchitoches 1904 Sep23 Johnson, Henry b m murder
LA Caddo 1904 Sep30 Johnson, Bill b m murder
LA Orleans 1904 0ct04 Foley, Charles w m murder
LA Calcasieu 1904 Dec 12 Ferguson, Jenkinsb m murder
LA Bossier 1905 Febl7 Richardson, Ed b m murder
LA Rapides 1905 Febl7 Underwood, Tom b m 41 murder
LA Orleans 1905 Mar 2 4 Lyon, Lewis W. w m 54 murder
LA E. Carroll 1905 Mar 31 Robinson, Tom b m murder
LA Ascension 1905 Apr 2 8 Valentine, Jules b m robba
LA Orleans 1905 Apr 2 8 Aspara, Sam w m murder
LA Bossier 1905 May 2 6 Wilson, Wesley b m murder
LA Iberia 1905 Jul07 Holmes, Amos b m 19 rape
LA Concordia 1905 JU128 Winn, Alex b m murder
LA Concordia 1905 Jul28 Walker, Nathan b m murder
LA Lincoln 1905 Aug 04 Burton, Bob b m BErape
LA WBR 1905 NovlO Mason, James b m murder
LA Ascension 1906 Feb02 Williams, Ed b m murder
LA Tensas 1906 Feb02 Bee, Oscar b m murder
LA Caddo 1906 MarOl Coleman, Charles b m murder
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LA Madison 1906 Mar 30 Randall, william b m murder
LA Richland 1906 Mayll Young, William b m rape
LA Iberville 1906 Jul27 Poindexter, Roberb m murder
LA Lafayette 1906 Aug24 Howard, Dave b m 28 murder
LA Caddo 1906 0ctl9 Berrymen, Isaac b m murder
LA Rapides 1906 Dec07 Brady, Thomas w m 45 murder
LA Bossier 1907 Marl5 Stevenson, Robertb m murder
LA Assumption 1907 Apr 2 6 Jones, Junius b m murder
LA St. Martin 1907 JU112 LeBlanc, Elius w m murder
LA St. Tammany 1907 Jull9 Steward, George b m 22 rape
LA Orleans 1907 Aug 09 Mehojovich, Lazarw m 49 rape
LA St. John 1907 Oct 10 Young, Lewis b m 17 rape
LA EBR 1907 0ct25 Thomas, Phil b m murder
LA E. Feliciana 1908 Feb07 Thomas, Calvin m murder
LA Calcasieu 1908 Feb07 West, Albert b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1908 Feb07 Williams, Edmon b m murder
LA E. Carroll 1908 Feb07 Culpepper, Jhn b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1908 Jan03 Coleman, Lee w m 46 murder
LA W. Feliciana 1908 Janl7 Weston, Robert b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1908 Apr 2 4 Stevens, Tobe b m BErape
LA Franklin 1908 Mayl6 Wylie, Edgar b m murder
LA Orleans 1908 Oct 2 3 Pierre, Jacques b m murder
LA Orleans 1908 Oct 2 3 Honore, Edward b m murder
LA Vermilion 1908 Oct23 Montgomery, Ferneb m 31 murder
LA Rapides 1908 Oct 2 3 Ayles, Edward b m murder
LA Plaquemine 1908 Oct 2 3 Hall, Robert b m murder
LA Madison 1909 Mar05 Washington, Andreb m murder
LA Jefferson 1909 Mar 05 Williams, Willie b in murder
LA Calcasieu 1909 Mar 05 Madison, Charles b m rape
LA St. Mary 1909 Mar 05 Ratier, Jack b m murder
LA WBR 1909 Mar05 Davis, Charles b m murder
LA WBR 1909 Mar 05 Jones, Ben b m murder
LA WBR 1909 Mar05 Jones, Wallace b m murder
LA Franklin 1909 Mayl4 Broadus, Burton b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1909 Junl8 Smith, Monroe b m murder
LA Madison 1309 Junl8 Collier, Jim b m murder
LA Calcasieu 1909 Junl8 Blankford, henry b m murder
LA St. Charles 1909 Jull6 Gebbia, Leonardo w m murder
LA Vermilion 1909 Oct08 Johnson, Emanuel b m rape
LA Natchitoches 1909 Oct08 Zeno, Bub b m murder
LA Tangipahoa 1909 Oct 15 Blount, Avery w m murder
LA Ouachita 1909 Decl7 Davis, Bud b m 37 murder
LA Acadia 1910 Febll Woods, Armas b m murder
LA Caddo 1910 Feb25 Mitchell, Josh b m murder
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LA Orleans 1910 Janl4 Bortunna, Carl w m 27 murder
LA St. James 1910 Apr08 Bias, Manuel b m 25 murder
LA Madison 1910 SeplO Williams, Louis b m murder
LA Madison 1910 SeplO Jackson, Sam b m murder
LA Washington 1910 NOV25 Connerly, Hugh b m 26 murder
MS Warren 1891 May 20 Parish, Burrell b m murder
MS Pike 1891 May 2 2 Sheridan, Henry b m murder
MS Hinds 1891 May 2 7 Harris, Anthony b m murder
MS Holmes 1891 May 2 8 Moffatt, Nelson b m 60 murder
MS Holmes 1891 Jun02 Story, Eugene w m 26 murder
MS Tippan 1891 Jul07 Cox, Samuel b m murder
MS Jefferson 1891 Novll Chambers, Alex b m ' murder
MS Washington 1891 Dec09 Thomas, Forrest b m murder
MS Jefferson 1892 Apr 20 Blackburn, Cole. b m murder
MS Sharkey 1892 Mayl9 Knight, Wm m murder
MS Warren 1892 May 20 Teptone, Sam b m
MS Rankin 1892 Sep29 Scott, James b m
MS Lauderdale 1892 Dec07 White, John b m murder
MS Pike 1893 Mar09 Ford, L.E. w m murder
MS Copiah 1893 Mar22 McCoy, Ben b m murder
MS Copiah 1893 Mar 2 2 Terry, John b m murder
MS Warren 1893 May03 Spate, Jerry b m murder
MS Copiah 1893 Junl4 Hennington,Cesar b m murder
MS Wilkinson 1893 SepOl Tucker, Milton b m murder
MS Hinds 1894 Apr 2 5 Smith, Horace b m murder
MS Hinds 1894 Apr 2 5 Singleton,Horace b m murder
MS Lauderdale 1894 Jull3 Bye, Wm b m murder
MS Lauderdale 1894 Jull3 Treet, Wm b m murder
MS Madison 1894 Jul31 Brothers, Scott b m murder
MS Washington 1894 Sepl9 Adams, Stephen b m murder
MS Coahoma 1894 Decl9 Gilbert, Joseph b m murder
MS Coahoma 1895 Jan09 Ivey, Bobby b m murder
MS Tallahatchie 1895 Junl8 Wells, John F. m murder
MS Claiborne 1895 Jun? Saunders, john b m murder
MS Issaquena 1895 Jul03 Hubbard, Griffin b m murder
MS Issaquena 1895 Jul03 Wilson, Grant b m murder
MS Issaquena 1895 Jul03 Purvis, Bob b m murder
MS Perry 1896 Jan08 Hathorn, F.D. w m murder
MS Perry 1896 Jan08 Wade, Thompson b m murder
MS Hinds 1896 Junl3 Palmer, Shepherd b m murder
MS unknown 1897 Mar 2 4 Kelly, George m murder
MS Washington 1897 MayOl Gibson, John b m murder
MS Warren 1897 JunOl Carver, Richard b m murder
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MS Forrest 1897 Aug05 Perryman, John b m rape
MS Tate 1898 Febl7 Edwards, Geo.W. b m murder
MS Forrest 1898 Feb 2 2 Shows, Lemuel m murder
MS Lowndes 1898 MarOl Horn, Perter b m murder
MS Clay 1898 Mar 02 Calvert, Chas. b m murder
MS Lincoln 1898 Junl8 Davis, Slilas b m murder
MS Lowndes 1898 Jun28 Lee, Joseph b m murder
MS Harrison 1898 Jull2 Gibson, Harry b m murder
MS Adams 1899 Feb04 Green, richard b m murder
MS Coppiah 1899 Jan21 Williams, Jow b m rape
MS Yazoo 1899 Aprl5 Washington, Sam b m murder
MS Washington 1899 may 18 Robinson, Joseph b m murder
MS Washington 1899 Sep28 Williams, Henry b m murder
MS Yazoo 1899 Novl3 Grandsoon, Edwardb m murder
MS Clarke 1900 Jul07 Evans, Randolph b m murder
MS Wilkinson 1901 Jan05 McCullough, Wm w m murder
MS Wilkinson 1901 Jan05 Kirby, Will b m murder
MS Attala 1901 Mar 2 2 Kelley, George b m murder
MS Adams 1901 Apr 2 4 Jahnson, Jacob b m murder
MS Simpson 1901 May 31 Haverson, O.H. w m murder
MS Madison 1902 JanlO Morgan, Robert m murder
MS Leflore 1902 Janl4 Butler, Allen b m murder
MS Harrison 1902 Jan21 Johnson, Victor b m rape
MS Harrsion 1902 Jan21 Lewis, Albert b m murder
MS Coahoma 1902 Jan23 Taylor, Alf w m murder
MS Hinds 1902 mar07 Fowler, Jim b m murder
MS Tunica 1902 Marll Troublefield, Jimb m murder
MS Monroe 1902 Marll Williams, AlvinC..b m murder
MS Jones 1902 Marll Gilmore, Jake b m murder
MS Lincoln 1902 Marll Sasser, John T. m murder
MS Monroe 1902 Marl9 Lanier, Will m murder
MS Hinds 1902 Mar 20 Gordon, George b m murder
MS Lowndes 1902 May 2 6 Beckwith, Perry b m murder
MS Coahoma 1902 May 2 6 kennedy, William b m murder
MS Marshall 1902 Jun26 Ayres, Alfred b m murder
MS Claiborne 1902 Jul22 Deal, Abe b m murder
MS Washington 1902 Jul22 Cocke, Ashley w m murder
MS Washington 1902 Jul22 Lauderdale, Tom w m murder
MS Warren 1902 JU122 West, Steve b m murder
MS Forrest 1902 Augoi Dentzler, Will b m 19 rape
MS Lafatette 1902 Sep24 Mathis, Will w m murder
MS Lafayette 1902 Sep 2 4 Lester, Orlando b m murder
MS Noxubee 1902 OctlO Bush, Gus b m murder
MS Issaquena 1902 NOV18 Mitchell, Dave b m murder
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MS Jefferson 1902 NOV28 Gaines,Richard b m murder
MS Smith 1903 Febl8 Wormaner, Thos. Eb m murder
MS Sunflower 1903 Feb 18 Walker, Emanuel b m murder
MS Pearl River 1903 Febl8 Smith, Alexander b m murder
MS Union 1903 Janl3 McAllister, Luke b m murder
MS Yazoo 1903 MarOl Campbell, Joseph b m murder
MS Yalobusha 1903 AprlO Harris, Charles b m rape
MS Copiah 1903 May 2 5 Dukes, Antonio b m murder
MS Marshall 1903 JulOl Strickland, Chas b m murder
MS Marshall 1903 JulOl Glasgow, Solomon b m murder
MS Lauderdale 1904 Apr 2 5 Paris, James P. b m murder
MS Sharkey 1904 Aug24 Fields, Dave m murder
MS Sharkey 1904 Aug25 Davis, Albert m murder
MS Yalobusha 1905 Febll Gammon, Edward w m 24 murder
MS Holmes 1905 Janl3 Dean, James m murder
MS Tallahatchie 1905 Janl3 Baldwin, Albert b m murder
MS Coahoma 1905 Mar 15 Simmons, Simon b m murder
MS Wilkinson 1905 Mar? Wright, Cademus b m murder
MS Claiborne 1905 Apr 2 2 Pitman, Jesse b m murder
MS Tunica 1905 Apr? Thomas, Elijah b m murder
MS Carroll 1905 Jun? Brown, Henry b m murder
MS Madison 1905 Aug07 Jones, Robert b m murder
MS Holmes 1906 Mar 19 Hanna, Jim b m murder
MS Tallahatchie 1906 Mar 2 9 Butler, Henry b m murder
MS Chickasaw 1906 Apr 16 Evans, Pete m murder
MS Sunflower 1906 Apr 2 4 McGraw, Rupert b m
MS Sunflower 1906 Apr 2 4 May, coats b m
MS Sunflower 1906 Apr 2 4 Turner, Edward b m
MS Lincoln 1906 Apr 2 5 Bowles, George b m murder
MS Jefferson 1906 Jull8 Robinson, Joe b m murder
MS Jefferson 1906 Jull8 Fletcher, Lee b m murder
MS Rankin 1906 Jul27 Lewis, Alcie b m murder
MS Madison 1906 Aug 31 Kingston, Lee b m murder
MS Sunflower 1906 Nov? Rhodes, Albert b m murder
MS Washington 1907 Febl5 Holman, Felix b m murder
MS Issaquena 1907 Jan03 Harvey, Will b m murder
MS Pike 1907 Mar 2 8 Coleman, Chas b m murder
MS Hinds 1907 Sep24 Samuel, Dan b m murder
MS Noxubee 1907 Sep27 Conner, Silas b m murder
MS Washington 1908 Feb20 Willis, "DocM b m murder
MS Tunica 1908 Jan03 Washington, Will b m murder
MS Tunica 1908 Jan03 Hopkins, F. b m murder
MS Wayne 1908 Aug 04 Toombs, George b m murder
MS Tallahatchie 1908 Sep22 Bowles, Ned b m murder
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MS Tallahatchie 1908 Sep22 Burleson, Jim b m murder
MS Tate 1909 Mar 2 5 Farrar, Arthur b m murder
MS Tate 1909 JU102 Veazey, Steve b m murder
MS Rankin 1909 Jul23 Mack, Will b m rape
MS Union 1909 SeplO McDaniel, John b m murder
MS Lowndes 1910 Febll Betts, Henry b m murder
MS Sunflower 1910 Nov02 Scott, Jesse b m murder
Source: Capital Punishment Research Project
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COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
AL Autauga 57.0 47.4 90.3 81.1 50.70
AL Baldwin 26.8 18.7 73.6 66.5 22.50
AL Barbour 59.3 37.9 96.5 60.6 48.10
AL Bibb 34.0 38.2 99.1 112.8 36.13
AL Blount 11.9 6.1 146.9 110.1 8.80
AL Bullock 65.0 49.7 83.8 59.1 55.25
AL Butler 68.9 22.0 144.4 41.6 44.07
AL Calhoun 50.2 48.6 172.1 176.6 50.13
AL Chambers 42.2 31.1 80.1 60.0 35.85
AL Cherokee 13.7 16.3 99.9 126.6 14.82
AL Chilton 51.5 29.3 244.6 142.9 41.37
AL Choctaw 20.0 16.8 37.6 26.9 18.33
AL Clarke 14.1 22.6 24.7 40.4 18.35
AL Clay 14.6 11.4 135.0 90.6 13.25
AL Cleburne 18.9 26.1 316.1 492.3 22.57
AL Coffee 28.8 18.0 181.1 81.3 22.12
AL Colbert 28.7 36.7 74.1 96.3 32.92
AL Conecuh 48.7 25.2 107.5 53.6 36.52
AL Coosa 37.1 26.5 110.2 70.3 31.83
AL Covington 27.9 19.9 249.7 80.0 25.17
AL Crenshaw 35.0 26.2 146.8 81.2 30.15
AL Cullman 15.6 6.4 5526.3 337.7 10.98
AL Dale 40.6 25.5 208.5 94.7 31.87
AL Dallas 18.6 29.4 22.3 36.1 23.58
AL DeKalb 9.0 10.3 157.8 339.6 9.83
AL Elmore 12.4 46.7 26.2 99.7 29.85
AL Escambia 71.5 31.8 234.0 107.7 52.40
AL Etowah 23.7 26.3 138.5 151.4 26.10
AL Fayette 8.6 4.3 65.4 37.5 6.43
AL Franklin 17.8 16.5 163.8 173.7 16.58
AL Geneva 29.0 18.3 302.1 111.5 22.65
AL Greene 18.2 21.6 21.3 24.9 19.40
AL Hale 28.0 17.2 34.5 21.8 21.78
AL Henry 10.5 18.6 29.5 38.4 12.70
AL Houston 0.0 23.1 0.0 78.1 7.70
AL Jackson 15.3 24.3 112.0 255.1 19.92
*10 PERCENT SAMPLE
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APPENDIX E
COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
AL Jefferson 94.7 36.3 260.7 90.6 63.37
AL Lamar 16.2 11.4 83.7 62.9 13.65
AL Lauderdale 21.1 22.6 70.5 98.6 22.10
AL Lawrence 13.5 13.2 34.3 41.8 13.62
AL Lee 47.4 62.1 82.4 103.9 54.30
AL Limestone 18.9 27.5 44.4 72.2 23.97
AL Lowndes 32.6 35.1 38.2 39.8 32.62
AL Macon 60.7 59.5 78.9 70.3 59.30
AL Madison 34.6 15.5 70.3 38.6 24.52
AL Marengo 16.3 21.8 21.5 28.2 18.83
AL Marion 15.0 2.9 294.1 96.2 8.48
AL Marshall 10.0 4.9 148.6 102.6 7.33
AL Mobile 46.1 42.2 104.4 98.2 44.82
AL Monroe 12.6 18.8 22.6 32.4 15.73
AL Montgomery 105.2 83.0 142.5 119.9 92.18
AL Morgan 27.4 20.7 108.7 85.4 23.90
AL Perry 21.5 22.1 28.0 28.2 21.45
AL Pickens 8.5 16.0 14.4 30.9 12.20
AL Pike 52.8 14.9 142.2 31.9 32.57
AL Randolph 24.4 35.3 127.1 152.2 29.83
AL Russell 46.5 28.9 61.3 37.1 36. 65
AL St.Clair 38.6 47.8 219.7 272.6 43.05
AL Shelby 14.4 12.6 45.5 44.5 13.52
AL Sumter 15.9 19.5 19.9 24.0 17.05
AL Talladega 31.4 39.3 66.0 81.6 34.80
AL Tallapoosa 28.7 25.8 85.8 69.8 26.77
AL Tuscaloosa 28.3 32.2 71.1 80.4 31.18
AL Walker 42.3 33.0 410.6 186.6 37.68
AL Washington 41.6 18.0 101.6 42.9 28.70
AL Wilcox 42.5 23.7 54.5 29.0 31.95
AL Winston 13.7 45.9 2500 10926 31.73
GA Appling 12.7 4.9 44.7 21.0 8.17
GA Baker 11.4 17.6 15.4 24.5 14.88GA Baldwin 8.9 9.3 13.9 15.4 8.88
GA Banks 4.7 2.7 25.6 12.9 3.57
GA Bartow 3.4 3.2 11.6 12.6 3.40
GA BenHill 0.0 0.8 0.0 2.0 0.27
GA Berrien 14.0 10.1 62.1 36.7 11.28
GA Bibb 26.4 36.4 48.0 75.0 31.43
GA Brooks 7.2 10.9 13.1 18.5 9.27
GA Bryan 9.1 17.9 18.6 36.0 13.63
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APPENDIX E continued
COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
GA Bulloch 10.9 10.6 32.0 26.4 10.52
GA Burke 10.9 18.3 13.7 22.3 14.22
GA Butts 18.0 17.6 35.2 33.3 17.45
GA Calhoun 11.9 15.9 16.1 21.5 14.30
GA Camden 4.9 15.6 7.3 23.5 10.08
GA Campbell 5.5 15.6 14.3 47.0 10.90
GA Carroll 3.6 9.1 20.8 43.9 6.48
GA Catoosa 5.5 2.8 47.2 42.0 4.20
GA Charlton 6.0 0.0 23.0 0.0 2.93
GA Chatham 19.9 38.6 33.1 70.0 29.38
GA Chattahooche 14.3 32.2 22.8 46.6 22.70
GA Chattooga 2.7 5.1 15.0 28.5 3.88
GA Cherokee 5.8 2.4 59.7 34.2 4.15
GA Clarke 9.2 13.7 17.3 27.2 11.97
GA Clay 7.7 15.6 12.5 21.3 11.65
GA Clayton 12.1 23.9 32.5 54.0 18.07
GA Clinch 6.0 13.1 16.9 32.6 9.23
GA Cobb 8.5 12.3 28.0 47.2 10.58
GA Coffee 11.4 12.3 31.1 34.9 11.92
GA Colquitt 6.3 83.9 62.9 359.5 50.72
GA Columbia 4.4 11.4 6.2 15.2 8.23
GA Coweta 8.9 12.8 15.9 22.7 11.03
GA Crawford 6.4 16.8 11.6 28.4 10.95
GA Crisp 0.0 1.2 0.0 2.3 0.40
GA Dade 5.3 4.8 27.4 68.7 5.20
GA Dawson 1.8 0.0 38.6 0.0 0.90
GA Decatur 16.5 18.9 30.5 32.9 16.78
GA DeKalb 12.8 18.7 36.8 62.2 16.33
GA Dodge 17.5 6.0 37.7 14.2 11.65
GA Dooly 11.0 15.6 22.4 25.1 12.12
GA Dougherty 23.8 31.8 28.3 42.3 28.28
GA Douglas 2.6 5.6 11.1 23.0 4.07
GA Early 9.2 15.5 14.7 24.8 12.40
GA Echols 9.7 30.2 29.4 101.0 20.05
GA Effingham 33.9 28.1 86.0 65.5 30.07
GA Elbert 7.8 10.4 15.2 20.7 9.20
GA Emanuel 17.0 11.9 47.1 30.0 13.93
GA Fannin 5.7 5.6 446.4 432.1 5.55
GA Fayette 0.0 9.1 0.0 26.2 4.68
GA Floyd 13.7 22.0 37.4 77.3 17.95
GA Forsyth 10.8 7.5 93.2 82.0 9.13
GA Franklin 2.7 4.5 12.1 20.1 3.53
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APPENDIX E continued
COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
GA Fulton '32.1 39.9 76.8 122.3 37.93
GA Gilmer 1.1 7.6 144.9 985.9 4.22
GA Glascock 16.1 8.6 51.4 26.5 11.93
GA Glynn 41.0 24.8 71.1 39.9 32.87
GA Gordon 0.0 5.0 0.0 59.0 2.62
GA Grady 0.0 2.2 0.0 5.4 0.73
GA Greene 5.3 11.3 7.7 18.0 8.55
GA Gwinnett 5.0 5.2 33.,4 33.9 5.03
GA Habersham 8.6 4.9 62.9 70.3 6.35
GA Hall 12.7 8.6 83.1 54.6 10.72
GA Hancock 9.3 13.0 12.9 17.5 11.18
GA Haralson 2.7 1.5 26.9 9.9 2.10
GA Harris 9.5 10.6 14.8 14.8 9.95
GA Hart 1.8 8.6 6.8 27.6 5.32
GA Heard 3.1 6.3 9.0 18.6 4.63
GA Henry 8.3 5.0 29.7 17.4 6.58
GA Houston 9.9 7.5 21.1 14.7 8.58
GA Irwin 12.5 24.6 16.5 33.4 18.62
GA Jackson 12.7 15.3 38.6 32.5 12.27
GA Jasper 7.9 12.1 13.0 17.4 10.10
GA Jeff Davis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
GA Jefferson 7.0 5.6 11.1 9.2 6.40
GA Jenkins 0.0 1.7 0.0 2.7 0.57
GA Johnson 9.8 15.5 41.2 36.0 12.23
GA Jones 5.5 11.4 8.0 16.1 8. 37
GA Laurens 12.4 9.9 27.9 19.9 10.78
GA Lee 8.8 18.0 10.5 21.0 13 = 60
GA Liberty 12.4 11.6 18.4 18.0 11.95
GA Lincoln 6.5 8.0 10.9 13.5 7.40
GA Lowndes 11.9 18.4 22.6 34.7 15.35
GA Lumpkin 4.4 9.2 72.5 156.3 6.32
GA McDuffie 11.4 8.7 18.1 15.0 9.93
GA McIntosh 10.8 24.8 13.4 32.1 17.73
GA Macon 15.2 15.3 21.8 21.7 15.25
GA Madison 6.3 8.3 19.1 27.2 7.52
GA Marion 10.4 14.2 18.8 24.2 11.67
GA Meriwether 4.3 12.7 7.8 21.7 8.60
GA Miller 18.7 11.3 50.8 27.6 14.48
GA Mitchell 20.2 14.5 36.0 27.5 17.67
GA Monroe 6.3 13.7 9.6 20.5 9.88
GA Montgomery 14.1 9.2 35.5 24.6 10.92
GA Morgan 8.1 14.7 11.8 21.6 12.02
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GA Murray 2.4 2.0 41.3 49.8 2.23
GA Muscogee 17.7 26.5 31.9 57.3 22.83
GA Newton 14.7 16.3 29.3 31.7 15.40
GA Oconee 9.1 9.9 18.3 21.3 9.82
GA Oglethorpe 6.5 14.5 9.3 23.8 10.55
GA Paulding 1.7 2.8 13.3 25.2 2.27
GA Pickens 1.2 8.8 28.7 181.8 5.08
GA Pierce 26.6 12.1 85.7 47.4 19.07
GA Pike 12.9 9.2 26.0 17.7 10.83
GA Polk 6.0 15.8 19.3 56.2 11.08
GA Pulaski 10.3 6.6 17.0 11.1 8.52
GA Putnam 5.4 10.8 7.3 14.7 8.27
GA Quitman 6.7 23.9 9.8 30.7 15.17
GA Rabun 7.1 12.6 241.0 448.7 9.48
GA Randolph 
GA Richmond
9.8 12.2 15.8 17.7 11.10
15.7 25.1 31.1 52.1 20.38
GA Rockdale 10.3 16.8 26.1 41.8 13.92
GA Schley 5.5 3.8 9.4 6.1 4.62
GA Seminole 16.6 6.9 32.0 11.5 11.13
GA Spalding 9.1 9.1 16.5 17.9 8.90
GA Stephens 0.0 2.1 0.0 9.0 0.70
GA Stewart 15.9 9.7 21.8 12.5 12.53
GA Sumter 21.7 16.2 31.8 22.1 18.67
GA Talbot 8.3 0.9 11.9 1.2 4.70
GA Taliaferro 4.1 19.4 6.2 26.4 12.05
GA Tattnall 18.5 10.2 61.0 32.5 12.67
GA Taylor 3.5 10.1 7.4 20.4 6.90
GA Telfair 21.9 12.8 51.4 35.7 16.37
GA Terrell 11.0 15.9 17.5 21.1 13.43
GA Thomas 7.3 14.8 12.6 25.2 10.68
GA Tift 0.0 5.2 0.0 15.9 1.73
GA Toombs 0.0 8.9 0.0 29.3 2.97
GA Towns 0.0 7.6 0.0 2000 3.58
GA Troup 8.7 13.3 13.2 22.7 11.02
GA Turner 0.0 3.0 0.0 7.5 1.00
GA Twiggs 2.4 0.9 3.7 1.4 1.67
GA Union 2.6 5.8 121.2 625.0 3.98
GA Upson 4.9 7.8 9.8 14.3 6.18
GA Walker 9.0 8.0 62.1 61.2 8.55
GA Walton 8.0 11.0 19.6 27.8 9.68
GA Ware 18.2 6.5 44.2 16.8 11.98
GA Warren 15.5 18.5 25.2 27.1 17.00
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COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
GA Washington 12.3 7.1 20.8 11.5 9.48
GA Wayne 16.0 11.5 54.7 45.3 13.93
GA Webster 15.8 22.8 27.5 33.5 18.67
GA White 1.6 17.6 15.1 226.7 9.22
GA Whitfield 5.4 6.9 36.3 64.0 6.17
GA Wilcox 6.3 14.1 15.8 34.5 10.40
GA Wilkes 3.9 3.8 5.6 5.4 3.85
GA Wilkinson 8.3 9.9 17.3 19.4 8.83
LA Acadia 58.2 33.0 472.7 160.4 43.32
LA Ascension 33.3 27.2 57.7 57.8 29.13
LA Assumption 19.9 13.7 43.9 32.7 16.75
LA Avoyelles 16.3 17.9 33.7 50.7 17.12
LA Bienville 9.9 16.1 22.3 37.0 13.32
LA Bossier 28.0 38.6 35.1 50.2 31.93
LA Caddo 78.6 46.9 105.3 75.5 61.33
LA Calcasieu 45.6 28.0 288.0 106.3 39.20
LA Caldwell 43.0 10.5 80.5 26.0 26.02
LA Cameron 0.0 7.0 0.0 55.8 3.60
LA Catahoula 13.3 30.7 32.2 61.6 19.57
LA Claiborne 10.3 14.4 17.8 24.1 12.57
LA Concordia 20.8 35.7 23.6 42.7 28.92
LA DeSoto 44.8 28.5 67.3 44.1 35.60
LA EBR 35.5 40.5 56.0 65.6 37.73
LA E. Carroll 23.5 66.2 25.5 74.1 45.43
LA E.Feliciana 26.3 27.9 37.0 38.5 26.47
LA Franklin 18.8 25.0 32.2 57.0 22.65
LA Grant 30.2 16.3 73.2 53.4 22.10
LA Iberia 40.0 20.2 80.2 43.5 28.52
LA Iberville 65.5 23.6 94.4 38.1 43.03
LA Jackson 6.7 11.6 19.2 40.0 9.93
LA Jefferson 36.3 41.1 74.0 110.5 39.18
LA Lafayette 46.3 17.1 107.5 45.6 30.12
LA Lafourche 25.3 10.0 71.6 41.4 16.90
LA LaSalle 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
LA Lincoln 14.9 17.9 35.1 45.3 16.70
LA Livingston 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
LA Madison 24.8 59.9 26.5 67.7 41.62
LA Morehouse 20.9 25.6 26.4 34.4 23.82
LA Natchitoches 34.1 25.0 56.6 44.8 28.68
LA Orleans 26.4 13.0 98.9 49.4 19.40
LA Ouachita 25.6 27.1 37.3 49.5 26.80
LA Plaquemines 10.4 8.0 17.9 14.6 9.08
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APPENDIX E continued
COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
LA Pointe Coupe 27.5 42.3 36.2 62.4 33.67
LA Rapides 39.4 32.6 69.0 67.6 34.68
LA Red River 26.5 42.1 38.7 77.3 34.13
LA Richland 11.7 19.0 16.6 28.7 16.53
LA Sabine 23.4 18.6 106.4 88.9 20.38
LA St. Bernard 34.7 15.2 75.9 41.4 24.25
LA St. Charles 40.1 46.4 53.9 77.4 44.08
LA St. Helena 18.6 20.7 32.7 41.5 19.78
LA St. James 24.8 10.0 39.0 17.5 16.72
LA St. John B 17.6 16.0 30.1 28.3 17.02
LA St. Landry 16.9 20.3 30.5 43.2 18.80
LA St. Martin 27.5 19.5 52.4 45.8 23.23
LA St. Mary 40.1 18.0 62.5 33.4 27.23
LA St. Tammany 35.4 19.6 97.2 55.0 27.45
LA Tangipahoa 30.0 18.9 80.9 60.2 25.10
LA Tensas 34.8 48.1 37.4 52.5 39.87
LA Terrebonne 14.9 16.6 30.9 42.0 15.75
LA Union 28.3 14.2 66.2 38.9 21.20
LA Vermilion 41.5 22.0 203.5 128.9 30.58
LA Vernon 11.9 24.7 129.6 115.7 20.27
LA Washington 31.3 15.9 101.8 55.0 24.57
LA Webster 20.9 18.2 35.7 35.4 19.75
LA WBR 98.1 58.6 137.5 80.2 77.50
LA W. Carroll 24.0 11.2 39.0 25.7 18.97
LA W. Feliciana 18.6 37.2 21.9 45.4 26.73
LA Winn 11.3 14.7 79.2 68.7 14.72
MS Adams 18.1 25.3 23.6 33.8 20.62
MS Alcorn 7.6 23.1 28.5 98.2 16.02
MS Amite 8.2 14.4 14.2 26.2 11.38
MS Attala 9.0 10.1 21.2 21.9 9.47
MS Benton 8.5 13.7 18.3 27.8 11.05
MS Bolivar 15.3 17.6 17.2 20.1 17.18
MS Calhoun 8.2 3.9 35.2 18.4 5.95
MS Carroll 13.8 12.5 24.5 21.5 12.92
MS Chickasaw 5.0 13.6 8.8 24.4 9.63
MS Claiborne 5.5 31.0 7.3 39.7 17.13
MS Clarke 14.5 14.3 28.4 30.2 14.68
MS Clay 7.0 15.3 10.0 22.0 11.17
MS Coahoma 17.4 35.1 19.9 39.5 27.13
MS Copiah 7.9 22.0 15.4 39.5 14.97
MS Covington 7.2 20.7 20.2 67.0 14.53
MS DeSoto 12.4 15.1 17.4 19.9 13.53
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APPENDIX E continued
COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
MS Forrest 0.0 6.8 0.0 18.2 2.27
MS Franklin 8.6 16.5 18.2 36.6 12.52
MS George 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
MS Greene 5.1 34.7 21.4 155.9 18.90
MS Grenada 14.0 14.0 19.0 19.7 14.42
MS Hancock 19.2 35.7 63.8 92.2 26.17
MS Harrison 20.0 24.8 75.4 80.8 23.73
MS Hinds 8.7 23.9 12.0 33.5 16.77
MS Holmes 13.6 17.9 17.6 22.4 15.57
MS Humphreys 5.7 25.6 6.0 27.1 15.88
MS Issaquena 8.5 6.9 101.5 83.5 7.60
MS Itawamba 32.0 47.2 104.8 133.5 37.40
MS Jackson 5.4 9.2 11.1 18.9 7.57
MS Jasper 11.1 25.2 13.7 32.2 17.35
MS Jefferson 11.1 25.2 13.7 32.2 17.35
MS Jeff D 0.0 8.6 0.0 16.3 2.87
MS Jones 19.2 11.7 128.4 41.6 15.07
MS Kemper 6.7 12.3 11.9 21.4 9.35
MS Lafayette 4.9 17.4 11.3 38.4 11.05
MS Lamar 0.0 13.6 0.0 44.2 4.53
MS Lauderdale 13.5 18.1 26.7 38.9 16.00
MS Lawrence 9.7 18.3 19.7 46.6 13.30
MS Leake 6.1 7.1 17.9 21.1 6.52
MS Lee 6.0 17.7 15.9 47.8 12.68
MS Leflore 19.0 18.5 22.4 21.9 19.42
MS Lincoln 12.8 20.3 30.3 48.1 17.30
MS Lowndes 10.0 9.8 12.8 13.8 9.87
MS Madison 9.5 17.3 12.2 21.2 13.23
MS Marion 7.3 18.6 23.3 47.8 13.08
MS Marshall 9.6 16.8 15.3 23.3 13.02
MS Monroe 6.8 13.4 11.3 24.1 10.37
MS Montgomery 6.9 10.7 14.3 21.3 8.78
MS Neshoba 5.4 5.0 27.6 30.5 5.43
MS Newton 3.0 14.3 8.1 36.9 8.97
MS Noxubee 13.5 10.9 16.4 12.9 11.80
MS Oktibbeha 8.5 16.8 12.6 26.0 12.40
MS Panola 7.4 18.5 11.3 27.3 13.12
MS Pearl River 10.1 28.3 45.7 123.9 21.02
MS Perry 18.5 58.6 64.0 174.4 32.17
MS Pike 21.2 34.3 42.4 72.7 28.97
MS Pontotoc 4.7 10.2 16.1 42.3 7.42
MS Prentiss 4.4 13.6 21.1 80.0 9. 07
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COUNTY INCARCERATION RATES IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
1891-1910*
PER 10,000 CAPITA
ALL ALL BLACK BLACK ALL
ST COUNTY 1890 1910 1890 1910 AVERAGE
MS Quitman 21.3 29.3 29.3 38.4 29.45
MS Rankin 9.5 18.4 16.3 30.9 14.15
MS Scott 4.3 10.2 10.8 24.7 7.40
MS Sharkey 22.7 28.7 26.6 32.2 25.90
MS Simpson 4.9 10.5 12.8 30.2 8.13
MS Smith 5.6 6.6 35.1 37.9 6.23
MS Sunflower 26.6 29.9 36.5 36.9 30.33
MS Tallahatchie 9.1 9.6 14.1 13.9 9.72
MS Tate 11.9 22.3 21.4 38.1 16.82
MS Tippah 2.3 10.3 10.3 53.6 6.52
MS Tishomingo 4.3 8.4 40.4 101.0 6.72
MS Tunica 28.0 45.6 31.2 50.3 36.57
MS Union 6.4 7.9 25.0 35.6 7.30
MS Warren 16.9 28.0 23.0 40.1 21.53
MS Washington 14.6 19.0 16.6 22.4 16.35
MS Wayne 5.1 22.4 12.5 56.5 14.22
MS Wilkinson 12.5 26.0 16.1 33.8 18.20
MS Winston 2.5 6.4 5.9 16.0 4.62
MS Yalobusha 10.2 13.0 19.0 25.0 11.53
MS Yazoo 14.8 19.5 19.5 25.6 16.93
Sources: Alabama State Archives, Convict Records 
Georgia State Archives, Convict Records 
Louisiana State Prison at Angola 
Mississippi State Archives, Convict 
Records
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APPENDIX F
CENSUS VARIABLES FOR THE DEEP SOUTH
Census data inclusion changes for many variables 
from year to year. An x to the right of a variable 
indicates its inclusion in a given census. State, 
county, and Federal Information Processing Service, or 
FIPS codes are included in each census in the ICPSR 
files.
Variable 1890 1900 1910
total population X X X
county area X X X
population density X X X
black population X X X
foreign born population X X X
male/female ratio X X X
family/dwelling ratio X X X




illiterate white vote 











farm owners X X X
fixed-rent tenants X X X
share croppers X X X
farm value (sum of land 
buildings, equipment, 
and farm products 




number of black tenants
X
X X
number of white tenants X X
number black owners 
value of owned farms 
value of rented farms 
absentee farm owners 






farm labor cost 
number of factories X
X
X
factory capitalization X X
factory employees X X
factory wages X X
child employees X X
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APPENDIX F continued
CENSUS VARIABLES FOR THE DEEP SOUTH
Variable 1890 i ann i a ■> n
value of raw industrial
products X X
value of finished
industrial products X X
teachers per 10,000 capita X
white teachers X
black teachers X
students per 10,000 capita X X
English-born X X X
French-born X X X
German-born X X X
Irish-born X X X
Italian-born X X X
Scots-born X X X
White Baptists X
Other White Protestants X
Black Church Members X
Other Church Members X
Source: Inter-University Consortium for Political
and Social Research, University of Michigan, 
1987.
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